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1
General Introduction
Spelling correctly is not always as obvious as it may seem. Once in a while even
skilled spellers may experience spelling difficulties, for example if they have to
write less frequently used words. Dictionaries or electronic spell checkers may be
helpful to resolve these difficulties. Yet, to some people these devices may be of
less use because they cannot see the differences between their own spelling and
the presented spelling options, or their own spelling deviates too much from the
correct spelling that the proper spelling option cannot be found (Berninger, et al.,
1998).
Spelling problems seem to be hereditary, and because of that one might claim
that poor spelling may not be treated completely and examining the underlying
characteristics may be futile. However, some genetic problems like diabetes and
hearing problems can be solved to a certain extent. Other genetic problems may
be difficult to remedy like deafness, but research of the characteristics and
underlying processes could be helpful to treat these problems in future. Therefore,
retrieving more information about the characteristics of poor spellers could be
helpful to get a better understanding of why certain aspects of exercises are
helpful.

1.1

Focus of the thesis

A commonly accepted definition of dyslexia is that ‘dyslexia is present when the
automatization of word identification (reading) and/or spelling does not develop
or does so very incompletely or with great difficulty’ (Gerson-Wolfensberger &
Ruijssenaars, 1997). Although a lot of research has been done to study reading
problems, problems in spelling have received considerably less attention
(Berninger et al. 2000; Willows & Scott, 1994). Even though spelling and reading
may be closely related (Ehri, 1997; Katz & Frost, 2001), the relative neglect of
studying the problems in spelling is rather remarkable because spelling problems
seem to be more persistent than reading problems (Bradley, 1981; Willows &
Scott, 1994). Most spelling problems show up within a couple of years after
spelling instruction has started. Researchers estimate that about 3% to 15% of all
children have distinct problems in spelling (Gerson-Wolfensberger &
Ruijssenaars, 1997; Hynd & Cohen, 1983). As time passes, the difference
between the spelling performance of good and poor spellers increases, which can
be considered as some sort of Matthew effect “those that have, shall be given”
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(Walberg & Tsai, 1983). In order to improve spelling performance, young poor
spellers need additional practice with exercises that are really effective. Normal
spellers seem to achieve a correct spelling irrespective of the kind of exercises
used. However, this thesis will focus on the kind of spelling exercises that may be
effective to poor spellers. Up to now, no strong empirical support for any
successful specific method or remedial instruction has been found (Schlagal,
2001).

1.2

History of spelling education

In order to better evaluate the various types of spelling instruction a brief historic
account of spelling instruction may be useful. The studies of this thesis have been
conducted in the Netherlands, therefore Dutch spelling instructions will be
emphasized. Dutch spelling instruction has changed over the last decades. Around
1900, teaching spelling was conducted by emphasizing the consistent sound
elements of syllables. About two decades later spelling instruction changed by
emphasizing the whole word; words needed to be memorized one by one
(Schlagal, 2001; Steffler, 2001). Several decades later, spelling was found to be
more systematic and principled: phoneme - grapheme relations were registered
and morphology was also considered to be of importance (Venezky, 1967).
Spelling was taught by giving instructions in the orthographic patterns of the
words. The words were presented from simple to complex, in order to create
systematic knowledge that could also be generalized to other words with similar
patterns. Current spelling methods emphasize the developmental process: first
children learn to spell simple words that can be spelled correctly by using
phonemic analysis, later on they practice with more difficult words in which the
specific orthography of the word plays a more important role. Today, most
methods provide rules or analogous words in order to help the children to spell
the words correctly. Current spelling methods emphasize the attractiveness of
exercises to the speller: the number of pictures and the variety of exercises are
extensive (Bos & Geelhoed, 2001) and they usually include a variety of exercises:
coloring, crossword puzzles, circling words etc. The attractiveness of exercises
may of course help to motivate the children to carry out assigned work. But it is
even more important to decide whether and why these attractive exercises are
really effective to improve spelling, Even though recent spelling methods show to
be attractive and well-considered, it is still unclear what type or format of spelling
exercises are really effective. Poor spellers need much more practicing than
normally developing peers in order to attain a similar level of skill in spelling, so
spelling exercises that effectively improve spelling skills and reduce practicing
time are especially important to them. This thesis attempts to assess the relative
gains in spelling skills as a result of exercises in which the word has to be
produced in several different ways.
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Principles of Dutch spelling

The Dutch language consists of different spelling categories that are based on
three main principles and two basic rules (Woordenlijst Nederlandse taal, 1995):
the spelling-to-sound principle, the analogy principle, the etymology principle,
and the rules for the reduction and doubling of vowel and consonant characters in
open and closed syllables. The spelling-to-sound principle is based on the
dominant alphabetic principle of Dutch spelling, which states that the graphemes
of a word represent the phonological structure of the word. Some of these words
have a simple spelling, like the word aap (monkey); other words are more
complex, like the word herfststorm (autumn storm). The analogy principle states
that the words should be spelled consistently. For example, the graphemes in the
middle of the word ribben (ribs) have an obvious /b/ sound, therefore the singular
form of the word rib also has to be written with the grapheme b, although the
final grapheme in rib sounds like a /p/. The etymology principle states that
historical developments have an influence on some of the current spellings. The
spelling of the word of this principle is either based on pre-existent differences in
pronunciation or on foreign languages. The spelling cannot be retrieved by the
regular sound of the words; for example, in words like klei (clay) and blij (happy)
the sound of the vowels is the same, but different characters are used for
etymological reasons. Finally, many words are based on the two main rules of
Dutch spelling. In Dutch, words with long vowels are generally written with a
double grapheme, whereas words with short vowels are written with a single
grapheme. However, the first main rule states that if the vowel has a long sound at
the end of an open syllable, one character of the long vowel has to be removed.
Therefore, the plural form of a word like haar (hair) will be written as haren
(sounding as /ha/-/ren/). The other main rule states that a consonant between two
vowels has to be doubled if the preceding vowel has a short sound: the writing of
the plural form of a word like klok (clock) will therefore be klokken.

1.4

Studies about possible differences between poor spellers

As was mentioned before, current spelling methods consist of a variety of
exercises. But it is still unclear whether all exercises are equally effective for
improving the spelling skill; there may be important differences in effectiveness.
In order to find out what aspects contribute to improving spelling, one first has to
perform a structured analysis of the aspects of spelling exercises as well as on the
characteristics of poor spellers.
Characteristics of poor spellers can be retrieved from various studies. Problems
that are often mentioned are: impairments in phonological awareness (e.g.
Caravolas, Hulme, & Snowling, 2001; Schlagal, 2001; Ziegler, Perry, Ma-Wyatt,
Ladner, & Schulte-Körne, 2003), inability to apply abstract rules and structure
from language and poor problem solving strategies (Anderson, 1985; Radebaugh,
1985; Steffler, 2001), difficulty in perceiving and establishing orthographic
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information (e.g. Anderson, 1985; Schlagal, 2001), and a poor working memory
(Nicolson & Fawcett, 1994; Vellutino, 1979). Other characteristics are rather
controversial; several studies claim that there is a difference between ‘dyseidetic’
spellers who need to spell ‘by ear’ and ‘dysphonetic’ spellers who need to spell
‘by eye’ (Ellis, 1984; Frith, 1985). On the other hand, some studies stated that
poor spellers probably have no impaired visual memory (e.g. Giles & Terrell,
1997; Holmes & Ng, 1993), which is not in accordance with the idea of
'dyseidetic' spellers. Even if subtypes within the poor spellers do exist, this may
not necessarily have an influence on the way spelling should be taught. Poor
spellers who tend to spell by ear may need to focus more on the phonemes, but if
they are not capable of acquiring correct phoneme-grapheme relationships, this
may be futile. On the other hand, as was stated by Ellis (1984) ‘… one would
predict that the characteristics of the individual dyslexic child will to some extent
determine which teaching methods will prove most effective’. Irrespective of the
possible differences between poor spellers, it is useful to keep in mind their
characteristics in order to determine what kind of spelling exercises may be most
beneficial.

1.5

Examining the characteristic of poor spellers

As a first step, it is useful to ask remedial teachers who have a lot of experience in
helping poor spellers to indicate what kind of spelling exercises may be effective
with respect to the possible individual differences between the children. If
aptitude differentiation is commonly realized in practice, then experienced
teachers would be able to report whether they tend to provide different kinds of
exercises to children with different kind of problems. Using the expertise of
remedial teachers could also provide a first indication about what aspects in
current spelling exercises may be useful to poor spellers.
One of the characteristics of poor spellers is difficulty in acquiring a proficient
orthographic representation of words. This characteristic may indicate that poor
spellers need to pay more attention to the spelling of words than normal spellers.
Poor spellers may need to focus on the sequence of all letters, in order to
remember the spelling accurately. Processing the words more actively may help
poor spellers to store orthographic information more adequately. Since reading
can be based on partial cues like the first and last letters of a word (Holmes & Ng,
1993), reading does not require the same orthographic knowledge of words as
spelling (Ehri, 1997; Perfetti, 1997). Therefore, reading may not be as useful as
spelling to improve the orthographic knowledge of poor spellers. The words can
be actively processed in various ways, for example by different ways of offering.
If the word is shown during the writing process, the correct spelling can be copied
and children may need to pay less attention to the spelling of the word than if the
spelling first needs to be memorized and then written from memory (Van
Leerdam, Bosman & Van Orden, 1998). Another variation of active processing
that may result in distinct spelling improvement could be by practicing spelling
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with exercises that are similar to spelling tests (Searleman & Herrmann, 1994),
yet this kind of progress may be hard to apply in regular language activities like
school assignments.
Active processing of words could also be varied in the way the word has to be
produced. Producing the complete word will take more time than producing only
the ambiguous parts or choosing the correct spelling (Bosman & De Groot, 1992;
Van Leerdam, Bosman & Van Orden, 1998). The decrease of practicing time of
poor spellers is recommendable, because poor spellers may become less
motivated if they have to spend a lot of time on the spelling of words. However,
other aspects apart from motivation may also have an effect on spelling
performance, so examining the differences in effects between these exercises is
also quite important.
Another characteristic of children with spelling disabilities is that they do not
seem to spontaneously apply abstract rules and structure from language and that
they have poor strategies of problem solving (Anderson, 1985; Steffler, 2001).
They tend to benefit from explicit instructions in segmenting and phonemegrapheme relationships (Graham, 1999) and from a variety of other strategies
(Butyniec-Thomas & Woloshyn, 1997; Darch, Kim, Johnson & James, 2000;
Englert, Hiebert & Stewart, 1985; Steffler, Varnhagen, Friesen & Treiman, 1998).
As poor spellers seem to rely on phonological cues, they may have difficulty with
non-transparent spellings. Spelling these non-transparent words correctly, like the
word tortilla /tortee'ya/, may be simplified by sounding out the word the way it is
written /tor/-/til/-/la/. This kind of strategy is called overpronunciation and has
showed to be a very effective strategy to acquire the correct spelling of a word
(Ormrod & Jenkins, 1989). An important research question therefore is whether
this kind of strategy may also be useful to children with spelling difficulties.
Finally, since current spelling methods frequently use rule-based and analogy
strategies (Bos & Geelhoed, 2001), this thesis will also study what effect these
kinds of strategies have on poor spelling.
In the research reported in the next chapters most of the exercises were
presented on a computer. Using a computer instead of pencil and paper has a lot
of advantages (Fawcett, Nicolson & Morris, 1993; MacArthur, Haynes, Malouf,
Harris & Owings, 1990; Wise & Olson, 1994). A computer can for example
provide direct feedback, it is often attractive to children so it will probably
increase their motivation and it can register a lot of information. Practice on the
computer makes it possible to work independently, so teachers can save
instruction time. Still, some researchers have found that practicing spelling with
pencil and paper is more effective than working on a computer (Cunningham &
Stanovich, 1990). Therefore the possible differences between these two
approaches need to be examined more thoroughly.
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1.6

Overview of the next chapters

Based on the theories and research questions mentioned in paragraph 1.5, several
studies have already been conducted and these are described in the Chapters 2 to
6. In Chapter 2 two experiments are discussed which have been conducted in
order to get an impression of the effectiveness of several aspects of spelling
exercises. Exercises were constructed based on these aspects, and remedial
teachers were asked to rank these exercises based on the expected effectiveness.
An additional questionnaire provided extra information, for example about the
characteristics of poor spellers.
In the following chapters the effect of various exercises is examined by
offering different kind of computer assisted exercises to children with spelling
difficulties. Most of these studies make use of a computer program. In Chapter 3
two experiments are conducted in order to examine whether reading may be
helpful to improve the spelling of poor spellers or whether active processing, like
typing, is essential. This chapter also examines whether it is helpful to practice
words in the same way as the words are tested. In Chapter 4 the effect of active
processing is connected to variations in the orthographic pattern of the word. In
this chapter also the effect of using the computer versus pencil and paper will also
be compared. In Chapter 5 the effect of providing specific phonological cues
(overpronunciation) is studied, in order to see whether poor spellers could profit
from this kind of strategy. Chapter 6 details the effect of various strategies like
providing rules, analogous words or combinations of these strategies.
The thesis comes to an end with a general discussion in Chapter 7 in which the
results of the previous studies are discussed. This chapter also contains
recommendations for training and further research.

2
Expectations of Experienced Teachers for
the Potential Effectiveness of Spelling
Exercises1
With modern communication systems like e-mail and the Internet, written
communication goes fast and not much attention is paid to the correct spelling of
words. Although spelling errors may not bother friends and relatives, correct
spelling is needed in formal letters and official documents. Therefore, learning to
spell correctly is still important. Practicing spelling also has other benefits such as
helping to acquire word recognition skills, segmentation, decoding unfamiliar
words, oral blending, and reading (Berninger et al., 1998; Ehri, 1989, 1997;
Foorman & Francis, 1994; Graham, Harris, & Chorzempa, 2002; Uhry &
Shepherd, 1993). Spelling instruction helps to form connections between the
graphemes and phonemes of a word and increases the knowledge about the
alphabetic system; therefore it is not just important for spelling itself, but also for
reading and for processes related to reading and spelling (Ehri, 1989, 1997).
Despite the relative importance of spelling instruction, some children consider
spelling training as a rather boring subject. Recent instructional methods and
curricula for spelling in the Netherlands have tried to improve the attractiveness
of the spelling exercises by introducing a rich variety of exercises with, for
example, many pictures and games. Appealing spelling exercises may motivate
children to do the exercises, but there is of course no guarantee that the spelling
ability itself will improve. Providing effective spelling exercises is quite
important, especially for poor spellers who often have to spend a lot of time
practicing. It is therefore surprising that only little research has been done to
examine the effects of spelling exercises on poor spellers.
Effective spelling exercises
Some research that has been done to examine the effects of spelling strategies
within spelling exercises showed that all sorts of strategies could help children to
improve spelling performance (Lennox & Siegel, 1996). Especially phonetic and
imprint strategies seem to be of importance for poor spellers (Sears & Johnston,
1986; Steffler, Varnhagen, Friesen, & Treiman, 1998). Some studies showed that
1

This Chapter is an adaptation of two articles of Bos & Reitsma (2003a, 2003b).
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strategies, like visual and phonetic strategies, may also be helpful to improve
spelling performance. Apart from visual and phonetic strategies (Lennox &
Siegel, 1996; Steffler, Varnhagen, Friesen, & Treiman, 1998), emphasizing the
meaningful elements that form words (morphology), providing a meaningful
context (semantics), and instruction in how to use the different strategies have
also shown to be helpful to improve the spelling of children (Abbott, 2000;
Butyniec-Thomas & Woloshyn, 1997; Foorman, Novy, Francis, & Liberman,
1991; Kernaghan & Woloshyn, 1995; O’Conner & Padeliadu, 2000).
The efficacy of the features of words has also been studied. Phonological
practicing showed to have a positive influence on the spelling of especially young
children (Cunningham, 1990) and also emphasizing the elements that form the
words (morphology) is helpful to improve their spelling (Foorman, Novy,
Francis, & Liberman, 1991; O’Conner & Padeliadu, 2000). Providing a
meaningful context (semantics) while teaching spelling is of great importance for
young children (Butyniec-Thomas & Woloshyn, 1997). Other aspects of spelling
exercises such as motivation and feedback have also been studied. Immediate
feedback shows to have a positive effect on spelling performance as well as on
the motivation of the child (Kearney & Drabman, 1993). Positive affect has an
impact on short-term memory and probably also on learning difficult material in
the long term (Bryan & Burstein, 2000).
Although some initial empirical evidence is available on the issue of the kind
of exercises and instructions that could also be beneficial for poor spellers,
scientific knowledge does not yet allow us to make strong, evidence-based
recommendations. Further research is needed, for example, by contrasting various
types of exercises in controlled training studies. One can, however, also argue that
there might already be a rich knowledge base available: the expertise of teachers.
Because the focus of this research question is on poor spellers, the expertise of
remedial teachers - who have experience in working with children with moderate
to serious disabilities in learning to read and spell - was investigated. A study by
McCutchen, Harry, Cunningham, Cox, Sidman, and Covill (2002) demonstrated
that the phonological knowledge of teachers is positively related to the reading
performance of students. So, some evidence is available that students of teachers
with more knowledge or experience will perform better. It seems reasonable then
to assume that experience and expertise in providing training in spelling can also
have a positive influence on children. On average, normal elementary school
teachers (from Grade 2 to Grade 5) do not seem to have sufficient knowledge
about effective spelling instruction (Johnston, 2001). In contrast, specialized
teachers with much experience in spelling remediation may demonstrate detailed
and adequate knowledge of the kind of exercise that is effective. Our research
question is therefore to investigate the potential effect of various spelling
exercises by querying the expertise of these teachers. The expectations of
experienced remedial teachers may be an important source of information for
evaluating the relative merits of spelling exercises and may provide a sound
perspective for further, more rigorous research. To capitalize on the knowledge
and the ideas of the experts, both a questionnaire and a series of examples of
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actual exercises was used. The teacher had to rank the exercises in terms of
expected effectiveness.
Elements of spelling exercises
As was mentioned earlier, in the Netherlands spelling instruction consists of a
rich variety of spelling exercises. Although these exercises differ in content,
format, and attractiveness, various elements appear to be consistently present in
the exercises (Bos & Geelhoed, 2001). In this experiment four of these elements
will be analyzed.
The first identified element is the kind of spelling strategy. Three types can be
distinguished: 1) phoneme-grapheme correspondences (PGCs) and rules, 2)
analogy, and 3) memorizing. The strategy of using PGCs helps the child to find
the correct spelling for words with regular phoneme-grapheme correspondences.
In Dutch spelling instruction, this approach is often referred to as using the rule
‘write down the word according to its sounds’, which is a useful strategy in the
rather transparent Dutch language. Other rules concern the reduction of vowels
and the doubling of consonant letters in multi-syllabic words. The analogy
strategy can be used to write similar words correctly, with an instruction such as
‘write the word like the example word’. For example, if a word like mouse has to
be written correctly, the word house could be used as an example word. The
memorizing strategy helps the child to remember the correct spelling by heart.
This can be established by writing the words repeatedly with an instruction like
‘write the word five times’.
The second element of spelling exercises is ‘producing the word’ with the
following options: 1) writing all the letters of the word, 2) writing only some
letters of the word, and 3) not writing any letters at all. For example, the
instruction of an exercise could ask the child to write down the whole word
(knee). The child could also be asked to fill in the missing letters of the
ambiguous part of the word (...ee). If the child does not need to write any letters
at all, the correct spelling of the word is shown together with, for example, the
wrong spelling of the word and the child has to mark the correct spelling (knee
versus nee).
The third element analyzed is ‘the information provided about the spelling of
the word’. This element also consists of three options: 1) showing the complete
spelling of the word, 2) showing only some letters, or 3) showing no letters at all.
In the first option the child could see the whole word (e.g. knee); in the second
option, only the non-ambiguous letters of the word are shown (---ee); and in the
third option other information is needed in order to know what word to write, like
a picture or the pronunciation of the word.
The fourth and final element can be termed ‘word features’, i.e., the features of
words that are central in the exercise. Four options can be distinguished:
Semantic, phonological, morphological and orthographic. The semantics of a
word can be emphasized by providing pictures or by showing the words in a story
context. Phonology can be emphasized by presenting words that rhyme or by
emphasizing the segmentation of the word into its sounds. The morphology of
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words can be addressed by asking students to divide the words into their
meaningful parts. Finally, the orthography of the word can be accentuated by only
showing the spelling of words without any extra features.
Finally, spelling exercises also vary on other elements like perceived
attractiveness. The attractiveness of exercises is however a very subjective
criterion: some children like to practice their spelling by making a sort of a puzzle
while other children prefer to write words along with pictures. The motivation of
the children could be of special importance for making the exercises (Bryan &
Burstein, 2000). However, the subjective character of this feature makes it hard to
tell what kind of spelling exercises would increase or decrease motivation for a
group of children.
Principles of Dutch spelling
Because the study is carried out with Dutch remedial teachers working with
children who have serious problems in learning to spell Dutch words correctly, a
brief explanation on the particular orthography is needed (see also Chapter 1). In
contrast to English, the Dutch orthography is highly consistent in the direction
from grapheme to phoneme and does not generally yield major obstacles for the
beginning reader (Reitsma, 1990a, 1990b; Wesseling & Reitsma, 2000, 2001).
The orthography is less consistent, however, in the direction from phoneme to
grapheme. Dutch orthography is based on three principles: 1) spelling-to-sound,
2) analogy, and 3) etymology. There are two rules for the reduction and doubling
of vowel and consonant characters in open and closed syllables.
The dominant alphabetic principle of Dutch spelling is the spelling-to-sound
principle, which says that the graphemes of a word should clearly represent the
phonological structure of the word. Words that are primarily based on this
principle can be written correctly by using phoneme-grapheme correspondences.
According to the complexity of the phonological structure one can distinguish
words ranging from simple monosyllabic words like roos (rose) to multi-syllabic
words with one or more consonant clusters. A prime example of the latter is a
word like herfststorm (autumn storm), where six consonants appear in succession.
The second principle of Dutch orthography is the analogy principle stating that
words or morphemes should be spelled consistently. Words that are spelled in line
with this principle may partly deviate from a strict application of the spelling-tosound principle. For example, a word like honden (dogs) has an obvious /d/
sound, therefore the grapheme at the end of the singular form hond (dog) has to
be written with a d although the final sound of hond is /t/. Furthermore, an r at the
end of a word has an effect on the pronunciation of the proceeding vowel. For
example, although the pronunciation of the Dutch ee is usually /e/, like in meel
(flour) and leeg (empty), in words like beer (bear) the ee is rather pronounced as
/I/. Finally, the Dutch word grootte (greatness) sounds similar to grote (broad),
but is written in analogy to dikte (thickness).
The third principle in Dutch orthography is the principle of etymology
implying that spellings can be based on former differences in pronunciations. The
pronunciations of the words that are based on this principle have changed over
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time, so the correct spelling of these words can no longer be produced on the
basis of phoneme-grapheme correspondences. For example, although the sound of
the vowels in words like pauw (peacock) and fout (wrong) used to be different in
early days, the sounds of the vowels are nowadays the same but different
graphemes are used for etymological reasons.
Finally, there are two spelling rules for the reduction and doubling of vowel
and consonant characters and closed syllables. Generally, long vowels are spelled
with a double letter (e.g., aa) whereas short vowels are spelled with a single letter
(a). The first main rule expresses that a long final vowel in an open syllable must
be spelled with only one character instead of the regular geminated grapheme. For
example, the word raam (window) is spelled in plural form as ramen (sounding as
/rα/-/mən/). The other main rule determines that a consonant between two vowels
has to be doubled if the preceding vowel is short. For example, the plural form of
the word bot (/bot/, bone) is botten. As usual, some exceptions to these rules
exist. Although the rules do not seem too difficult and allow for an algorithmic
solution, they appear to be the main source of spelling errors in school-aged
children.
Evaluating spelling exercises
Whereas in English it is important to emphasize the morphemic consistencies in
words and to learn common words and spelling patterns by heart (e.g., Berninger
et al., 2002), the regular Dutch spelling system allows or even instigates a heavy
reliance on phoneme-grapheme correspondences, as in several other European
orthographies (e.g., De Jong & Van der Leij, 2003; Landerl & Wimmer, 2000;
Wesseling & Reitsma, 2000, 2001). However, even the relative transparent Dutch
orthography instructions on regular phomene-grapheme correspondences are far
from sufficient to learn correct spelling and adequate spelling strategies. As
outlined in the last section, knowledge about rules and word-specific orthographic
knowledge is indispensable for fluent reading and correct spelling (see also
Reitsma, 1990a, 1990b). It is therefore expected that remedial teachers have a
balanced view in choosing types of exercises by not only emphasizing the
phonology of the words and the use of PGCs but also to help poor spellers
employ the various rules and to make proper use of analogies.
The current study consists of two experiments: in the first experiment teachers
are asked to rank exercises on the expected effectiveness based on the variations
of four different elements. In the second experiment elements are combined in
order to find out what combination of elements could be considered to form
effective exercises.

2.1

Experiment 1

In this first experiment, teachers were presented with examples of spelling
exercises and were asked to rank them in terms of potential effectiveness.
Expectations about the potential effectiveness of spelling exercises, of course,
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depends heavily on the type of words to be practiced or spelling problem to be
dealt with. For words that exemplify the different principles of Dutch spelling,
different kinds of exercises would be considered to be most effective. For
example, using the PGC strategy is likely to be considered as the most helpful for
regularly spelled words. Words with unpredictable spellings (for etymological
reasons) need to be learned by heart, so the memorizing strategy may be
considered the most effective for these words. It was hypothesized that in words
that are spelled according to the analogy principle teachers will expect the most
benefit from the analogy strategy. For bisyllabic words with 'doubling of
consonants' or 'deleting vowel characters', spelling exercises presenting a rulebased strategy should be preferred. In order to analyze the effects of word type on
teachers’ judgments of the most appropriate approaches, words were
systematically selected based on the various spelling principles in the examples of
exercises presented to the teachers.
Method
Participants
Forty participants were selected based on at least three years experience in
working with children with spelling problems. Sixteen participants were well
practiced and experienced remedial teachers, 24 participants were teachers of
elementary schools who very often work with children with spelling problems in
class. The participants had a mean experience of working with poor spellers of
11.7 years (SD = 8.5 years, ranging from 3 to 27 years of experience).
Materials
Out of the 50 main categories of Dutch spelling, fourteen specific spelling
categories were selected. Two spelling-to-sound categories were: 1) words with
easy consonant-vowel-consonant structure like roos (rose), and 2) complex word
structures like kerstboom (Christmas tree).
Six categories were words in which analogy plays a decisive role: 1) words
ending with a d but sounding as a /t/ like hond (dog), 2) words with a final e
sounding as the Dutch /u/, the so-called ‘schwa’ like in tante (aunt), 3) words
with eer, oor, eur in which the sound of the vowel has changed because of the
final r, like in beer (bear), 4) words written with sch like schaap (sheep) with a
Dutch /sg/ sound, 5) words ending with ig sounding as the Dutch /ug/ like
gelukkig (happy), 6) words in which the s changes to z in the plural form, like
huis - huizen (house - houses).
Four selected categories belonged to the etymological cluster: 1) words with
the graphemes au or ou, both representing the same sound /ou/ such as in pauw
(peacock) and fout (wrong), 2) words with ch or g, referring to the same phoneme
like in lach (smile) and vlag (flag), 3) words starting with a c referring to /s/ or /k/
like in clown (clown) and circus (circus), 4) words ending on a b or p, with the
same pronunciation: the /p/ as in web (web) and lip (lip).
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The two spelling categories that belonged to the two main rules of Dutch
spelling were also selected: 1) the category of deleting a vowel at the end of an
open syllable like in raam - ramen (window - windows), and 2) the spelling
category of doubling the consonant between two vowels if the first vowel has a
short sound, like in bot - botten (bone - bones).
Various method-like exercises were constructed based on variations of the four
elements: three strategies, three ways of providing information about the
orthography of the word, three ways of how the orthography of the word should
be produced, and finally four features of words (phonology, semantics,
morphology, and orthography). The variations of these four elements with the 14
selected spelling categories formed a total of 56 sets of exercises. Within each set
of exercises only one element was varied, the other elements were kept constant
over the exercises. For example, if the effect of the three strategies was examined
for a specific spelling category, three exercises were constructed: one exercise
had the rule strategy, another the analogy strategy and a final one had the imprint
strategy (the variations of the other elements were kept constant).
In addition to the constructed exercises, a questionnaire was devised in order to
examine other aspects that were not included in the sets of exercises. More
information about the possible efficacy of spelling exercises was gathered
through questions like “according to your own experience what spelling exercises
do you find most effective?” The teachers also had to grade nine aspects:
feedback, motivation, variations of exercises, creative exercises, co-operation
while making exercises, repeating, applying spelling in other language exercises,
explicit offering of strategies and stimulation of success experiences.
Procedure
Before the exercises were shown, every participant was given the first half of the
questionnaire. They had to name characteristics of children with spelling
problems and they were asked to mention what spelling exercises they considered
being effective. After answering these questions they were asked to rank several
sets of exercises. Because of the large number of sets of exercises, the 56 sets
were split up in four equal groups of 14 sets. Therefore, every 10 participants had
to rank one group of 14 sets of exercises. Every set consisted of three or four
exercises in which only one specific element was varied (see Appendix B). The
participants were asked to rank the exercises according to the expected
effectiveness. The exercises that were perceived as most effective were given the
score 1. After the teachers completed the ranking, they were asked questions
about whether some other aspects should be added to the exercises. Furthermore
the importance of the aspects mentioned earlier, like motivation, feedback and
repetition were examined. The teachers gave a score to each aspect on a fivepoint-scale: the aspect was considered to be unimportant if the score 1 was given,
the aspect was considered to be very important if the score 5 was given.
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Data analysis
Kendall’s W test (Siegel & Castellan, 1988) was used to see whether there was
concordance in the rankings of the participants. Kendall’s W expresses the degree
of association among k sets of rankings of N objects. This test examines the
degree of association between several rankings. In this study a high measure of
concordance means that the participants show agreement on the rankings:
exercises with the lowest score can be considered as the most effective. A low
concordance in ranking means that no definitive statements can be made about
the effectiveness of the several exercises in the set.
In this study, the sets of rankings is the same as the number of participants that
ranked the same set of exercises, so k = 10. The number of exercises within a set
is N, and in this experiment N = 3 or 4. Kendall’s W can be computed by using
the formulas described by Siegel and Castellan (1988) using a k × N table, with
each row displaying the rankings of the teachers for the exercises. The sum of
each column divided by the number of teachers (k = 10 is the average rank for
each exercise ( Ri )). The mean of all rankings ( R ) also needs to be calculated.
After that, the coefficient of concordance can be computed by using the formula
by Siegel and Castellan (1988).
In order to test the significance of the observed W, the χ2 can be computed by
using the formula: χ2 = k (N - 1) W (Siegel & Castellan, 1988). In this study df =
N - 1 = 2 or 3, so a χ2 with a value of respectively 5.99 and 7.82 or more would
be significant (p < .05).
The questionnaire data was analyzed by counting similar answers on each
question. The scores of the various aspects on the five-points-scale were analyzed
by computing the mean and the standard deviation of each aspect.
Results
Registration of the ranking
The rankings of each element (strategy, orthographic information, orthographic
production and word features) are shown in Table 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4.
Table 2.1 presents the results of the rankings on the different strategies. This
Table presents clearly that the rule strategy is preferred as the most effective
strategy for most of the spelling categories. Only in words of the spelling-tosound principle is the analogy strategy preferred over the rule strategy.
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Ranking scores of strategies for different spelling categories
Element Strategy
imprint

W

χ2

1.3
1.4

2.7
2.6

.49
.36

9.8*
7.2*

1.1
2.1
1.4
1.4
1.5
1.3

2.2
1.6
1.9
1.8
2.0
2.0

2.7
2.3
2.7
2.8
2.5
2.7

.67
.13
.43
.52
.25
.49

13.4*
2.6
8.6*
10.4*
5.0
9.8*

-auch or g
cb sounding as p

1.4
1.6
1.2
1.7

2.0
1.7
1.8
1.8

2.6
2.7
3.0
2.5

.36
.37
.84
.19

7.2*
7.4*
16.8*
3.8

doubling
reduction

1.2
1.3

1.9
1.8

2.9
2.9

.73
.67

14.6*
13.4*

Princ.

Words

rule

1

cvc
ccvcc

2.0
2.0

2

end -d
‘schwa’ sound
-eer -oor -eur
starting with sch-ig
-s altered in -z-

3

4

analogy

Note. Princ. = Spelling Principles: 1 - regular PGCs, 2 - analogy, 3 - etymology, 4 - rules. Most preferred
in italics. * = significant concordance of ranking, p < .05.

Table 2.2

Ranking scores of orthographic information for different spelling categories
Orthographic information

Princ.

Words

1

cvc
ccvcc

2

complete

W

χ2

partly

no

1.4
1.0

1.7
2.5

2.9
2.5

.63
.75

12.6*
15.0*

end -d
‘schwa’sound
-eer -oor -eur
starting with sch-ig
-s altered in -z-

1.7
1.6
1.9
1.9
1.7
1.4

1.9
1.8
1.3
1.3
1.6
2.0

2.4
2.6
2.8
2.8
2.7
2.6

.13
.28
.57
.57
.37
.36

2.6
5.6
11.4*
11.4*
7.4*
7.2*

3

-auch or g
cb sounding as p

1.5
1.1
1.3
1.6

1.7
2.0
1.9
1.7

2.8
2.9
2.8
2.7

.49
.81
.57
.37

9.8*
16.2*
11.4*
7.4*

4

doubling
reduction

1.2
1.5

1.7
1.6

3.0
2.9

.79
.61

15.8*
12.2*

Note. Princ. = Spelling Principles: 1 - regular PGCs, 2 - analogy, 3 - etymology, 4 - rules. Most preferred
in italics. * = significant concordance of ranking, p < .05.
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In Table 2.2 the results of the rankings of the element orthographic information
are shown. The teachers agree that for most spelling categories the offering of the
whole orthography of the word is the best way to practice spelling. Only in the
analogy principle do the teachers predict that three spelling categories can be
practiced best with the partial offering of the word.
Table 2.3

Ranking scores of orthographic production for different spelling categories
Orthographic production

Princ.

Words

complete

partly

no

W

χ2

1

cvc
ccvcc

1.9
1.6

1.6
1.9

2.5
2.5

.21
.21

4.2
4.2

2

end -d
‘schwa’sound
-eer -oor -eur
starting with sch-ig
-s altered in -z-

2.0
1.9
2.1
1.9
2.1
2.0

2.1
2.2
1.9
2.0
2.5
2.2

1.9
1.9
2.0
2.1
1.4
1.8

.01
.03
.01
.01
.31
.04

0.2
0.6
0.2
0.2
6.2*
0.8

3

-auch or g
cb sounding as p

1.8
1.7
2.1
2.1

1.9
2.1
2.4
2.4

2.3
2.2
1.5
1.5

.07
.07
.21
.21

1.4
1.4
4.2
4.2

4

doubling
reduction

1.8
1.9

2.0
2.2

2.2
1.9

.04
.03

0.8
0.6

Note. Princ. = Spelling Principles: 1 - regular PGCs, 2 - analogy, 3 - etymology, 4 - rules. Most preferred
in italics. * = significant concordance of ranking, p < .05.

Table 2.3 shows that the teachers do not agree on the element production. Only
for one spelling category is a significant effect found: teachers think that words
ending in ig are practiced best by not writing them down. In Table 2.4 the results
of the element word features are shown. The teachers show little agreement: for
most categories semantics is preferred most, but the amount of concordance is not
high enough to consider this feature to be most effective. Only morphology shows
some concordance on several spelling categories: the categories based on rules
and the complex spelling-to-sound category.
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Ranking scores of word features for different spelling categories
Word features
phonology

semantics

orthograpy

morphology

χ2

Princ.

Words

W

1

cvc
ccvcc

2.0
2.9

1.8
3.3

2.2
2.5

1.3

.04
.45

.8
13.4*

2

end -d
‘schwa’sound
-eer -oor -eur
starting with sch-ig
-s altered in -z-

2.9
2.4
2.3
2.1
2.2
1.9

2.2
2.0
2.0
1.7
2.1
1.7

3.1
3.3
1.7
2.2
2.7
3.5

1.8
2.3
3.0
2.9

.22
.19
.09
.07
.11
.43

6.6
5.6
1.8
1.4
3.2
13.0*

3

-auch or g
cb sounding as p

2.4
2.4
2.4
2.2

1.5
1.5
1.7
1.4

2.1
2.1
1.9
2.4

-

.21
.21
.13
.28

4.2
4.2
2.6
5.6

4

doubling

2.2

2.6

3.4

1.8

.28

8.4*

reduction

2.9

3.3

2.8

1.0

.63

18.8*

Note. Princ. = Spelling Principles: 1 - regular PGCs, 2 - analogy, 3 - etymology, 4 - based on rules. Most
preferred strategy in italics. * = significant concordance of ranking, p < .05, - = not applicable.

The results of the questionnaire
A questionnaire was also presented to the participants in order to find out what
kind of spelling exercises are considered to be most effective to children with
spelling problems. The questions and answers given most frequently (more than
25%) are shown in Table 2.5.
Table 2.5

Two questions with associated answers on the questionnaire

Question

Answers

Percentage

What are the
characteristics of children
with spelling problems?

No application of rules
Insufficient word knowledge
Phonetic writing
Weak memory

55
53
43
35

What is the best way to
practice spelling?

Clustering of spelling in categories
Repeating strategies
Offering strategies
Visual support

55
40
35
33
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According to the teachers the most prominent characteristic of children with
spelling problems is that they find it difficult to use the practiced rules in new
situations. Another prominent characteristic is that these children do not have
enough knowledge of words. The best way to teach spelling to poor spellers
seems to be the clustering of words into different spelling categories. Another
important way of teaching spelling should be offering and repeating the various
strategies.
In addition to these questions, nine aspects were shown to the participants with
the question to indicate how important they considered each of these aspects to be
for the acquisition of a good spelling. The teachers could score the different
aspects on a five-point scale. In Table 2.6 the scores on these nine aspects are
shown.
Table 2.6

Scores on nine different aspects based on the expected importance

Aspects

Score

SD

Reinforcement of successful experiences
Directly feedback
Repeating
Explicit offering of strategies
Motivation
Applying spelling in other language exercises
Variations of exercises
Creative exercises
Co-operation while making exercises

4.93
4.60
4.60
4.58
4.55
4.35
4.10
4.05
3.13

0.27
0.71
0.59
0.64
0.64
0.70
0.74
0.64
0.69

Note. min. score = 1 and max. score = 5.

Teachers considered the reinforcement of successful experiences as a very
important element. This aspect almost reached the maximum score. The teachers
also considered repeating, giving feedback directly, explicit offering of strategies
and motivation to be effective aspects to improve spelling. With regard to the
question about what aspects should be added to the sets of exercises, ten percent
of the teachers thought that in exercises the sound of the word should be
combined with the writing of the word.
Discussion
The results of this experiment give a first impression of the kind of spelling
exercises experienced teachers consider to be effective for children with spelling
problems. Several elements were examined for all sorts of spelling categories.
The rankings of the teachers with respect to the element strategy showed that
the rule-based strategy was considered to be especially effective. The analogy
strategy was preferred only in words of the spelling-to-sound principle. These
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result is a little surprising. Although the rule ‘write the word as it sounds’ was
predicted to be most effective for spelling-to-sound words, the teachers showed
other preferences. It might be that the teachers thought that only providing the
rule ‘write down the word according to its sounds’ would not be sufficient for
children with spelling problems, because poor spellers often have trouble with
phonology (Bruck & Treiman, 1990). It was hypothesized that imprinting would
be best for words that follow the etymology principle. Nevertheless, the results
showed that the teachers preferred the rule strategy in words based on the
etymology principle. Still, the specific rule that was used for the etymological
words was based on a sort of imprinting: before the exercise was shown, children
had to remember a short story with particular etymological words. The children
did not need to remember the specific writing of the words, but by remembering
the story the correct writing of the words could be retrieved. The rule ‘if the word
was named in the story write the word with …’ is therefore an artificial rule, since
it is based on a previously conducted memorization process. This kind of
memorization could also be called ‘story mnemonics’ (Searleman & Herrmann,
1994). Purely imprinting may not be very effective (as was shown by the results
of the ranking), but practicing to memorize the words for example by providing
stories could be quite effective for learning to spell words of the etymology
principle. The analogy strategy and rule strategy were predicted to be equally
effective for words of the analogy principle. However, the teachers preferred the
rule strategy to the analogy strategy. Perhaps children with spelling problems are
not capable of finding the regularities among similar words and they need to be
given a specific rule rather than an analogous word to retrieve the correct
spelling.
The element ‘information about the orthography of the word’ showed that
teachers considered providing complete information of the word was most
effective for almost all spelling categories. Only for some analogy words was the
partial offering of the word considered to be more effective. Not all of these
results were in line with the predictions stated in the introduction. Providing
partial information about the correct spelling of the word was predicted to be
most effective for words in the analogy principle and words based on rules. The
teachers could have chosen for providing complete information because they took
into account two characteristics of children with spelling problems: 1) the lack of
self-confidence (Moseley, 1994) and 2) the lack of word knowledge (Anderson,
1985). Providing the whole word could help children with spelling problems to
reduce doubt about their own writing, because they can compare their writing
with the example word.
No concordance could be found with regard to the element production. The
only significant effect was found for one spelling category in the analogy
principle. The teachers thought that underlining the words would be most
effective to practice this category. This result was against the prediction that the
whole word production would always be most effective. Perhaps the teachers
preferred the ‘no production’ variation because the words in the specific spelling
category were rather difficult. Writing these words partially or completely would
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be very hard for children with spelling problems. Because of the lack of
concordance in the other spelling categories with regard to the element
production, it is difficult to draw firm conclusions about this element. Therefore,
the effects of the several variations of production should be examined in further
research.
The element word features showed that the teachers perceived morphology to
be most effective for the two rule-based categories and the complex spelling-tosound category. These results were in concordance with the prediction: dividing
rule-based words into syllables is important to find the correct spelling of the
word. Also, complex words that are based on the spelling-to-sound principle are
written more easily when divided into more distinct smaller parts. No significant
concordances were found for the other spelling categories, but semantics was (not
significantly) preferred in all other spelling categories. Because of the lack of
concordance no final conclusions could be made about the semantic element.
The questionnaire was employed in this study in order to investigate other
aspects that could be effective for children with spelling problems. Before
ranking took place, teachers remarked that clustering of words into spelling
categories, repeating of strategies, and visual support would be effective ways to
practice spelling. After ranking, the teachers had to score several specified
aspects. The reinforcement of successful experiences was considered the most
important aspect. But also repeating, direct feedback, explicit offering of
strategies and motivation were considered as important elements. The teachers
further emphasized the importance of visual and phonetic presentation of the
words; they thought these aspects were not sufficiently emphasized in the
exercises that were shown.
The results of this study could be used to design exercises for poor spellers to
improve their spelling. For example, this study indicates that words should be
grouped into specific spelling categories in order to improve spelling.
Furthermore, for most spelling categories the rule strategy is considered to be the
best strategy to improve spelling. Providing the whole orthography of the word
could be considered as quite effective. Finally, children with spelling problems
should also be stimulated to improve their spelling by emphasizing their past
spelling success.
In order to find out more about what exercises could be most effective for
children with spelling problems, a second experiment was conducted. In this new
experiment, immediately after ranking the teachers indicated why they chose for
that particular ranking. This extra information could be helpful to find out
whether the rankings really represent the variations of the elements that were
intended and also how unexpected results of ranking could be explained. The
interaction between several elements was also investigated such as the effect of
varieties of orthographic information together with a specific strategy. Combining
these elements could provide new information about what combination of
elements would be most effective. For example, words may not have to be offered
completely if a rule strategy is provided, because using the provided rule can
retrieve the difficult part of the word.
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The rankings of Experiment 1 showed that the teachers considered the rule and
PGC strategy to be the most effective strategy and rote memorizing to be least
effective. With respect to the element ‘information provided about the spelling of
the word’, presenting the whole word was considered to be the most effective
option. No agreement was found on the elements ‘producing the word’ and ‘word
features’. However, in Experiment 1 the various elements were not combined, so
only the effects of the options within one specific element could be examined. In
the current study the different elements were combined in order to see what
combination of aspects would be most effective. It would be too difficult for
teachers to rank all (4) elements with (3 or 4) options for each, because the
number of exercises to evaluate would become too large. Therefore, only the
options of two elements were contrasted: 1) strategy (rules, analogy, and
memorizing), and 2) information provided about the spelling of the word
(showing all the letters of the word, some letters or no letters at all). Combining
these elements could provide information about what element is most important
and what combination of elements could be considered as most effective.
Phonological and semantic features (pronunciation and pictures) were added in
order to find out what would be considered to be the most important feature.
Because different studies had emphasized the importance of providing feedback
(Kearney & Drabman, 1993; Perkins, 1988), feedback was included as a
distinguishing feature in the exercises. The remedial teachers were also asked to
clarify their rankings.
One of the essential ingredients of an appropriate exercise is of course that
children need to first recognize the type of spelling problems in order to spell the
word correctly. Therefore, showing a suitable strategy is probably more helpful
than offering only information about the spelling of the word (Anderson, 1985;
Butyniec-Thomas & Woloshyn, 1997). In experiment 1 semantic elements were
preferred to phonological elements, but this may have been a result of incomplete
counterbalancing of word features and attractiveness of the exercises. In the
present study it was hypothesized that exercises focusing on phonological aspects
are going to be considered as most important because of the relative transparent
nature of the orthography.
Whether the complete spelling should be shown or only a part of the word may
depend largely on the strategy required. For example, in an exercise in which a
rule strategy is thought to be appropriate, showing only a part of the word is
probably the most effective because the child then has to focus more closely on
the rule. On the other hand, an exercise where a memorizing strategy is called for,
the complete word should be presented for studying and copying several times. It
was expected that in most of the exercises a combination of the memorizing
strategy and providing no information about the writing of the word would be
considered as the least effective exercises, because these variations of elements
were also considered to be least effective in Experiment 1.
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Because specialized remedial teachers frequently report that they apply
assumptions about individual difference to individualize treatment options, the
participants were asked to give their responses according to their experiences with
a specific child and to first describe the kind of spelling problems and associated
problems of the child. If they individualize strategies for individual differences by
types of disability, then their preferences for type of exercises, and for designated
elements and features would vary accordingly. Certain forms of instruction may
be more appropriate for certain learners, either defined by level of spelling skills
or by some other aptitude, than for others. For example, exercises with the rule
strategy may be considered as ineffective for children with problems in applying
spelling rules. In short, it was hypothesized that individual differences between
the poor spellers would have an influence on the rankings of the exercises by the
participants.
Method
Participants
Thirty-seven participants living in or near Amsterdam with at least two years
experience as a certified remedial teacher were recruited. A list of qualified
members of the National Organization of Remedial Teachers was used to contact
the teachers. They were selected on the basis of their specific experience in
helping children with problems in learning to read and spell. First a letter was sent
to ask for their participation. After a week each participant was called to inquire
whether he or she agreed to participate and to make an appointment. The
participating teachers all had considerable experience in offering intensive and
individualized help to students with serious problems in learning to read and
spell. The average number of years the teachers had experience in such remedial
work was 8.9 years (SD = 5.3 years, range: 2-25 years). All but two participants
were female.
Materials
The materials used in this study consisted of a questionnaire and various sets of
exercises. The questionnaire was presented in two parts, one part was given
before studying and ranking of the exercises, and the second part of the
questionnaire was given afterwards. In the first part of the questionnaire, the
participants were asked to give further responses based on their experience with a
child of about 10 years of age and a delay in the development of spelling of about
two years relative to normal development. First, the participants were asked to
describe the most important characteristics of the particular child they each had in
mind. Then they had to describe in detail the type of spelling exercises and
procedures they found to be most helpful for this child. In the second part of the
questionnaire the participants were asked to comment on the proposition ‘rules
are beneficial for poor spellers’. After that the number of years of experience they
had been active as a remedial teacher was verified, and finally they were allowed
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to give general comments and final remarks on issues concerning the remediation
of spelling problems.
The teachers were also asked to rank 12 sets of nine exercises each in terms of
their potential effectiveness (see Appendix B). For each set of nine exercises the
teachers had to point out which three exercises they considered to be the most
effective and which ones they considered to be the least effective for the poor
speller they each had in mind. The exercises were not actually carried out, but
were shown and described to the teachers in sufficient detail so as to make clear
the objectives, format and procedure of each exercise.
In the 12 sets of exercises 12 different types of words were used based on the
principles of Dutch orthography and rules for spelling certain bisyllabic words.
The words that could be spelled correctly by applying regular PGCs were: 1)
words with simple consonant-vowel-consonant structures like roos (rose), and 2)
complex word structures like kwast (brush). Words in which analogies are used or
can be used for a correct spelling were: 1) words ending with a d but sounding as
a /t/ like hond (dog), 2) words starting with the prefixes be-, ge-, and ver-, but
sounding as /bə/, /gə/ and /vər/, like verhaal (story), 3) words with -eer, -oor and eur in which the vowel changes because of the final r, like beer (bear), 4) words
ending with -ig sounding as the Dutch /əg/ like gelukkig (happy), 5) words in
which s changes to z in plural form, like huis - huizen (house - houses). The
following words in which etymology determines the spelling were chosen: 1)
words with the grapheme au like pauw (peacock) in which the sound of the
grapheme au is the same as the sound of the grapheme ou, 2) words with an i like
visite (visit), in which the sound of the grapheme i is the same as the sound of the
grapheme ie, like rivier (river) 3) words starting with a c, in which the sound of
the grapheme c is either the same as the sound /k/ like clown (clown), or the same
as the sound /s/ like cider (cider). Finally, bisyllabic words in which the two rules
on vowel reduction and consonant doubling are employed: 1) words in which a
vowel needs to be deleted at the end of an open syllable like raam - ramen
(window - windows), and 2) words in which a consonant between two vowels
needs to be doubled if the first vowel is short, like bot - botten (bone - bones).
As mentioned before, the 12 sets of exercises were constructed using the 12
types of words as described above. Only one type of word was shown per set, to
make sure that within one set of exercises no contrast between spelling problems
or possible exceptions to rules occurred. Each set consisted of nine spelling
exercises that presented four words, corresponding pictures, and next to each
picture the ‘pronunciation’ of the word was simulated by showing the word
between quotation marks. At the top of each exercise the usual and appropriate
instruction was provided: to pay good attention, to cover the letters after the word
was studied if information about the spelling of the word was shown, to write the
words then by heart, and after that feedback would be provided. Each set
consisted of nine exercises. This number of exercises was obtained by combining
the three different strategies (analogy, rule and memorizing) with the three
options of showing information about the spelling (showing the word completely,
partially, or not at all). For example, in the set with the -eer, -oor and -eur words
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(based on analogy), in each of the nine exercises four similar words were
presented, like beer, boor, deur, and speer (bear, drill, door, spear). In three of the
nine exercises a rule strategy was prompted by providing an instructional rule
such as: ‘the r is "teasing" in words with -eer, -oor and -eur’. The meaning of this
rule is that the r is rather tricky, because it changes the sound in these vowels so
that it looks like the sound of another vowel. Such rules are commonly used in
Dutch spelling curricula for these kinds of words. In three other exercises the
analogy strategy was prompted by the sentence: ‘write the words like meer’. In
the remaining exercises the memorizing strategy was induced by asking learners
to: ‘write the words five times’.
Within each strategy three options of showing information about the spelling
of the words were available. For example, in the rule strategy one exercise
showed the complete word (e.g. beer), another exercise showed only the nonambiguous part of the word (e.g. b----) and the remaining exercise showed no
letters at all but only dashes (-----). Although in three of the nine exercises no
information about the spelling of the word was provided, it was still obvious what
word to spell because a picture and the pronunciation of the word were also
provided. Furthermore, in each exercise it was indicated that feedback would be
provided after spelling the words, so that it was clear that errors were corrected all
the time. By using feedback, repetition of errors could be prevented in exercises
that focused on the memorizing strategy in which no information about the
spelling of the word was given beforehand.
The words that were selected in the exercises for inducing the analogy strategy
were generally more similar than the words in the other exercises. For example, in
comparison with words mentioned before, beer, speer, veer, peer (bear, spear,
feather, pear) were used for the analogy strategy. In exercises with a focus on rule
or memorizing strategy less similar words were used, like beer, boor, deur, and
speer (bear, drill, door, spear). This small distinction in selected words was
thought to help to invoke the analogy strategy, if necessary.
All exercises were printed on paper and laminated. The sets of exercises were
randomized in different ways, and four different orders of presenting the sets
were used for an equal numbers of participants.
Procedure
Each participant was interviewed individually. The interview started with the first
part of the questionnaire and the experimenter noted the answers. After
completing the first part of the questionnaire, the ranking of the exercises began.
First, the experimenter gave an example of a set of exercises and demonstrated
how the participant should rank the exercises. Within each set of nine exercises,
the participant had to search for the three exercises that he or she considered the
most effective for the particular poor speller. The most effective exercise was
given the score ‘1’, the second one the score ‘2’ and the third one the score ‘3’.
Finally, the participant should give the least effective exercise the score ‘9’. It
was considered to be too complicated and time-consuming for the participants to
score all nine exercises, so no scores were given for the five exercises in between.
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After completing each ranking, the participants were asked to write down the
reason why a particular ranking was made. Furthermore, they had to indicate the
kind of additional support considered to be best in the exercises they preferred: a
picture (as semantic support), the pronunciation of the word (phonological
support), or both. When the participants indicated that they understood the
instruction, they were asked to complete the rankings of the 12 sets of exercises,
and after completing the rankings, the second part of the questionnaire was
presented.
Results
Ranking of the exercises
The participants gave the scores ‘1’, ‘2’ and ‘3’ to the three most effective
exercises, whereas the exercise that was considered to be least effective was given
the score ‘9’. Kendall’s W test (Siegel & Castellan, 1988) was used again to see
whether there was concordance in the rankings of the participants. The sets of
rankings is the same as the number of participants, so k = 37, and the number of
exercises within a set is N = 9. Kendall’s W was computed by using the formula
described in experiment 1.
In order to test the significance of the observed W, the χ2 can be computed by
using the formula: χ2 = k (N - 1) W (Siegel & Castellan, 1988). In this study df =
N - 1 = 8, so a χ2 with a value of 15.51 or more would be significant (p < .05).
Because no scores were given for the five exercises between the best three
exercises and the least effective exercise, these five exercises were coded as ‘6’,
i.e. the mean score between ‘4’ and ‘8’. These mean scores have the same effect
on the coefficient of concordance as when completely divergent scores would be
given. Mean scores (tied observations) imply that less specific preferences are
made and the sums of the columns will receive a more similar value, and
therefore the value of W decreases. For example, if 24 participants would give
completely divergent rankings on four exercises, each column would count up to
60 and W would show no concordance at all; the same is true when the mean
number 2.5 is assigned to all the exercises. Thus, using the intermediate scores in
calculating the W actually results in a conservative estimate of true concordance.
The results of the Kendall W test on the rankings of the participants are shown
in Table 2.7. The rows show the mean rankings of the 37 participants for each set
of selected words, as well as the W and χ2 values. The columns specify the
strategy that is focused upon and the amount of spelling information that is
displayed before the exercise begins. As is revealed in Table 2.7, for each set of
selected words the value of W varies between .10 and .38, and the χ2 tests are
significant (p < .001). In general, close examination of the mean rankings in
Table 2.7 demonstrate that the exercises with the rule strategy received the lowest
(the best) scores, and the exercises with the memorizing strategy got the poorest
scores. Table 2.7 also shows that the order of the rankings is primarily based on
the presented strategies, and not on the amount of information revealed about the
spelling of the word. With regard to the latter variable, the exercises in which the
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complete spelling is shown are preferred to the exercises with only partial
information. Offering no information at all was considered to be least effective.
Table 2.7

Pr. Words

Rankings of the exercises, lower numbers indicating more expected effectiveness
Rule Strategy

Analogy strategy

Spelling displayed
Compl. Part. None

Spelling displayed
Compl. Part. None

1

cvc
ccvcc

2

end -d
-eer -oor -eur
-ig
be- ge- ver-s becomes -z-

3

4

Memorizing strategy
Spelling displayed
Compl. Part. None

W

χ2

3.99 3.69
4.28 4.49

4.20
4.91

4.91 5.04 5.12
4.11 4.11 5.11

5.81 5.62 6.62 .118
5.96 5.58 6.46 . 096

2.73
3.27
3.43
4.01
3.16

2.54
3.30
4.09
4.15
3.16

3.24
3.92
4.39
5.80
4.16

5.47
5.23
5.12
4.24
4.74

6.01
6.18
5.72
5.91
6.47

-au-ic-

3.62 3.97
4.61 4.45
3.62 4.30

4.46
4.97
4.84

5.03 5.24 5.49
3.86 4.14 4.97
4.46 4.89 5.30

5.19 5.62 6.38
5.41 6.14 6.46
5.30 5.86 6.43

.098
.098
.095

28.94*
28.98*
28.12*

doubling
reduction

2.62 3.49
2.73 3.76

3.59
3.92

4.89 5.70 5.92
5.00 5.49 5.97

5.86 6.54 6.38
5.38 6.14 6.62

.271
.219

80.38*
64.69*

5.72
5.04
4.49
4.11
5.55

6.07
5.34
5.59
4.76
5.34

6.31
6.07
5.74
5.47
5.80

6.91
6.66
6.42
6.55
6.61

34.93*
28.50*

.376 111.21*
.209 61.73*
.107 31.56*
.120 35.62*
.222 65.79*

Note. Pr. = Spelling Principles: 1 - regular PGCs, 2 - analogy, 3 - etymology, 4 - based on rules. * =
significant, p < .001.

For most set of words, combining the rule strategy with spelling information
about the whole word was considered to be the most effective exercise.
Memorizing without providing any information about the spelling of the word
was considered to be least effective. There were, however, a few exceptions. In
words with i, c, and be-, ge-, and ver- the analogy strategy also received good
scores. Although the exercises could receive a score between ‘1’ and ‘9’, the
means of the rankings in Table 2.7 show that no exercise obtained an extremely
low or extremely high score. For example, in words ending with a d, the score
ranged from 2.54 to 6.91.
In order to examine whether the amount of experience of the teacher has an
effect on the rankings, the group of remedial teachers were split into two groups:
one group with less than 9 years of experience (k = 20) and one group with more
than 9 years of experience (k = 17). The group with less experience showed
significant concordances in all rankings (χ2 between 18.43 and 74.44), whereas
the group with more experience showed less concordance (χ2 between 7.09 and
41.25), and within half of these exercises no significant concordance was found.
Considering only the sets of exercises with a significant concordance, both groups
of teachers definitely showed preference for the exercises with a PGC or rule
strategy.
The specific characteristics of the children were also taken into account in
order to see whether these characteristics would have an effect on the rankings.
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The characteristics of the children were grouped into the following categories of
problems (in parentheses the number of children that were reported to have these
problems): auditorily or phonological (26), socio-emotional, behavioral or
motivation (17), concentration / attention (16), problems in applying rules (13),
motor co-ordination / writing (6), and intellectual, low IQ (5). The teachers could
name several problems, so the numbers do not add up to 37. The analysis showed
that 13 of the 37 participants had in mind a particular child with specific problems
in applying rules. Still, even with these children in mind the exercises with the
rule strategy received the best scores. Analyzing the rankings based on the other
characteristics of the children showed that the exercise with the rule strategy and
providing the whole word spelling always received the best scores, irrespective of
the specific characteristic that were mentioned.
Furthermore, additional support (pronunciation, picture, or both) preferred for
exercises that were considered to be the most effective was also examined. The
number of times each type of support preferred in the different exercises is
reported as a percentage in Table 2.8.
Table 2.8

Preferences of pronunciation and picture support in percentages

Principle

Selected words

Pronunciation

Picture

Both

1

cvc
ccvcc

23
23

7
13

70
64

2

end -d
-eer -oor -eur
-ig words
be- ge- ver-s becomes -z-

24
21
28
23
24

13
3
9
8
6

63
76
63
69
70

3

-auic-

17
17
12

20
7
15

63
76
73

4

doubling
reduction

22
16

5
10

74
74

Note. Spelling Principles: 1- spelling to sound, 2- analogy, 3- etymology, 4- based on rules.

As is evident from this Table, support with a combination of pronunciation
(phonological support) and picture (semantic support) is preferred in all cases.
Moreover, pronunciation is preferred more often than pictures; only for some of
the words in which the orthographic patterns have an etymological background
the pictures are preferred over pronunciation.
Features of effective exercises for spelling
In the questionnaire the teachers were also asked to describe the exercises and/or
procedures considered to be the most effective from their personal experience for
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the individual children they had in mind. As expected, a wide variety of answers
were given, but some were mentioned more often than others. The answers were
classified into comprehensive categories. The corresponding frequencies in terms
of percentages are shown in Table 2.9. Most of the participants mentioned
providing rules and phonological support as quite effective procedures for
children with spelling problems. The structuring of spelling exercises by isolating
similar words and the repeated spelling of words that were practiced before were
also considered to be important. However, no new information about effective
spelling exercises was provided. The participants did not mention any new type of
exercise or procedure that they considered to be effective for poor spellers.
Table 2.9

Reported effective exercises and procedures (in
percentages)

Effective exercises and procedures

Percentage

Providing explicit rules
Phonological support
Structuring into similar words
Repeating of practiced words
Reading exercises
Transfer/generalisation of spelling rules

41
38
27
24
14
14

Note. Participants could have mentioned more than one
exercise or procedure

In the questionnaire the participants were also asked whether they agreed with the
proposition that ‘rules are beneficial for children with spelling problems’. Most of
the participants (67%) fully agreed with this proposition; rules can serve as a
scaffold for children and make them more aware of the presented spelling
problem. Twenty-two percent were more reserved but still stated that using rules
could be effective to some extent and that only children with a normal or high IQ
and a good memory would be able to apply rules successfully. The remaining
participants (11%) would not recommend the stipulation of rules for poor spellers
because most rules would be too complicated, especially for children with
memory problems. Finally, in the questionnaire the participants were asked
explicitly to ask questions or to make some remarks on the study. They suggested
‘structuring of exercises by offering easy exercises first and later the more
difficult ones’ and ‘using a computer could be helpful’. Nevertheless, they made
no suggestions on the use of other spelling methods or exercises that they
considered to be effective.
Discussion
Because there is scarce empirical evidence on the type of instruction that can be
used in helping dyslexic children to improve their spelling skills, the second
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experiment sought to further explore teachers' knowledge and beliefs about
appropriate instructional and practice conditions. Based on their extensive
experience in providing individualized help to children with serious literacy
problems, specialized remedial teachers were asked to rank exercises that
systematically varied various elements, and to explain and comment on their
judgments. The results show that the participants based their rankings primarily
on the strategies that were called upon in the exercises. Strategies are considered
to be more important than how much information is revealed about the spelling of
the word.
A variety of spelling problems was presented for evaluation and it was
expected that preferences for exercises would interact with different kinds of
words. In contrast, the data show that rankings are very similar for words with
different spelling principles and providing a combination of spelling rules and
showing the whole orthographic pattern of the word is preferred in all 12 sets of
exercises. Most participants explained that a simple and comprehensible rule
would help poor spellers to focus on their spelling problems and to understand
these problems more thoroughly. The results are consistent with the findings of
Templeton and Morris (1999), who found that providing explicit instruction is
considered to be best for children to spell words correctly. It was hypothesized
that the rule strategy could best be combined with the presentation of only a part
of the word. The teachers, however, considered presenting the complete word to
be the most effective way to teach spelling, because providing the whole word
helps children to remember the correct and complete spelling more effectively.
In most of the sets of exercises a focus on the rule strategy was considered as
the most effective of the exercises, but it should be mentioned that some of the
rules were rather artificial. For example, for the etymologically based spelling of
au, in some published methods of spelling instruction children first have to
remember a story with many frequent au-words in it, and then can use the
artificial rule: ‘If the word is in the story, than spell the word with au, otherwise
you use ou’. Using such a rule requires memorizing the story (cf. ‘story
mnemonics’ in Searleman & Herrmann, 1994). It seems odd that although
memorizing the spelling of words is not considered to be effective, learning to
memorize stories and specific rules is thought to be effective at the same time. It
is not unlikely that the emphasis on the use of rules is primarily based on the
propensity of teachers to prefer exercises in which children are focused on the
specific difficulties in spelling, and that they would concur with attempts to make
such rules as simple as possible.
Although no exercise was considered to be extremely ineffective, the rankings
show that exercises that focused on memorizing without information about the
spelling of the word were considered to be the least effective. More than half of
the participants asserted explicitly that the memorizing strategy would not help to
gain a better understanding of the spelling problem. Furthermore, although some
participants remarked that it would be effective to write the word one more time
after the provided feedback, they also remarked that copying the words five times
would have a discouraging effect on the children.
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In words with prefixes be-, ge- and ver-, words with c or i, the analogy strategy
was also mentioned as effective. This result may partly be based on some of the
participants who believed that these kind of words could well be arranged so that
an analogy strategy would focus the children on one pattern at a time. In general,
participants considered the grouping of similar words as important, which was
confirmed by further remarks of the participants in the questionnaire. Some of the
participants commented that providing the analogy strategy alone would not yield
sufficient information about the spelling problem, but combining the rule with an
analogy strategy would create a perfect exercise. Finally, some participants
warned that applying rules during exercises is sometimes too difficult for poor
spellers, and that an easy solution in terms of use of rules is not always possible.

2.3

General Discussion

Whereas in the first experiment a set of exercises varying only in one element
was presented to 40 teachers, in the second experiment the features of exercises
were manipulated for 37 teachers so that interactions were allowed. Surprisingly,
the data revealed that the present group of teachers did not show much
differentiation; their preferences were simply an additive effect of the elements
also ranked as the most effective by the group of 40 teachers of experiment 1.
Both groups of remedial teachers, in total 77, thus highly agreed on the
distinguishing features of exercises that according to their experience would be
the most effective for children with serious problems in spelling.
In discussing ways of remediating problems in spelling, remedial teachers
quite frequently declare that for optimal results one has to adapt carefully the
treatment to the specific needs of the individual children. The general perspective
of aptitude-treatment interactions has always been very popular. Their
descriptions of the children clearly reveals some characteristics that indeed may
be quite relevant for individual differentiation, e.g., differences in IQ, and
phonological, behavioral problems or problems in attention. The results, however,
show that providing exercises with rule strategies and presenting the whole word
orthographic pattern is considered to be the most effective way of teaching
spelling for all children, despite their specific characteristics. In this respect, it
should be mentioned that participants gave their responses according to their
experience with children of about 10-years of age. Although the participants did
not make any remarks considering the age of the children, it is possible that
answers and rankings would be different if their experience were based on
younger or older children. Although in the current study some participants
explicitly remarked that no generalizations could be made because of different
characteristics of the children, no interactions with specific characteristics, neither
in the ranking data nor in the further comments of the teachers, were found.
Instead, a high concordance for the whole group of participants was established
without discernible deviations or interactions. It seems necessary therefore to
investigate more rigorously the influence of different characteristics of children
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on the results of spelling exercises before valid and reliable conclusions can be
drawn on individual adaptations of spelling exercises.
As could be expected in a rather transparent language like Dutch, support by
pronunciation (phonological support) was preferred to pictures (semantic support)
in most of the spelling exercises. But teachers most often preferred a combination
of pronunciation and pictures. Although in the current study the participants made
no attempts to explain why they had chosen the combination of pronunciation and
pictures, they may have been influenced by the fact that pictures often make the
exercises more attractive. Yet, adding a picture is only one of the possible ways to
support the spelling semantically; providing a story or sentence context could also
serve the same semantic purpose. Nevertheless, in the current study the
importance of semantics was not emphasized during ranking nor mentioned
during the interviews, whereas the importance of phonological elements was
mentioned quite often, thus suggesting that phonological support is considered to
be more important than semantic support.
This study can be regarded as a first step to gain some knowledge about the
most effective ways in teaching spelling to poor spellers. The results are,
however, definitely not conclusive with regard to issues of effect. Although the
remedial teachers were asked explicitly to make the rankings based on their own
experience, and most of them had many years of experience, it is uncertain
whether they really based their judgements on a systematic or thorough
evaluation of their own experiences. Alternatively, rankings and comments may
be informed by general theoretical knowledge about spelling, common practices,
available materials and methods, and the like. In the examples of exercises some
of the elements that are regularly used in spelling methods were actually included,
but other elements were excluded like morphological considerations, or the
question whether it would be more advantageous to require the child to spell the
word completely as compared to only filling in some crucial elements. Although
these elements were left out, some of the variations of these elements may be
quite effective, or even more effective than the exercises described in the present
study. Still, the participants did not mention any new aspects or other exercises
that could be more effective.
While remaining open-minded in order to find out the kind of spelling
exercises that could really be helpful to children with spelling problems,
controlled training studies are needed to make further progress. Also, it would be
interesting to see whether experienced remedial teachers in other countries, and
other orthographies, would reach the same conclusions as found in both
experiments in this study. Given the fact that there is a strong preference for
certain exercises irrespective of the specific rule or spelling problem, our
hypothesis is that the present findings for the problems in learning to spell using
Dutch orthography can be generalized. But again, well controlled treatment
studies in cross-language and cross linguistic co-operative research will also be
needed to verify whether poor spellers would indeed profit most from the
exercises that our participants considered to be most effective. In order to
examine whether the preferred exercises are really effective, it is necessary that
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children with spelling problems should be tested empirically in training studies.
The children should practice several variations of spelling exercises to examine
the effectiveness of these exercises and the role of the various components and
variables. In the following chapters empirical studies are conducted to examine
the actual impact of various spelling exercises on poor spellers.

3
Effects of reading versus producing spelling
for acquiring orthographic knowledge in
poor spellers
For most adults spelling words correctly has become an almost automatic process
and spelling problems that were endured during childhood may be hard to
remember. Still, the various spelling errors that children make in even simple
words testify that the process of learning to spell is far from easy. Fortunately,
within four or five years of school most children will learn the correct spelling of
frequently used words by a lot of practicing and by learning rules and strategies
(Snowling, 1994). Some children - 3% to 15 % depending on the language and
criteria used (Gerson-Wolfensberger & Ruijssenaars, 1997; Hynd & Cohen,
1983) - will, however, experience great difficulty in achieving a proficient skill in
spelling. These poor spellers often try to improve their spelling by practicing
more often and by performing exercises that are most effective for them.
However, up till now not much evidence has been published about the
effectiveness of various exercises, nor whether spelling exercises have the same
effect for all children and for all kind of spelling problems. In the previous
chapter the expertise of remedial teachers was used to obtain more information
about the effectiveness of various spelling exercises. The current chapter will
proceed in examining the effectiveness of spelling exercises by providing spelling
exercises to poor spellers.
In the last decades spelling instruction has been influenced by different
theoretical perspectives (Templeton & Morris, 2000), internationally as well as in
The Netherlands (see also Chapter 1). Around 1900, spelling of Dutch words was
practiced by emphasizing the sounds of the syllables. Two decades later spelling
was taught by emphasizing the whole word rather than the sounds and syllables.
From the 1950’s on, spelling was found to be systematic and principled. As a
result, schools started to give instruction in the orthographic patterns of words.
Nowadays, learning to spell is viewed in terms of a developmental process in
which children gradually move from concrete phonemic analysis to increasingly
abstract linguistic knowledge about orthography. Instruction is adjusted toward
the developmental level of the children and entails clarifying concepts through the
careful study of words that illustrate these concepts. It is generally acknowledged
that systematic and direct instruction of phoneme-grapheme correspondences is a
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prerequisite. Although some empirical research has been done to investigate the
effects of spelling interventions on normal spellers (Kernaghan & Woloshyn,
1995), and on learning-disabled poor spellers (Fulk & Stormont-Spurgin, 1995),
there is not much additional empirical support for specific methods of remedying
poor spelling. Recent developments that provide intensive computer-assisted
spelling practice also necessitates new research efforts to investigate what type of
exercises are effective for helping children with spelling problems. Therefore, the
aim of the current study is to examine what kind of practice is helpful to improve
the spelling of poor spellers.
One of the possible ways to practice spelling is by reading words. Although in
several studies the similarities and dissimilarities between reading and spelling
are emphasized (Bradley & Bryant, 1979; Ehri, 1997; Katz & Frost, 2001;
Perfetti, 1997), the effect of reading experience on the ability to spell correctly is
rather indeterminate. The spelling of words requires retrieval processes that are
not practiced in reading. In order to read a word correctly one can rely on some
specific cues, but in order to spell a word correctly one needs to remember the
full spelling. An example will illustrates this quite nicely (Bosman & Van Orden,
1997): try to write down the last name of the Indian nationalist and spiritual
leader Mahatma_______. Although you may have read the name several times, if
you never paid sufficient attention to the spelling it will be difficult to spell the
name correctly as Ghandi. Although spelling shows to have a positive effect on
reading (Ellis & Cataldo, 1992; O’Conner & Jenkins, 1995; Uhry & Shepherd,
1993), the process of spelling is probably more complex than reading and reading
may not always be helpful to improve spelling (Perfetti, 1997).
Katz and Frost (2001) demonstrated that reading must have at least some effect
on spelling since the reading of misspelled but phonologically plausible words
makes it harder to recognize these words as incorrect later on. They use the neural
network perspective to argue that reading reinforces the connections between
phonology and orthography, which are important for the process of spelling, and
conclude that knowledge about the correct spelling of words must be a by-product
of reading. Although the results of Katz and Frost are intriguing, it is doubtful
whether reading will improve spelling in all cases. The effect of reading on
spelling may only be temporary. Recently Macaruso and Shankweiler (2003)
showed that improving spelling by passive reading exposure is only effective
directly after training and the findings of Katz and Frost were obtained directly
(within 5 minutes) after reading the words. Furthermore, whereas normal readers
may gradually acquire the correct orthographic representation of words during
reading, many poor readers and spellers appear to have problems in storing
orthographic knowledge (De Jong & Van der Leij, 2003; Mayringer & Wimmer,
2000; Reitsma, 1983, 1989). Because reading does not stimulate the focus on the
full orthographic representation of the word, reading is presumably not very
helpful to improve the spelling of poor spellers.
Previous studies examined the effects of several other spelling exercises for
children, such as the copy exercise - a child copies the word while the word
remains visible -, and the memorizing exercise - a child first examines the word
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and after the word has been removed, the child writes the word by heart. Van
Leerdam, Bosman and Van Orden (1998) found the memorizing exercise to be
more effective than the copy exercise, but Van Daal (1993) found just the
opposite. Several factors may have contributed to these discordant findings. First,
in the study by Van Leerdam et al. less advanced spellers (age 7) participated
whilst in the study by Van Daal the children (age 9,5) had a reading delay of two
years. For the latter group it may have been too difficult to memorize the words
from the memorizing exercise because of their problems in reading (Willows &
Scott, 1994). Secondly, Van Daal used a computer with digitized speech on
demand and a keyboard to produce the spellings, while in the other study the
children were given pencil and paper and oral feedback. It is not quite clear what
the effect of using a computer could have been: some studies have shown that
using a computer has a positive effect (Fawcett, Nicolson & Morris, 1993; Uhry,
1993; Wise & Olson, 1994), but other research found negative or no effect
(Cunningham & Stanovich, 1990; Thomson, 1991). Finally, the different number
of training sessions differed considerably. In the study by Van Daal children
practiced words 10 to 15 times without feedback, whereas in the study by Van
Leerdam et al. children practiced the words only three times. Although repeated
practice is considered to be effective, especially for poor spellers (Berninger et
al., 2000; Brooks, Vaughan & Berninger, 1999), it can, of course, only be
adequate if words are written correctly, or if errors are corrected: otherwise
mistakes are repeated over sessions. Poor spellers have difficulty in memorizing
words (Steffler, Varnhagen, Friesen & Treiman, 1998), as a consequence more
errors are expected during memorizing than during the copying exercise (Van
Daal, 1993); a higher error rate without feedback then inevitably leads to the
relatively better effect of the copying exercise.
If the number of errors during training could be reduced, the memorizing
exercise may be considered as more effective than copying. In the memorizing
exercise the child has to process the words actively by remembering the correct
spelling of the word, while in the copy exercise the child can copy each letter
without paying much attention to the spelling of the word. Therefore, one would
predict that the memorizing exercise would be relatively more effective for
storing the correct spellings. If the goal is to increase the ability to spell correctly
in a dictation test, then exercises that are comparable to the dictation test are
expected to be even more effective than memorizing or copying (Searleman &
Herrmann, 1994). Consequently, exercises in which words have to be written
after presenting words only auditorily would be most effective.
The previous findings suggests two major research issues: 1) to what extent do
words need to be processed actively in order to improve spelling skill, and 2)
what is the effect of presenting the spelling of the word during practicing? In
order to address the first issue, the effect of reading was contrasted with various
exercises in which active processing of the spelling is required. The second issue
is addressed by comparing exercises that vary in the moment in which the correct
spelling of the word is revealed: before, during, or after giving the answer, i.e.,
copying, memorizing and dictation.
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In the present studies, the original experiment of Van Daal (1993) was
extended and amended. Both the direct effect of practicing (post-test) and the
effect of retention (a month later) were determined. All exercises were presented
on a computer, and the pronunciation of the word was provided automatically as
soon as the word appeared on the screen. This direct offering may help to focus
on the way words are spelled and may be less distracting than the explicit
requests in the study by Van Daal. Finally, in order to examine transfer effects the spelling of untrained words improves because of similarities with the words
that are practiced -, the words to be practiced were systematically selected to
represent different rules of Dutch orthography, specific grapheme clusters, or
exceptions. Control words that are similar to words that are practiced, in terms of
rules to be applied or in terms of use of common spelling patterns (analogies), are
expected to benefit from extensive practice in spelling. On the other hand,
exceptions in spellings need to be memorized and this makes the transfer to other
words impossible.

3.1

Experiment 1

The contrast in the first study is between reading, copying, and memorizing. The
research question is what the effect of these exercises is on spelling problems. It
is hypothesized that directly after training, experimental words are spelled better
than control words, irrespective of the type of training exercise. But as argued
before, it is expected that the effect of reading decreases over time and is the least
effective exercise with regard to effects on spelling skills at a later retention test.
Additionally, it is hypothesized that words are processed more consciously in the
memorizing exercise than in the copying exercise, and that therefore, the former
exercise is more effective. Finally, with respect to the different types of spelling
patterns, it is assumed that due to transfer effects the words of the analogy and
rule-based spelling principle would profit more from training than words of the
other spelling principles and that the etymology principle (see Chapter 1) profits
most from the memorizing exercise.
Method
Participants
Forty Dutch children from Grade 3 to Grade 5 of two special schools for children
with learning difficulties participated in this study. The schools were situated
close to Amsterdam. The mean age of the children (26 boys and 14 girls) was 10
years and one month (SD = 8.2 months) and they had received formal instruction
in reading and spelling for 4 years on average. The teachers selected the children
according to their spelling deficit, based on commonly used spelling tests, which
they had completed recently (Cito, 1993a, 1993b; Geelhoed & Reitsma, 1999).
All children had a delay in spelling of almost two years. Some children also had
some behavioral disturbances.
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Initially, 50 children attended the study, ten children were excluded from the
analysis: six children made very few mistakes in the dictation pre-test (less than
15%) and four children made deliberate errors during more than one training
session by writing nonsense words.
Materials
An attractive multimedia program, especially developed for children, was used to
present the spelling exercises on computers of the participating schools. The
words appeared in the middle of the screen in a font similar to the fonts used in
schoolbooks. Digitized speech stimuli were used to present the spoken form of
the words. On the lower part of the screen, a button on the left side could be
clicked on to repeat the pronunciation of the word, and a button in the lower right
area of the screen could be used to repeat the spoken instruction. Illustrated texts
appeared on the left side of the screen in order to provide children with
instructions during the exercises. On the lower middle of the screen, a virtual
keyboard with lower case characters was provided for children who were not
familiar working with the upper case letters of a computer keyboard. A button on
the right side of the middle of the screen was used to proceed to the next trial
during the exercises.
The words selected in this study could be grouped into one of the four main
clusters of Dutch spelling (Reitsma & Verhoeven, 1990; Woordenlijst
Nederlandse taal, 1995): 1) spelling-to-sound, 2) analogy, 3) etymology, and 4)
rule-based (see also Chapter 1). The spelling-to-sound cluster is based on the
dominant alphabetic principle of Dutch spelling: the graphemes represent the
phonological structure of the word. Words that belong to this cluster have a
transparent spelling, like the short word roos (rose), or a longer and more
complex word herfststorm (autumn storm). The second cluster is based on the
analogy principle involving that words should be spelled consistently. For
example, the word honden (dogs) has an obvious /d/ sound, therefore the
grapheme at the end of the singular form hond has to be written with a d although
the end sound of the word is /t/. The etymology cluster is based on another
principle of Dutch spelling demonstrating that the spelling of words sometimes is
based on historical developments. Often, the pronunciations of words in this
cluster have been changed over time, and, therefore, relying on the sound of the
words does not help to produce the correct spelling of these words. For example,
the words pauw (peacock) and fout (wrong) have identical vowel sounds, but
different graphemes are used for etymological reasons. Finally, the rule-based
cluster is based on the two main rules of Dutch spelling of multi-syllabic words.
Generally, in Dutch spelling words with long vowels are written with a double
grapheme, whereas words with short vowels are written with a single grapheme.
However, the first main rule states that if the vowel has a long sound at the end of
an open syllable, one character of the long vowel has to be removed. For
example, a word like raam (window) will be written in plural form as ramen
(sounding as /ra/-/men/). The other main rule states that a consonant between two
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vowels has to be doubled if the preceding vowel has a short sound. For example,
the writing of the plural form of a word like bot (bone) will be botten.
Two lists were constructed, each consisted of 72 words (see Appendix A), half
of the words had to be practiced and half of them were used as control words. The
control words were comparable to the words to be practiced - with the same
length and the same spelling clusters. The two lists differed in level of difficulty
in order to allow the children to practice at an appropriate level. Level 1 was
constructed by using relatively easy words that were normally taught to firstgrade children (6 or 7 years old), the words in the more difficult Level 2 were
normally taught to third-grade children (8 to 9 years old). In both Levels, the
words were selected from two common Dutch spelling methods based on high
frequency words (Geelhoed, Leene & Reitsma, 1999; Van der Geest & Swüste,
1978). The words of Level 1 belonged either to the spelling-to-sound cluster, the
analogy cluster or the etymology cluster. Level 2 consisted of words that came
from either the analogy or the rule-based cluster. A set of 9 very simple words
was added to each of the two Levels in order to allow the children to produce at
least some words without making errors. Each word was assigned to each of the
three different training conditions, by forming three sub-lists, each containing a
different combination of word and training condition.
Design and Procedure
A within-subjects design was used: all 40 children participated in the training
program, so the use of control words was needed to create the control condition.
Based on the errors that were made in the most recent spelling test administered
at school, children were assigned to a specific level. Level 1 was practiced by 13
children, they had a didactic age of 28 or 38 months and a mean chronological
age of 9;7 years. The other 27 children practiced with Level 2, they had a didactic
age of 38 or 48 months and a mean age of 10;4 years.
Prior to the training sessions each child was administered a pre-test that
included a dictation test with the 72 words at their own level. Within the dictation
test, the training and control words were randomized. The experimenter
pronounced the words and the children used pencil and paper to write the words
down. When the pre-test was completed, the experimenter explained to the
children how they should practice with the multimedia-training program. The
children also had to type in a few words, in order to check whether their typing
skills were sufficient. All children were found to be sufficiently skilful in typing,
on average they needed 27 seconds (SD = 17 sec) to type six simple words of
three to four characters long. They did not need the virtual keyboard that was
provided on the screen and they were able to work with the program
independently.
During the following five weeks, the children had to complete 10 sessions of
the training program. In each session, the same 36 words were practiced, 12 in
each of the three exercises. Each time the words were presented in a different
order, but a specific exercise could not appear more than twice consecutively. The
program consisted of following three types of exercises (see also Appendix B):
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1) Reading: On the left side of the screen a picture appeared of a boy who was
reading. In the middle of the screen a text was presented with the instruction
to read aloud the word that would appear on the screen. After the child had
pushed the ‘continue’ button, the instruction disappeared and the target word
appeared in the middle of the screen. Then the child had to read the word
aloud. It took two seconds before the continue button was activated in order to
encourage the child to read the word. After pressing the continue button the
computer gave the pronunciation of the word - while the word remained
visible - so the child could hear whether he or she had read the word correctly.
2) Copy from screen: On the left side of the screen a picture appeared showing a
computer with two hands typing on a keyboard. In the middle of the screen a
text was presented with the instruction to copy the word that would appear on
screen. After the child had pushed the continue button, the instruction text
disappeared and the word to be copied appeared in the middle of the screen.
At the same time, the computer gave the pronunciation of the word. The child
had to type the word in an input box that was placed underneath the word.
3) Memorizing: A word appeared in the middle of the screen and the
pronunciation of the word was given at the same time as the word appeared.
On the left side of the screen a picture was shown of a computer screen and a
boy with a pondering expression and a “thinking cloud” just above him. Just
below the displayed word, a text appeared with the instruction to memorize
the word and to write it down by heart later. When the child was confident
about how to write the word, the child pushed on the continue button. The
word then disappeared from the screen and the child had to type the word in
an input box that appeared in the centre of the screen.
The child could push the button to request the pronunciation of the word up to 10
times maximum. Minor feedback was provided: after a child had spelled five
words correctly, the computer gave positive feedback through a spoken “very
good” or another similar remark. Each training session took about 15 minutes. If a
child was still working after 30 minutes, the program stopped the session. If a
child did not respond within two minutes, the program paused until the teacher
typed in a password. Children were instructed to complete about two sessions a
week and they were not permitted to complete more than one session a day.
Within two days after the children had completed the 10 training sessions, the
children started the post-test that consisted of the same dictation test as in the pretest. A month after training the same dictation test was administered again as a
test of retention.
Measurements
The preparation time, total practicing time and the number of errors were
registered during training to determine whether some exercises were more
difficult than others and also to see what progress children made during the
training sessions. The effects of the training conditions on the spelling
performance were established by comparing the mistakes in pre-test and post-test.
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Also, the number of mistakes in each spelling cluster was compared in order to
examine whether some spelling clusters would benefit relatively more from
training than other spelling clusters.
Results
Effects of training: Dictation
The effect of training was determined by comparing within subjects the number
of errors before and immediately after training for each of the four conditions.
Additionally, an item analysis was performed on the trained words. In Table 3.1
the average proportion of errors is shown as a function of time of test and
condition of practice. Before training, mistakes appeared to be made in about
43% of the words. In the immediate post-test only 23% of the words were written
incorrectly, thus on average the immediate decrease in errors was about 20%.
Table 3.1

Percentage of errors in the dictation task of Experiment 1
before, directly after, and a month after training
Percentage of errors

Reading
Memorizing
Copying
Control condition

Before

Directly after

Month later

44.0
40.0
45.8
40.8

25.6
19.8
16.5
28.6

33.5
21.9
25.6
31.7

This difference between immediate post-test and pre-test for the four conditions is
significant, F(1,39) = 105.83, p < .001, effect size ηp2 = .73. Some training
conditions were more effective than others as was indicated by a significant
interaction-effect between time of test and condition, F(3,117) = 13.58, p < .001,
ηp2 = .26. Although the number of mistakes in words that were not practiced
(control words) declined, F(1,39) = 46.12, p < .001, ηp2 = .54, the gain in the
control condition was the smallest: the direct effect of the three training
conditions was larger than the control condition, F(1,39) = 22.03, p < .001, ηp2 =
.36. Directly after training, the copy from screen condition appeared to be more
effective than memorizing, F1(1,39) = 10.75, p < .005, ηp2 = .22, as was also
confirmed by an analysis over items, F2(1,71) = 8.98, p < .01, ηp2 = .11. The
reading and memorizing conditions were equally effective; no significant
difference between the two exercises appeared. The difference in effect between
conditions is shown in Figure 3.1. The left (dark) bars show the proportional
decrease in errors - corrected by the percentage of errors before training - for the
four conditions, three training conditions and the control condition, directly after
training.

Proportional decrease of errors
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Direct effect
Retention effect
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Figure 3.1

Memorizing

Copying

Control condition

The direct and retention effects of practice in spelling in Experiment 1 shown by
the proportional decrease of errors as a function of condition, with N = 40 for
each condition

The retention test was administered in order to determine whether the effects
would last a month after training. The proportional decrease of errors in the
retention test as compared to the pre-test is also shown in Figure 3.1 (light bars).
Overall, in comparing the direct and delayed post-test, it is clear that the effect of
training diminished over time. However, both the copy and the memorizing
exercise still showed to be effective. No significant difference could be found
between these typing conditions. Both typing conditions did have significantly
more effect than the control condition, F(1,39) = 22.23, p < .001, ηp2 = .36, and
than the reading condition, F1(1,38) = 12.29, p < .001, ηp2 = .24; F2(1,71) =
14.50, p < .001, ηp2 = .17. The reading condition did not differ significantly from
the control condition. No effects were found for differences between Level 1 and
Level 2. Didactic age and gender neither showed to have any effect on the
decrease of errors in the various conditions over time.
Spelling clusters
Some spelling clusters may have gained more from training than others and
spelling exercises may have had specific influences on the different spelling
clusters. Therefore, a separate analysis was carried out for spelling clusters. As
was described in the Method section, Level 1 words were based on the spellingto-sound, analogy cluster, and etymology cluster, whereas Level 2 consisted of
words from the analogy and rule-based cluster. However, within the words that
were practiced no difference could be found between the spelling clusters, neither
directly after training nor a month later. Only within the control words on Level 1
a difference appeared between the spelling clusters: immediately after training the
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effect on the analogy cluster was larger than the effect on the spelling-to-sound
cluster, F(1,12) = 8.38, p < .05, ηp2 = .41. No further interaction effects between
time, condition and spelling cluster were found.
Registrations during training
Each trial consisted of a preparation phase (reading the instruction, and in the
case of memorizing also closely reading the word) and a production phase (typing
or reading). For each individual, the median of preparation and producing times
were determined; medians were used in order to exclude outliers, i.e. very slow or
quick responses. The results show that overall preparation initially took about 2.5
seconds, but over the 10 sessions the time decreased to a little more than 1
second, F(9,351) = 32.17, p < .001, ηp2 = .45. No interaction effect was found
between exercise and session. Moreover, preparation in both typing conditions
(M = 1.58) took more time than in the reading condition (M = 1.37), F(1,39) =
30.18, p < .001, ηp2 = .44, and no significant difference appeared between both
typing conditions.
For production times, a significant effect of exercises was obtained, F(2,78) =
161.50, p < .001, ηp2 = .81, a decline over sessions, and a significant interaction
between exercises and decline over sessions, F(18,702) = 2.65, p < .001, ηp2 =
.06. The overall production time took on average about 12.5, 11.0, and 3.5
seconds in the copy, memorizing, and reading exercise, respectively. Typing took
obviously more time than reading, F(1,39) = 172.67, p < .001, ηp2 = .81, and
producing the word in the copying exercise took more time than in the
memorizing exercise, F(1,39) = 42.71, p < .001, ηp2 = .52. Over sessions, the time
of both typing tasks declined significantly with about 3.5 seconds, F(9,351) =
6.37, p < .001, ηp2 = .14. The time needed for reading the words remained about
the same, most likely because here a minimum time of 2 seconds was set (see
Method).
The children worked independently, so the mistakes made during the reading
conditions could not be registered. About 10% of the errors in the typing tasks did
not look like serious attempts to write the word correctly, e.g. typing only one
letter instead of a word, or seemed to be made deliberately, e.g. typing a string of
consonants, such as fluitttttttt. Overall, in the typing tasks less spelling errors were
made in the training sessions than in the pre-test, F(1,71) = 116.03, p < .001, ηp2 =
.62. Furthermore, children made fewer mistakes during training in the copy from
screen condition than in the memorizing condition, F(1,39) = 33.08, p < .001, ηp2
= .46. No significant decline in errors was found over sessions. The data of the
training sessions showed no differences between the two Levels, not for number
of errors, nor for preparation or production times.
Probably because the program already presented the pronunciation of the
words automatically at each trial, extra speech feedback was only requested in
less than 5% of the trials. The impression was that if the children asked for speech
feedback they did this just for fun, because in most of these cases the sound
button was pressed up to its limit (10 times).
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Discussion
As expected, all exercises showed to be effective directly after training, but
different patterns were obtained over time. Copying from screen was most
effective directly after training, but a month later the effect declined considerably.
Although directly after training memorizing appeared to be less effective than
copying, the effect of the memorizing exercise remained almost the same even a
month after training. Reading showed to be effective directly after training, but a
month later no difference could be found between reading and the control
condition, whereas for both typing exercises effects appeared relatively stable.
Therefore, there is no reason to reject the hypotheses that the effect of reading
would decrease over time, and learning to spell words by typing is more effective
than by reading. Moreover, measures of effect sizes indicate that practicing by
typing has considerable effects. Nevertheless, no confirmation was found for the
hypothesis that memorizing would be more effective than copying: directly after
training copying is even more effective than memorizing, and only a month later
the effects of both typing conditions are about equal.
A plausible explanation for the current pattern of findings may involve both the
effects of recency and active processing. Recency effects occur when the spelling
of a word has been processed recently and therefore some orthographic
representation is still fresh in (episodic) memory. But over time, recency effects
gradually fade away. In order to retain a more stable representation of the correct
spelling of words even when time passes, words have to be processed more
actively. In the current study, it is quite likely that recency may have contributed
to the effects of the reading and copy conditions. Only when words have been
processed more actively, such as in both typing conditions, the effects of practice
last longer, and are evident even a month after training. In fact, the results of the
current copy from screen exercise can be considered as a combined effect of both
recency and active processing, leading to the highest improvement of spelling in
the initial post-test. But in the end, only exercises in which participants are
actively involved in producing the complete sequence of characters of a word,
contributes to storing the orthographic representation of the word effectively. The
relative permanence of knowledge about the spelling of a word is most apparent
after practicing in the memorizing condition. From the initial post-test until a
month after training this condition showed no decrease of learning effects at all.
No long lasting effects of reading on spelling have been obtained.
Consequently, the hypothesis that knowledge of the correct spelling of words is a
by-product of reading (Katz & Frost, 2001) cannot readily be confirmed. One
could argue that the present format of reading practice is less than optimal
because there was no control whether the children actually read the words.
However, the initial post-test showed a positive effect on spelling, albeit
temporarily, thus at least some positive effects of reading had occurred. Another
possible objection could be that the number of repeated readings is not sufficient
for establishing orthographic knowledge in a form that can be used to support the
spelling of a word. It is quite likely, that although a few encounters with a printed
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word suffices to assist word identification, it may not be adequate to facilitate the
process of spelling. Whereas the studies of Katz and Frost involved university
students and words were presented 1 to 4 times in one session, the present study
involved younger poor spellers with reading practicing distributed over 10
separate sessions. It is yet unknown how often poor spellers need to read a word
before productive orthographic knowledge is attained. Whatever the findings of
further research along these lines, the present study clearly shows that actual
practice in spelling the word is considerably more successful.
At first sight, it seems rather striking to find that spelling also improved
slightly in the control condition. Of course, the regular spelling instruction at
school could have had an influence on the gain of spelling skill. However, the
finding that there was a differential effect for type of words within Level 1 - the
effect of the analogy cluster was larger than the effect of the spelling-to-sound
cluster -, suggests that there may have been a slight additional, but only
temporary transfer effect on analogous control words. The spelling clusters were
further examined in order to find out whether some spelling clusters would profit
more from training than others and whether the different training exercises would
have specific effects on the various spelling clusters. No substantial differences
among clusters did appear though, but this may be due to the fact that many
different clusters were practiced simultaneously.
Analyses of the training data showed that children made more mistakes during
the memorizing than during the copy from screen exercise. Moreover, although in
the copy exercise the word was shown only after the preparation phase, in both
typing exercises about the same preparation time was used. The latter observation
suggests that children overestimated their spelling capacities and for this reason
did not take sufficient time to inspect and memorize the spelling of the word. If
they had been more sensitive to possible failures to spell the word correctly by
heart later, they might have taken more time for preparation, and as a
consequence the number of errors during memorizing exercises could have been
reduced. It should be noted that the current study provided only little feedback.
This may also explain why the number of errors did not substantially decline
during training. Although effects of feedback are not always immediately evident,
previous research often demonstrated the need to give feedback in order to
improve correct responses (Kearney & Drabman, 1993; Kluger & DeNisi, 1996;
Perkins, 1988). Nevertheless, the children did make progress: a significant
difference occurred between the number of errors in pre-test and the number of
errors during the training sessions. In addition, the effect of training was
confirmed by the results of both post-tests.

3.2

Experiment 2

In order to replicate the results that are just described, a second study was carried
out. In this second study the design of the experiment was improved a bit. First of
all, feedback with full disclosure of the correct spellings was now given in all
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trials. Feedback may help the children to verify what kind of errors are made, so a
reduction of errors during training and a larger overall effect was expected, in
particular for the memorizing condition. Secondly, because reading did not have a
lasting effect in Experiment 1, an exercise in dictation was chosen as an
alternative. In the dictation condition only the pronunciation of the word was
provided, and after typing the word the correct spelling of the word was shown as
feedback. The difference with memorizing is that in the dictation exercise no
preview of the correct spelling was presented, likely resulting in a stronger appeal
on memorizing the particular spellings. For this reason, and because the format of
the exercise is most similar to the pre-and post-tests (Searleman & Herrmann,
1994), it is expected that practice in dictation would be the most effective
exercise. Thirdly, the design of Experiment 1 did not allow a general analysis
over items because half of the items were trained while the other half served as
control words. Therefore, to be able to carry out an analysis over words, in
Experiment 2 half of the words were used as control words for one group and as
training words for the other group while the other half of the words were used
vice versa. Finally, in Experiment 1 the selected words of both Levels belonged to
different spelling clusters, making it difficult to analyze the effects of the different
spelling clusters. For that reason in this second experiment only words were
selected that either belonged to the etymological or the analogy cluster. By using
only two spelling principles for both Levels it would be possible to examine more
thoroughly whether spelling categories would profit differentially from training.
With regard to the original research question, it is important to note that the
three exercises in this experiment mainly differed in one characteristic: the time
of displaying the correct spelling of the word. In the copying exercise the word
remained visible all the time, in the memorizing exercise the word was only
visible before the word had to be typed, and in the dictation task the word was
shown only after the response was given. Although it was expected that all
exercises would be effective even a month after training, differential effects were
expected because of the demands on memory or because of the opportunities to
read and inspect the correct spelling. Tasks differ substantially in the degree in
which active attempts to store the orthographic patterns into memory are called
upon. If activation of memory components during training plays an important role
for learning effects, the dictation exercise would be most effective, memorizing
second best, and copying would relatively be the least effective exercise. If on the
other hand the extent to which the correct spelling is available contributes most to
the learning effects, then the copying would be most effective, the memorizing
second, and the dictation task the least effective.
Method
Participants
Forty-nine Dutch children (27 boys and 22 girls) from four different elementary
schools near The Hague (Netherlands) participated. Their mean age was 9 years
and 7 months (SD = 11.4 months) and they had a spelling deficit of about two
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years, they were selected in the same way as in previous study. Initially, 57
children attended the study, 8 of these students were excluded from the analysis:
five children did not complete all seven training sessions, and two children
deliberately made many errors during more than one training session.
Materials
The computer program and the presentation of the words were similar to
Experiment 1. Only a few adaptations were made: 1) instruction was shown on
top of the screen during the entire exercise, 2) the virtual keyboard was left out
because none of the children had used the virtual keyboard in the previous study,
3) feedback was provided after the child had typed the word, and 4) over the total
group of participants all words were used as training words as well as control
words. Feedback consisted of showing the correct spelling of the word in a green
color above the typed word with a green mark when the word was typed correctly
or a red mark when it was incorrect.
Two lists of words with two levels of difficulty were created (see Appendix A).
The words were again selected from common Dutch spelling methods based on
high frequency words (Erades, Gerritse, Greevenbosch, Jansen, Pol & Terwindt,
1995; Geelhoed, Leene & Reitsma, 1999; Van der Geest & Swüste, 1978). The
difficulty of the selected words was comparable to the words of Experiment 1,
and on both Levels half of the words belonged to the analogy cluster and the other
half to the principle of etymology.
Design and procedure
Again, a within-subjects design was used, so all children participated in the
training program. By using control words the control condition could be created.
Selection of children and assignment to Levels was done as in Experiment 1.
Level 1 was practiced by 21 children, they had a didactic age of 23 to 33 months
and a mean chronological age of 8;9 years. The other 28 children practiced with
the words of Level 2, they had a didactic age of 33 or 43 months and a mean age
of 10;3 years.
The procedure of the pre-test and post-tests was the same as in Experiment 1.
The training was slightly changed: the children had to practice the words seven
times instead of ten times. The number of repetitions was reduced because in
Experiment 1, after about seven sessions the children seemed to become less
motivated to do the exercises. During three to four weeks following the pre-test,
the children had to complete the seven sessions of the training program. In each
session the same 36 words were practiced, 12 in each of the three conditions and
in each session in a different order. The following conditions for practice (see
also Appendix B) were presented:
1. The dictation exercise: On the left side of the screen a picture appeared of a
man holding his hand behind his big ear. At the top of the screen the
instruction was provided that the child had to listen carefully at the
pronunciation of the word. After the child had pushed on the continue button,
the child could type the word. After typing, the continue button had to be
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pressed again, and then the program gave feedback so the child could see
whether the word was typed correctly.
2. The copy from screen condition: This condition was almost the same as the
copy from screen condition in Experiment 1, but now the word was already
visible in the preparation phase and feedback was provided after the child had
typed in the word.
3. The memorizing condition: This condition was the same as the memorizing
condition in Experiment 1, but now feedback was provided after the child had
typed in the word.
In order to use every word in every condition, various sub-lists were created and
assigned to different groups of participants. The remainder of the procedure, for
example, the randomization of the lists of words, the assignments of the sub-lists,
the possibilities to repeat the pronunciation of the word, the dictation tasks
directly after and a month after training were the same as in Experiment 1.
Results
The effect of training: the dictation task
In Table 3.2 the percentage of errors on the dictation tests before training, directly
after, and a month after training are shown. The effect of training was analyzed
by comparing the number of errors before training with the number of errors after
training (directly after training as well as a month later). An analysis over items
could be performed because half of the words were used as control words for one
group and as training words for the other group, while the other half of the words
were used vice versa. The effect of the training was quite clear, less errors were
made directly after training than before training, F1(1,48) = 240.25, p < .001, ηp2
= .83; F2(1,143) = 175.86, p < .001 , ηp2 = .55.
Table 3.2

Percentage of errors in the dictation task of Experiment 2
before, directly after, and a month after training
Percentage of errors

Dictation
Memorizing
Copying
Control condition

Before

Directly after

Month later

26.9
26.4
27.2
25.2

8.2
10.8
9.4
16.3

12.6
13.6
11.2
16.0

Furthermore, directly after training the different conditions profited differently
from training as indicated by an interaction-effect between the four conditions
and time. More errors were made in the control condition than in the three
training conditions, F1(1,48) = 39.13, p < .001, ηp2 = .45; F2(1,143) = 26.79, p <
.001, ηp2 = .16, but the three different exercises had the same effect. The left
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(darker) bars in Figure 3.2 show the proportional decrease in errors for the four
conditions directly after training.
The retention test was given in order to find out whether the same results would
be found a month after training. The results are also represented in Table 3.2, and
the proportional decrease of the number of errors in the retention test compared to
the pre-test is presented in Figure 3.2 by the lighter bars. Comparing the direct
effect with the retention effect demonstrates that the effect of exercises had
decreased a month after training. The words were still spelled better than before
training, F1(1,48) = 205.07, p < .001, ηp2 = .81; F2(1,143) = 133.12, p < .001, ηp2
= .48. Also, the exercises showed to be more effective than the control condition,
F1(1,48) = 11.36, p < .01, ηp2 = .19; F2(1,143) = 8.84, p < 01, ηp2 = .06, and the
different training conditions still had about the same effect. Furthermore, no
differences could be found between the two selected Levels over time. The
variables didactic age and gender were also analyzed, and showed to have no
influence on the results.

Proportional decrease of errors

Direct effect
Retention effect

80
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Dictation

Figure 3.2

Memorizing

Copying

Control condition

The direct and retention effects of practice in spelling in Experiment 2 shown by
the proportional decrease of errors as a function of condition, with N = 49 for
each condition

Spelling clusters
In Experiment 2 only two spelling clusters for both Levels were used. Half of the
selected words were based on analogy and half on etymology. By examining the
results of the spelling clusters it was possible to check whether some spelling
clusters would have more profit from training than others and whether some
spelling exercises might have had specific influences on the different spelling
clusters. The children made more mistakes in words of the etymology cluster
(19.4%) than in words of the analogy cluster (15.8%), F(1,48) =12.88, p < .01, ηp2
= .21. But both spelling clusters showed to profit equally from training, directly
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after training as well as a month after training. No differences were found
between the two Levels and no interaction effect was found between the two
Levels and the two spelling clusters over time.
Registrations during training
Median times were calculated per subject and condition for the time needed to
prepare before typing (preparation time) as well as to type the words (production
time). During the first session, preparation time took about 2.7 seconds, but over
sessions the preparation time declined to about 1.5 seconds, F(6,288) = 24.52, p <
.001, ηp2 = .34. Within the dictation exercise more preparation time was needed
than in the copy exercise, F(1,48) = 7.55, p < .01, ηp2 = .14. No significant
differences in preparation time were found between the memorizing exercise and
the copying and the dictation exercises. Production took about 11.5 seconds in the
first sessions, but in the last session the children needed only a little more than 7
seconds to type the word. The mean production time of the dictation exercise was
8.9 seconds, while producing the word in the memorizing exercise took about 8.4
seconds, the difference between these production times was significant, F(1,48) =
6.15, p < .05, ηp2 = .11.
Furthermore, the percentage of errors during training differed between the
three conditions of practice, F(2,96) = 87.21, p < .001, ηp2 = .65; in the dictation
exercise about 20% mistakes were made, in the memorizing condition the
percentage of errors was about 9% and in copying only 5% of the words were
written incorrectly. Also, an interaction effect was found between the decline over
sessions and type of exercise, F(12, 576) = 10.00, p < .001, ηp2 = .170. Contrast
analyses indicated that the number of mistakes declined only within the dictation
exercise, F(6,288) = 13.02, p < .001, ηp2 = .21. An analysis of words that were
written incorrectly during training showed that in about 17% of the mistakes no
serious attempts were made to write the word correctly. These deliberate mistakes
were for example: typing only one letter or typing a string of the same letters. The
frequency of this type of errors did not differ between practice conditions.
Furthermore, various other types of errors occurred almost equally often:
omissions, substitutions, additions, reversals in order of letters, sometimes the
spelling were phonologically correct renderings, sometimes not. No difference
was found between the number of errors and the two spelling categories over
time, nor did the different training exercises show a specific influence on one of
the two spelling categories. Furthermore, the training showed no differences
between the two Levels, not for the number of errors, nor for the preparation time
or the production time.
Discussion
The results of Experiment 2 clearly replicated some of the major findings of
previously described Experiment 1. The exercises memorizing and copying
showed again to be effective, directly as well as a month after training, and the
effect sizes were substantial. Dictation, memorizing, and copying were equally
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effective directly after training and a month later. In contrast to Experiment 1, no
recency effects for copying were found in the second study. This latter finding
could be related to the lower error rate before training as compared to Experiment
1, or to the fact that children practiced only 7 times instead of 10 times.
The present findings provide no support for the hypothesis that feedback helps
to reduce the number of errors during training, causing the memorizing exercise
to profit more from repeated training and therefore to be more effective than
copying. The number of errors diminished only within the dictation exercises; for
copying and memorizing the number of errors was relatively small and did not
decline during training. Apparently, feedback also did not seem to stimulate the
time that was spend on inspecting and memorizing the words because preparation
time in copying and memorizing was about the same. Thus, again children i
seemed to overestimate their skill in spelling by spending only a short time
inspecting and memorizing the words.
With regard to the different spelling clusters, it was expected that words of the
etymology cluster would profit most from the memorizing exercise and that
training would result in more transfer to untrained analogous words than to
untrained words with etymological spellings. The results did not corroborate these
hypotheses. Because the untrained analogous words were not spelled better than
the untrained etymological words, it is tentatively concluded that children did not
use analogy strategies. Furthermore, emphasizing memorization does not seem to
be specifically helpful for etymological words, because the memorizing strategy
does not seem to have any additional effect for these words.
Finally, the dictation exercise was expected to be more effective than the other
two exercises. The results showed, however, that the dictation exercise had the
same effect as the other two exercises. Thus, although this type of exercise did
optimally resemble the actual post-test, there was no specific advantage for this
training condition. All three exercises are evidently effective, even a month after
training, and it may well be that words have been processed actively in all three
exercises.

3.3

General Discussion

In two experiments the effects of different types of exercises for backward
spellers were evaluated. The research question was whether repeatedly reading
the word would have less effect on the spelling of children with spelling problems
than actual producing the spelling several times. Experimental contrasts included,
therefore, reading versus active typing, and the time of displaying the correct
response, before, during, or only after the response was given. The results of the
first training experiment clearly demonstrated that reading the word does not
easily yield permanent knowledge of the correct spelling. Instead, actively
processing words by typing them appeared to be effective for children with
spelling problems. Moreover, the second experiment demonstrated also that for
poor spellers these typing exercises are effective, even a month after training.
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These effects were obtained irrespective of the moment the word was presented.
Thus neither a call for memorization nor viewing the correct spelling during
practice helps to improve spelling skill. For poor spellers it is the repeated
production of the spelling that resulted in a lasting reduction of errors of about 50
percent. The effect sizes in terms of proportions of variance are considerable. The
structured and motivating learning environment of computer-based exercises may
have been an important contribution to these positive effects (Torgerson &
Elbourne, 2002).
The finding that neither repeated reading nor presentation of the correct
orthographic pattern during practicing has long-lasting effects in poor spellers
may be symptomatic of their basic problems. The results corroborate the
hypothesis that poor spellers are not able to readily gain functional spelling
knowledge by reading. Normally developing spellers usually become sufficiently
familiar with the spelling of printed words through reading so that information
about the particular sequence of letters is retained in memory and enables them to
be read and spelled more easily. As a consequence individual differences in
reading and spelling are generally highly correlated. For example, Ehri (2000)
indicated that out of 13 studies 11 correlation coefficients were above .70. But
correlations appeared to be considerably lower in poor readers and spellers (Ehri,
2000; Greenberg, Ehri & Perin, 1997; Guthrie, 1973). An explanation is that
whereas normal readers and spellers draw upon the same knowledge sources knowledge about grapheme-phoneme correspondences, and memory for the
spellings of specific words - poor spellers often lack a precise memory for the
pattern of spelling-sound correspondences and the specific orthographic details of
words. Reading “partial cues” often suffice to identify a word (Holmes & Ng,
1993), but in spelling knowledge about all constituent letters and their proper
sequence is required to produce a correct response. For children who have
difficulty in developing well-specified orthographic representations of words, the
scores on a reading test may therefore differ considerably from scores on a
spelling test. Difficulties in acquiring detailed orthographic knowledge is
obviously also exemplified in the present experiments by the relatively high
percentage of errors in the post-tests, even after practicing the same words a
number of times.
Recently, the role of implicit learning for spelling development has received
special attention (e.g., Kemp & Bryant, 2003; Pacton, Perruchet, Fayol, &
Cleeremans, 2001; Steffler, 2001). By being exposed to the written language,
people appear to become sensitive to the frequency with which certain letters cooccur. Moreover, they are able to use this knowledge in processing written
language without explicit awareness. The effects of print exposure include of
course also knowledge about the specific spelling of frequent words. Although it
is something that needs to be determined through further research, it is likely that
poor spellers acquire such orthographic knowledge very slowly and have
difficulty to secure the specific spellings in memory. It is tempting to speculate as
to why this might be the case. A plausible underlying cause of this impairment in
orthographic learning could be a phonological deficit and a dysfunction in the
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awareness of phonemes. When the phonological representations of words are
under specified and fragile then establishing and securing multiple relationships
between the phonological presentation of the word and the graphemes of the
written word may be seriously hampered (Ehri, 1997, 2000; Perfetti, 1997).
Direct evidence for a relationship between phonemic awareness and the
development of orthographic representations is offered by the findings of a
training study (Dixon, Stuart & Masterson, 2002). Young children with varying
degrees of phonemic segmentation ability were trained in reading new words. The
results indicate that children with higher scores on phoneme segmentation tasks
had internalized the most detailed orthographic representations, despite needing
fewer learning trials.
Given that poor spellers appear to learn the spelling of words not through
reading but through spelling words repeatedly, appropriate instruction and
practice conditions need to be provided. The present experiments indicate that
computer-assisted practice may be beneficial for poor spellers to reduce the
number of their spelling errors, and, by implication, increase their knowledge of
word specific orthographic patterns. One of the crucial advantages might be that
during typing children spend more time looking at the consecutive letters on the
keyboard of the computer and therefore memorize the sequence of the letters of
the words better than by writing them with pencil and paper. Exercises can be
designed in a non-judgemental environment to address the unique needs of
individual children. But further research is necessary to determine, for example,
to what extent feedback is effective, and whether the system should allow or
encourage children to correct their errors (Cohen, 1985). It should also be
investigated, whether stipulating the spelling rule or analogous words would add
to the learning effects. The fact that in the present findings no effects for the type
of spelling clusters was found, may be taken as support for the view that many
apparently rule-like learning could be explained in terms of implicit,
distributional learning (Kemp & Bryant, 2003). Practice in spelling specific
words that exhibit regularities or rules may be more effective than teaching poor
spellers to recite and apply the rules.
In summary, the pattern of our results suggest that poor spellers do not acquire
orthographic knowledge that is sufficiently detailed for the act of spelling from
mere exposure to correct word forms. For these children spelling knowledge is
not a by-product of the reading process (Katz & Frost, 2001). Instead, only
actively producing the spelling of words gradually improves their skill in spelling.

4
Effects of practice in writing, filling in and
orthographic choice as a means for
remediating spelling deficits
The studies in the preceding chapter revealed that, actively processing the word is
necessary to improve spelling. It is however unclear whether it is necessary to
process the complete word or whether it could also be sufficient to only choose
the correct spelling. In regular spelling methods exercises with varieties in
producing like writing the whole word, filling in the ambiguous letters of the
word, or underlining the correct or incorrect words are quite common. However,
the effect of these exercises has not been studied yet, so it is undecided whether
all these exercises are helpful to poor spellers. In this chapter it will be studied
whether actively processing the complete word may have more effect than
processing a part of the word or only choosing the correct spelling.
As was shown in the first study of Chapter 2, based on the rankings of the
remedial teachers no distinction in effectiveness according to variation in
production could be made, because the teachers did not agree on this aspect. The
preceding chapter only revealed that producing the complete word did show to be
effective, even a month after training. A review article by Fulk and StormontSpurgin (1995) demonstrated that naming the specific letters of a word had more
effect than completing words with letter tiles. Because selecting the correct
spelling (orthographic choice) is comparable to the exercise of working with letter
tiles - both exercises ask for active processing the spelling without writing-,
orthographic choice may also have a minor impact. Furthermore, in the exercise
of orthographic choice the child does not necessarily has to read the complete
word, but can base the choice on some cues. Holmes and Ng (1993) also
demonstrated the effect of letter cues: words that are read correctly may still be
difficult to spell because poor spellers have problems in registering the correct
letter sequence in the middle part of a word. This result is also in concordance
with the result of the preceding chapter in which reading did not seem to be
effective: poor spellers read words based on the some letter cues, but they do not
process all letters. Therefore, in writing it is probably more helpful to focus on the
spelling problem than choosing or recognizing the correct spelling.
It was expected that writing the complete word would ask for the most active
processing: all letters have to be produced in the right sequence and therefore, the
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orthographic knowledge of the word is probably stored most effectively. Filling
in the ambiguous part of the word asks for a less active process; the ambiguous
part needs to be written, but the child does not need to make a connection with the
other letters of the word, so the complete letter structure of the word is probably
stored less efficiently (Holmes & Ng, 1993; Van Leerdam, Bosman, & Van
Orden, 1998).
This study consists of three experiments; in all three experiments almost the
same design was used (variations in production and words based on the same
spelling principles), but in every experiment another aspect was emphasized. In
Experiment 1 the effect of writing the complete word, a part of the word and
choosing the correct spelling after memorizing was examined. In Experiment 2,
the same variations of exercises were studied but now the word remained on
screen and also whether the computerized exercises had the same effect as
exercises on paper. Finally, in Experiment 3, the effects of memorizing versus
copying (see Chapter 3) were re-examined by combining two exercises of
Experiment 1 and two exercises of Experiment 2. In all three experiments a
dictation task was given before training, directly after and a month after training.
These dictation tasks consisted of words that were practiced and words that were
not practiced (control words). By using control words the effect of the trained
words could be compared with the untrained words and also the possible transfer
effect of untrained but similar words could be studied.
Words to be practiced were either spelled according to the analogy or the
etymology principle. Analogous words are more similar than words based on
etymology, and training could help children to perceive the regularities among
words. Therefore, it is predicted that a transfer effect to untrained analogous
words could occur, whereas for words based on the etymology principle transfer
effects are not presumable.

4.1

Experiment 1

Method
Participants
Thirty-nine Dutch children of six primary schools in Amsterdam attended the
study. The children were third to fifth graders and had received formal instruction
in reading and spelling for 3.5 years on average. The teachers selected children
with a spelling deficit, using spelling tests that had been completed recently (Cito,
1993a, 1993b; Geelhoed & Reitsma, 1999). All children had a spelling deficit of
about two years. The mean age of the children (25 boys and 14 girls) was 9 years
and 11 month (SD = 8.6 months).
Materials
A multimedia program was used to present the spelling exercises and was
installed on computers of the participating schools. The words appeared in the
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middle of the screen in a font similar to the fonts used in schoolbooks. Digitized
speech stimuli were also used to present the words. Illustrated texts appeared on
top of the screen in order to explain what the children had to do. A button on the
lower left side of the screen could be clicked to repeat the pronunciation of the
word; a button on the lower right side could be clicked to repeat the instruction.
At the right side of the middle of the screen a button had to be pressed to proceed
to the next trial during the exercises.
The selected words were based on the analogy principle and the etymology
principle (see Chapter 1). Two lists of words with two levels of difficulty were
created so the children could practice at an appropriate level (see Appendix A).
Each Level consisted of 72 words, half of the words had to be practiced and half
of them were used as control words. The control words were comparable to the
words to be practiced - the same length and based on the analogy and etymology
principle. In both Levels, high frequency words were selected from two common
Dutch spelling methods (Geelhoed, Leene & Reitsma, 1999; Van der Geest &
Swüste, 1978) - see also Appendix A. Level 1 was constructed by using relatively
easy words, normally taught to first-grade children (6 or 7 years old), with for
example analogous words like keer (time) and klank (sound) and etymological
words like zweet (sweat) and vroeg (early). The words of the more difficult Level
2 are normally taught to third-grade children (8 to 9 years old) with for example
analogous words like twintig (twenty) and kieuw (gill) and etymologic words like
saus (sauce) and plein (square).
Design and procedure
A within-subjects design was used. All 39 children participated in the training
program; the control condition was formed by using control words. Based on the
number of mistakes made in the most recent spelling test, children were assigned
to Level 1 or Level 2. Level 1 was practiced by 20 children, they had a mean
chronological age of 9;7 years and a mean didactic age of 34 months. The other
19 children practiced with Level 2, they had a mean age of 10;3 years and a mean
didactic age of 40 months.
Prior to the training sessions each child was administered the above-mentioned
dictation test. The experimenter read aloud the sentences with the words and the
children used pencil and paper to write the specific words. When the pre-test was
completed, the experimenter gave instruction how to practice with the multimedia
program. During the following three to four weeks, the children had to complete
seven sessions with the program. In each session the same 36 words were
practiced, 12 in each of the three exercises. Each time the words were presented
in a different order.
The training program consisted of three exercises (see also Appendix B) in
which the words were practiced:
1) Writing the whole word: In the middle of the screen a word appeared and at
the same time the pronunciation of the word was given. At the left side of the
screen a picture appeared of a boy with a pondering expressing and a thinking
balloon just above him. On top of the screen the instruction was presented.
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The child memorized the spelling of the word and pushed on the continue
button as soon as it knew how to spell the word. The word disappeared and
the child had to type the word by heart in a text box in the middle of the
screen. After pressing the continue button the program gave feedback: the
correct spelling was always presented in a green color just above the typed
word and the program showed a red mark if the response was incorrect and a
green mark if it was correct.
2) Writing the ambiguous part of the word: On the left side of the screen a
picture appeared showing three pieces of a puzzle on which ‘fill in’ was
written. In the middle of the screen a word appeared and at the same time the
pronunciation of the word was presented. The instruction was displayed on
top of the screen. The child memorized the spelling of the word and pushed on
the continue button as soon as the child knew how to write the word. Then the
ambiguous letters of the word disappeared and the child had to fill in the
missing letters. After pressing the continue button the program gave feedback:
the right spelling of the word was presented in a green color just above the
typed word and the program showed a red mark if the response was incorrect
and a green mark if it was correct.
3) Orthographic choice: In the middle of the screen a word appeared - slightly
bigger than usual -, and the pronunciation of the word was given at the same
time as the word appeared. On the left side of the screen a picture was shown
with a green mark (correct), a red mark (incorrect) and a question mark in the
middle. When the child was confident about how to write the word, the child
pushed on the continue button. The word then disappeared from the screen
and the word reappeared in normal size. The child had to indicate whether the
word that appeared afterwards was still spelled correctly by pressing the ‘yes’
or the ‘no’ button. After pressing the button, the program showed if the
response was correct and the right spelling of the word was presented in a
green color just above the ‘yes’ and ‘no’ buttons.
Every child had to practice a set of words in each exercise and the three exercises
and various spelling categories appeared in random order. Sub-lists were created
so each child would train a particular word in only one particular exercise. Each
level was first divided in two sub-lists - words that were used as control words in
one list were used as training words in the other list and vice versa. Each word in
these two sub-lists was assigned to one of the three different training exercises, so
(2 x 3) six sub-lists were created, each containing a different combination of word
and training condition. After allocating the children to the list of their specific
Level, the children were randomly assigned to one of the six sub-lists. The order
of words was randomized in every list and a specific kind of exercise could not
appear more than two times in succession. When no response was made within
two minutes, the program paused until the teacher typed in a password.
Furthermore, the child could push the button to recall the pronunciation of the
word up to 10 times. The program stopped the session automatically if a child
was still working after 30 minutes. Children were instructed to complete about
two to three sessions a week and they were not permitted to complete more than
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one session a day. Within two days after the children had completed the seven
training sessions, the children started the direct post-test, which was the same
dictation test as in the pre-test. A month after training the dictation test was
administered again as a test of retention.
The mistakes in the pre- and post-tests were registered to measure the effects
of the training exercises and the effects on the words of the two spelling
principles. The median was used to exclude the effect of the outliers (very slow or
quick responses) for both the preparation time - reading the word and the
instruction - as the time of production - typing or clicking. In order to find out
whether some exercises were more difficult than others and to see whether the
children made progress during the training sessions, the preparation time, the time
of production and the number of mistakes were registered during training.
Results
Effects registered by dictation tests
The effect of training was determined by comparing the number of errors before
and directly after training for each of the four conditions within subjects and
within items. As is shown in Table 4.1, before training mistakes were made in
about 25% of the words, while in the immediate post-test around 10% of the
words were written incorrectly.
Table 4.1

Percentage of errors in the dictation task in Experiment 1: before,
directly after, and a month after training
Percentage of errors

Writing whole word
Writing a part of the word
Orthographic choice
Control condition

Before

Directly after

Month later

27
25
23
25

7
8
12
15

8
14
14
17

The left (darker) bars in Figure 4.1 display the proportional decrease in errors for
the four conditions (three training conditions and the control condition) directly
after training. Obviously, fewer errors were made in the immediate post-test as
compared to the pre-test, F1(1,38) = 108.33, p < .001, ηp2 = .83; F2(1,143) =
156.21, p < .001, ηp2 = .52. Some conditions were more effective than others as
was shown by a significant interaction-effect between time and condition,
F1(3,114) = 4.72, p < .01, ηp2 = .11; F2(3,429) = 6.97, p < .001, ηp2 = .05.
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The direct and retention effect in each condition of Experiment 1 shown by the
proportional decrease of errors, with N=39 for each condition

Directly after training about the same effect was found for exercises in which
words had been written partly or completely. The exercise, in which they had
been practiced with only orthographic choice, had the same effect as the control
condition. Both writing tasks - writing the whole word or a part of the word were more effective than the control condition, F1(1,38) = 28.43, p < .001, ηp2 =
.43; F2(1,143) = 20.21, p < .001, ηp2 = .12. Moreover, the writing tasks had more
effect than orthographic choice F1(1,38) = 4.14, p < .05, ηp2 = .10; F2(1,143) =
9.34, p < .01, ηp2 = .06.
In order to find out whether the effects would last even a month after training,
a second test was taken. The proportional decrease of errors in the retention test
as compared to the pre-test is also shown in Figure 4.1 (lighter bars). Overall, it is
clear that the effect of training diminishes over time (comparing the first bar with
the second bar). However, the effect hardly declines in the exercise in which the
word had to be written completely. The correct spelling is retained better in the
exercise in which the words had to be written completely than in the other three
conditions, F1(1,38) = 16.50, p < .001, ηp2 = .30; F2(1,143) = 12.05, p < .01, ηp2 =
.08. Writing the word completely was more effective than writing only a part of
the word, F1(1,38) = 6.52, p < .05, ηp2 = .15. Analysis on subjects demonstrated
that in words that were practiced by writing a part of the word no significant
difference with the control condition was found, only analysis on items showed a
significant effect, F2(1,143) = 6.23, p < .05, ηp2 = .04. No different effects were
found between Level 1 and Level 2, nor did gender have any effect on the
decrease of errors in the various conditions over time.
Although in the words based on the etymology principle more errors were
made than in the words based on the analogy principle, F(1,38) = 18.41, p < .001,
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ηp2 = .33, over time, in the training conditions as well as in the control condition
the words of both spelling principles profited equally from training.
Registrations during practice
Each trial consisted of a preparation phase and a phase of production. As was
mentioned earlier, the median was used to calculate the preparation time as well
as the time of production. The preparation time declined significantly from about
2.5 seconds in the first session to about 1,5 seconds in the last session, F(6,228) =
49.20, p < .001, ηp2 = .56. The mean preparation time was higher in the exercise
where the word had to be written completely (1.8 sec) than in the other two
exercises (1.6 sec.), F(1,38) = 16.05, p < .001, ηp2 = .30. Furthermore, the decline
in preparation time over the training sessions was not the same for all exercises,
the decline in preparation time of writing the complete word was less than in the
other two exercises, as was demonstrated by an interaction effect between the
exercises over the training sessions, F(12,456) = 1.99, p < .05, ηp2 = .05.
Writing took about 5.6 seconds on average for the exercise in which the word
had to be written completely, while in the other two exercises writing took about
4.6 seconds; the difference was significant, F(1,38) =52.73, p < .001, ηp2 = .58.
The time of production in the three exercises declined significantly over the seven
sessions, F(6,228) = 16.23, p < .001, ηp2 = .30. No interaction effect was found
between the three conditions over time.
In the three exercises about the same number of errors were made, the number
of errors declined considerably over the seven sessions (from 14% to about 7%),
F(6,228) = 4.01, p < .01, ηp2 = .10. In about 18% of the mistakes, no serious
attempts were made to write the words correctly (only one letter of the word was
typed, or a string of letters was typed, like pppppauw). The children sometimes
made the same mistakes over the sessions, for example one child wrote a word
like plein (square) incorrectly as plijn in five of the seven sessions (the Dutch
graphemes ei and ij have the same pronunciation). Furthermore, the training
showed no differences between the two Levels or between gender, not for the
number of errors, the preparation time, or the time of production.
Discussion
This study demonstrated that writing the whole word was the only exercise with
an effect on the long-term. Writing the ambiguous part of the word appeared to
have some effect on the short term, but on the long term this effect disappeared.
The exercise without writing had no effect at all, not even directly after training.
The hypothesis that writing the word completely is more effective than writing
only a part of the word or orthographic choice could therefore be confirmed. The
hypothesis that orthographic choice has no effect on the long term and that
writing the ambiguous part of the word would be more effective than writing no
letters at all could also be confirmed. However, since the exercise of orthographic
choice had no effect at all, the hypothesis that practicing spelling has always more
effect than no practicing could not be confirmed.
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As stated earlier, the exercise of orthographic choice is quite similar to reading:
although children need to concentrate on the correct spelling and give a correct
response, the words do not have to be processed as actively as in the exercises
where letters or words have to be written. However, it seems odd that in the
current study the exercise of orthographic choice did not show to have any effect,
whereas reading did have an effect directly after training (see Chapter 3). Perhaps
during orthographic choice the children remembered the incorrect spellings
unintentional, causing a negative effect, like the study by Katz and Frost (2001)
that demonstrated that reading incorrect spellings had a negative influence on
recognizing correct spellings.
In this first experiment and in the previous chapter a computer program was
used to present the spelling exercises. In Chapter 2 the remedial teachers did
mention that introducing spelling exercises on a computer could have several
positive effects: children may be more motivated to use the computer, they can
work independently, the computer can store all kind of information, and it can
provide instant feedback after the word has been written (Fawcett, Nicolson &
Morris, 1993). On the contrary, practicing with pencil and paper could also have
several advantages: children could improve their motoric writing skill
(Cunningham & Stanovich, 1990), paper and pencil are rather inexpensive, and
all children can practice at the same time. It is not quite clear what approach is
most useful: the results of some studies have shown that using a computer has
positive effects (Fawcett, Nicolson & Morris, 1993; MacArthur, Haynes, Malouf,
Harris & Owings, 1990; Uhry, 1993; Wise & Olson, 1994), other studies found
about the same results for both approaches (McAuley & McLaughlin, 1992;
McDermott & Watkins, 1983; Torgerson & Elbourne, 2002), and still other
research found negative effects (Cunningham & Stanovich, 1990). The negative
effects could have been due to the fact that the children had less experience in
working on a computer: the children had a relative young age and during the early
nineties the computer was less common than today. Nowadays, in most houses
and classrooms one or more computers are available. Taking into account these
differences, it is useful to compare the effects of computer exercises with pencil
and paper exercises. In the next study, the effect of these two approaches will be
compared. The results in Chapter 3 have demonstrated that writing the word
while the word remains visible is just as effective as memorizing the word.
Therefore, spelling exercises on paper can be provided quite easily; children or
teachers do not need to cover the words during the writing process.

4.2

Experiment 2

The previous study was accomplished by using computer-based exercises.
However, most schools still use spelling methods in which children have to use
pencil and paper and writing words on paper may help to improve their motoric
skill. Therefore, a new experiment was conducted as an attempt to replicate the
previous findings and also to investigate whether the computer based versus paper
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and pencil format would yield different effects. For a fair comparison between
computer based and paper and pencil format, the same design of exercises was
used and in both forms the children had to work independently. But adaptations
were still needed. For example, it is difficult to remove words from paper or to
check whether children always cover the words. Therefore, the words remained
visible during training in the computer exercises as well as in the exercises on
paper. For the exercises on paper it was however not possible to provide feedback
or the pronunciation of words because the children had to work independently. It
would also have been too labor-intensive to provide this kind of extra
information.
Whereas in Experiment 1 the exercises did require short-term memory storage
of the spelling of words, the format in Experiment 2 allowed for direct copying.
In the previous chapter no large differences between copying and memorizing
were found. Therefore, it was expected that the differences between practice
conditions in Experiment 2 would be similar than in Experiment 1. Although,
both computer and paper and pencil approaches were presumed to be effective for
poor spellers, due to direct feedback and the possible motivational impact of
working on a computer, it was expected that practicing on a computer would have
more effect than training on paper.
Method
Participants
Seventy-nine Dutch children from Grade 3 to Grade 5 of ten primary schools in
Leiden (20 miles south-west of Amsterdam) attended the study. The children
were selected the same way as in Experiment 1. The mean age of the 79
participating children (55 boys and 24 girls) was 10 years and 3 month (SD =
12.7 months). In order to make half of the children practicing with computerized
exercises and the other half with pencil and paper, in half of schools the exercises
were provided on the computer and in the other half of the schools the exercises
were provided on paper.
Materials
The training on the computer consisted of the same multimedia program as in
Experiment 1, and the program was installed on the computers of half of the
participating schools. Two lists of words with two levels of difficulty were
created in order to allow the children to practice at an appropriate level (see
Appendix A). Furthermore, the spelling of half of the words was based on the
analogy principle and half of the words were based on the principle of etymology.
The selected words were comparable to the first experiment, but some spelling
categories were replaced by other spelling categories. In Level 1 etymological
words that started with an s were replaced by etymological words with an ij,
analogous words with a ng were replaced by analogous words ending on a d. In
Level 2, the analogous words with an ee were replaced by analogous words with
cht.
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Design and Procedure
A within-subjects design was used. Because all 79 children participated in the
training program; the control condition could be created by using control words.
Level 1 was practiced by 22 children, they had a mean chronological age of 9;3
years and a didactic age of 23 months. The other 57 children practiced with Level
2, they had a mean age of 10;7 years and a mean didactic age of 38 months. Pre-,
post- and retention tests, instruction and practicing were the same as in
Experiment 1.
The training program on the computer consisted of the following three
exercises (see also Appendix B):
1) Writing the whole word: This condition was almost the same as in Experiment
1, but now the word remained visible during typing.
2) Writing the ambiguous part of the word: This condition was almost the same
as in Experiment 1, but now the word remained visible during typing.
3) Orthographic choice: This condition was almost the same as in Experiment 1,
but now beneath the example word, two words were shown, one was spelled
correctly; the other word had an incorrect spelling. The child needed to
encircle the word that was spelled correctly. The exercises of the training
program on paper were printed on six A4 pages with on every page six
exercises; a dashed line separated the exercises. The six pages with exercises
were stapled to make a small workbook. To make the workbooks more
attractive, funny pictures were added to each page and colored cover pages
were used. The children had to complete seven training sessions, so seven
workbooks - each with a different order of exercises - were created. The
training program on paper consisted of the following three exercises:
The exercises of the training program on paper were printed on six A4 pages with
on every page six exercises; a dashed line separated the exercises. The six pages
with exercises were stapled to make a small workbook. To make the workbooks
more attractive, funny pictures were added to each page and colored cover pages
were used. The children had to complete seven training sessions, so seven
workbooks - each with a different order of exercises - were created. The training
program on paper consisted of the following exercises (see also Appendix B):
1) Writing the whole word: On top of the exercise the instruction was shown. In
the middle of the exercise the word was shown and beneath the word the child
had to write the word on a dotted line.
2) Writing the ambiguous part of the word: The instruction was shown on top of
the exercise. The word was shown in the middle of the exercise and beneath
the word a dotted line was provided with the non-ambiguous part of the word.
The child needed to complete the word by filling in the letters on the dotted
line.
3) Orthographic choice: On top of the exercise the instruction was provided. The
word was shown in the middle of the exercise. Beneath this word, two words
were shown, one was spelled correctly; the other word had an incorrect
spelling. The child needed to encircle the word that was spelled correctly.
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Like in Experiment 1, six sub-lists were created, so each child practiced with a
particular word by only one particular exercise. Allocation to the sub-lists took
place the same way as in Experiment 1. Thirty-eight children trained with the
exercises on paper and the remaining 41 children trained on the computer. Just as
in Experiment 1, the median was used to calculate the preparation time as well as
the time of production. Due a neglected error in programming, the orthographic
choice condition in Experiment 2 had no phase of preparation, therefore the
preparation time was not registered.
Results
Effects registered by dictation tests
The number of errors before and directly after training for each of the four
conditions is displayed in Table 4.2. Before training mistakes were made in about
25% of the words, in the direct post-test only 12% of the words were written
incorrectly. The left (darker) bars in Figure 4.2 show the proportional decrease in
errors for the four conditions (three training conditions and the control condition)
directly after training for both the training on the computer as the training on
paper.
Table 4.2

Percentage of errors in the dictation task in Experiment 2: before,
directly after, and a month after training

Before

Percentage of errors
Directly after Month later

Training on computer (N = 41)
Writing whole word
Writing a part of the word
Orthographic choice
Control condition

26
25
29
26

10
12
14
18

13
15
19
20

Training on paper (N = 38)
Writing whole word
Writing a part of the word
Orthographic choice
Control condition

21
26
25
27

9
11
12
18

11
16
15
18

The direct effect demonstrated significant differences between the conditions, as
well for the training on the computer, F1(3,120) = 4.34, p < .01, ηp2 = .10;
F2(3,429) = 3.46, p < .05, ηp2 = .02, as for the training on paper, F1(3,111) = 3.14,
p < .05, ηp2 = .08. The direct effect showed that all exercises on the computer had
more effect than the control condition, F1(1,40) = 18.44, p < .001, ηp2 = .32 d =
1.36; F2(1,143) = 17.22, p < .001, ηp2 = .11. Within the exercises on paper only
writing the words partly or encircling words had more effect than the control
condition, F1(1,37) = 11.81, p < .01, ηp2 = .24; F2(1,143) = 7.47, p < .01, ηp2 = .05;
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Proportional decrease of errors

the direct effect also revealed that writing the whole word on paper had no more
effect than no training at all. An analysis between training on the computer and
training with pencil and paper revealed no significant interaction effects.
To find out whether the effects would last, a month after training a second test
was taken. The proportional decrease of errors in the retention test as compared to
the pre-test is also shown in Figure 4.2 (lighter bars). Overall, it is clear that the
effect of training declined over time. A month after training, both writing the
word completely and writing the word partly showed to have more effect than the
control condition, F1(1,40) = 9.14, p < .01, ηp2 = .19; F2(1,143) = 7.65, p < .01, ηp2
= .05. The computer exercise of orthographic choice had the same effect as the
control condition. For the exercises on paper no effect of training could be found
a month after training, neither for the analysis on subjects, nor for the analysis on
items. An analysis between the training program on computer and the training
program with pencil and paper revealed no significant interaction effects.

Direct effect
Retention effect

80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
Whole

Part

Choice

Computer
Figure 4.2

Control

Whole

Part

Choice

Control

Pencil and Paper

The direct and retention effect in Experiment 2 by training on the computer
(N=41, for each condition) and with pencil and paper (N=38, for each
condition) shown by the proportional decrease of errors

Level and gender demonstrated to have no effect on the decrease of errors in the
various conditions over time.
In all three dictation tasks more errors were made in words based on the
etymology principle than in words based on the analogy principle, this was true
for words that were practiced on the computer, F(1,40) = 31.24, p < .001, ηp2 =
.45, as well as for words that were practiced on paper, F(1,37) = 37.81, p < .001,
ηp2 = .51.
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Registrations during practice
The children worked independently, both on the computer and with the paper and
pencil assignment, but only data during the exercises on the computer could be
registered. Preparation time was registered for the exercises in which the word
had to be written (see Method section). In the first sessions, the preparation time
(of the writing exercises) declined from about 2.5 seconds at the first session to
about 1 second at the last session, this decline was significant, F(6,240) = 42.50, p
< .001, ηp2 = .52. More preparation time was needed in the exercise in which the
word had to be written partly (2.7 sec) than in the exercise where the word was
written completely (1.2 sec), F(1,40) = 37.65, p < .001, ηp2 = .49.
The average time of production took about 10 seconds in the exercise in which
the word had to be written completely and in the other two exercises writing took
about 3.5 seconds, the difference was significant, F(1,40) = 206.44, p < .001, ηp2
= . 84. Furthermore, the time of production within the three exercises declined
significantly over the seven sessions, F(6,240) = 18.42, p < .001, ηp2 = .32. In the
three computer exercises about the same number of errors were made and the
number of errors remained about the same (6%) over the seven sessions. In about
18% of the mistakes, no serious attempts were made to write the words correctly.
Children again made the same mistakes over the sessions. Finally, the training
showed no differences between the two Levels or gender, not for the number of
errors, nor for the preparation time or the time of production.
Discussion
Within the computer exercises, only exercises in which children had to type (a
part of) the words was effective. The exercise with orthographic choice showed to
have no effect, not even directly after training. Thus the results are similar to the
results of Experiment 1. Practicing on paper had no final effect, while working on
the computer showed to have an effect on the long term. This result could have
been due to several reasons. Feedback was, for example, only provided in the
exercises on the computer. Although feedback may be less needed when the
example word remained visible, it still may have stimulated to process the words
more attentively. Furthermore, on average working on the computer took more
time than working on paper: completing the exercises on paper took 3 minutes on
average, while completing the exercises on the computer took about 10 minutes.
This difference in practicing time was probably due to several reasons: finding
the letters on the keyboard took more time than writing the word, the paper and
pencil task had no feedback nor a fixed preparation phase, proceeding from
exercise to exercise took more time on the computer than on paper because on the
computer the children had to press a button while on paper 6 exercises were
provided on the same sheet of paper. Furthermore, the children may have been
more motivated to work on the computer than working with pencil and paper.
Finally, as was mentioned earlier, during typing the child had to search for the
right letters on the keyboard and this searching may have helped to memorize the
correct spelling of the words (Bosman & De Groot, 1992).
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The proportional decrease of errors after practice in writing the whole word was
about 70% in Experiment 1, and remained about the same a month after training,
whereas in Experiment 2, the effect declined from about 60% directly after
training to about 50% a month after training. Furthermore, in Experiment 2 no
significant differences in effects could be found between the exercises a month
after training, whereas in Experiment 1 the effect of writing the whole word had
more effect than the other two exercises. No obvious explanation for these
differences in results could be found, except that the smaller effects of
Experiment 2 may have been caused by differences between copying and
memorizing. However, this explanation would not be in concordance with the
results of the studies in Chapter 3 in which no differences were found between
these two kinds of exercises. Therefore, a new experiment was conducted in order
to compare the effects between the exercises of copying and memorizing by using
again the varieties of production.

4.3

Experiment 3

The variations of the aspect ‘production’ were added to both the memorizing as
the copying exercise. Since using six exercises would probably be too
complicated for the children, it was decided to use only two variations of
production: writing the whole word and orthographic choice. These two
variations were selected because they were less similar to each other - as
compared to writing a part of the word -, and because possible differences
between copying and memorizing would become more visible. So, in this
experiment the effects of production versus orthographic choice for both copying
and memorizing exercises were compared. To explicate the differences between
copying and memorizing, the exercises were presented in blocks instead of
random offering (Chapter 3). Because words needed to be memorized during the
preparation phase of the memorizing exercise, it was expected that more
preparation time would be needed in this exercise than in the copying exercise.
Experiment 1 seemed to have more effect than Experiment 2, so it was
hypothesized that memorizing would be more effective than copying words.
Furthermore, as in the previous Experiment it was expected that the exercise in
which the whole word had to be written would be more effective than making
orthographic choices. Because in both former experiments writing the whole
word was effective on the long term, it was hypothesized that the aspect of
production would be more important than the availability of the word during
writing. Therefore, the exercise in which the word had to be written completely
from memory would be the most effective exercise and copying the whole word
would be second best. Furthermore, it was hypothesized that all exercises would
be effective directly after training, but that the exercises of orthographic choice
would have no effect on the long term.
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Method
Participants
Eighteen Dutch children from Grade 3 to Grade 5 of six primary schools in
Amsterdam attended the study. Selection of children was the same as in the
former experiments. The mean age of the 18 participating children (10 boys and 8
girls) was 9 years and 10 month (SD = 13.5 months). The small number of
children in this study was due to some technical problems and organizational
problems in the schools that were selected: in some schools computers had
network problems and in other schools some teachers neglected the training
phase, so the children were not able to complete their training sessions and were
excluded from the analysis.
Materials
The same multimedia program as in the former experiments was used and
installed on the computers of the participating schools. Two levels with the same
words as in Experiment 2 were used.
Design and Procedure
Again, a within-subjects design was used and all selected children participated in
the training program. The control words formed the control condition. Just as in
the other experiments, children were assigned to one of the two Levels. Level 1
was practiced by eight children, they had a mean chronological age of 8;11 years
and a mean didactic age of 28 months. The other ten children practiced with
Level 2, they had a mean age of 10;8 years and a mean didactic age of 43 months.
Pre-, post- and retention tests were the same as in the former two experiments.
After the pre-test was completed, the experimenter gave instruction how to
practice with the training program. Words were presented and practiced the same
way as in the other experiments, but now four different exercises were used to
practice the spelling of the words (see also Appendix B):
1) Writing the whole word from memory (same as in Experiment 1)
2) Orthographic choice after memorizing (same as in Experiment 1)
3) Writing the whole word by inspecting the example (same as in Experiment 2)
4) Orthographic choice by inspecting the example (same as in Experiment 2)
Like in the former experiments sub-lists of words were created, so that each child
trained a particular word in only one particular exercise. Since only 18 of children
could be included in the analyses, not all words were practiced in all conditions.
The analyses could therefore not be conducted on all words. The allocation to the
sub-lists was the same as in the former experiments and the same words were
used. Like in Experiment 2, in the exercise of orthographic choice in which the
word remained visible, no preparation time was registered.
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Results
Effects of training: dictation
As is shown in Table 4.3, before training mistakes were made in about 31% of the
words, but in the direct post-test only 18% of the words were written incorrectly.
The left (darker) bars in Figure 4.3 represent the proportional decrease of errors
for each condition directly after training. An item analysis was conducted, but the
results of the item analysis should be interpreted with care: because only 18
children were included in the analysis, not all words were trained in all
conditions, only 48 words of the in total 144 words could be analyzed.
Table 4.3 Percentage of errors in the dictation task in Experiment 3: before,
directly after, and a month after training
Percentage of errors
Before
Directly after Month later
Writing whole word from memory
Writing whole word by copying
Orthographic choice from memory
Orthographic choice by copying
Control condition

32
27
35
33
28

13
10
17
20
22

16
15
17
19
21

Fewer errors were made in the direct post-test as compared to the pre-test,
F1(1,38) = 57.25, p < .001, ηp2 = .77; F2(1,47) = 9.67, p < .01, ηp2 = .17. A
significant interaction-effect between time of test and conditions was found,
F1(4,68) = 4.32, p < .01, ηp2 = .20; F2 = n.s., all four training conditions had more
effect than the control condition, F1(1,17) = 14.37, p < .01, ηp2 = .46; F2 = n.s., but
no differences were found among the several training exercises.
The proportional decrease of errors in the retention test as compared to the pretest is also presented in Figure 4.3 (lighter bars). Overall, it is clear that the effect
of training diminished over time. Even a month after training both exercises in
which the word had to be produced by heart appeared to have more effect than the
control condition, F1(1,17) = 9.18, p < .01, ηp2 = .35; F2 = n.s. The effect of the
copying exercises was not significantly different from the control condition. The
two Levels did not have any effect, nor did gender have any effect on the
decrease of errors in the various conditions over time. In words based on the
etymology principle more errors were made than in words based on the analogy
principle, F1(1,17) = 9.32, p < .01, ηp2 = .35; F2 = n.s. Over time, in the training
conditions as well as in the control condition both spelling principles had an equal
profit from training. Gender and Level did not have any influence on the results
of the words of the spelling principles.
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The direct and retention effect of each condition in Experiment 3 shown by the
proportional decrease of errors, with N=18 for each condition

Registrations during practice
The median of the preparation phase (reading the instruction and the word) and
the production (typing or clicking) were calculated. In the first sessions,
preparation time declined significantly from about 2,9 seconds at the first session
to about 1,3 seconds at the last session, F(6,102) = 31.68, p < .001, ηp2 = .65. All
exercises had about the same preparation time, with 3.0 sec at the start and 1.3 sec
at the end of training.
The time needed to produce the word declined over the seven sessions
F(6,102) = 26.44, p < .001, ηp2 = .61. The average production time for the
exercises in which the word had to be written completely took about 11 seconds
at the start and declined to about 6 seconds; in the two exercises of orthographic
choice clicking took about 4.5 seconds at the start and declined to about 2 seconds
in the last sessions. The two exercises with complete production did not differ in
time of production; neither did the two exercises with orthographic choice.
On average, in the exercise where the whole word was written from memory
more mistakes were made (12%) than in the exercises in which the correct
spelling was chosen (6%). In about 17% of the mistakes, no serious attempts were
made to write the words correctly. Furthermore, the training showed no
differences between the two Levels or gender, not for the number of errors, nor
for the preparation time or the production time.
Discussion
The results of Experiment 3 demonstrated that in contrast to the assumptions only
memorizing exercises are effective on the long term. The hypothesis that writing
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the word completely would be more effective than the exercise in which no letters
had to be written could not be confirmed, because on the long term copying the
whole word had no more effect than the control condition. Nevertheless, the
hypothesis that all exercises would be effective directly after training could be
confirmed.
The present finding that writing the word from memory is more effective than
writing the word while the word is visible, need to be interpreted with some
caution. The studies of Chapter 3 and Van Daal (1993) had shown that the
copying exercise is also effective, even on the long term. In the current
experiment only 18 children were included in the analysis as compared to about
40 children in the other experiments. Furthermore, although copying had no effect
as compared to the control condition, in Experiment 3, no significant differences
in effect were found between the copying and the memorizing exercises.
Despite some of the differences between this experiment and the former ones,
some results of Experiment 3 did show some correspondences. Writing the whole
word from memory was again effective, and orthographic choice while the word
was visible did not have an effect on the long term.

4.4

General Discussion

Three experimental training experiments produced data that seem to suggest that
writing the complete word in combination with memorizing is probably the most
effective exercise to practice spelling. The first experiment demonstrated that a
month after training writing the complete word was more effective than writing a
part of the word or not writing the word at all. In Experiment 2 only training on
the computer had a long term effect and the exercises on the computer showed
that writing the complete word and writing a part of the word were both effective
a month after training. The effect of the exercises were, however, smaller than in
Experiment 1. The difference in effect sizes may be due to the fact that words
were copied instead of written from memory. Finally, Experiment 3 confirmed
that an exercise that includes a memorization component seems to be most
effective.
The result that writing the complete word is probably necessary to improve
spelling on the long term may be partly explained by the fact that this type of
exercise is more similar to the dictation format of the pre-and post-test than the
other exercises. Another advantage of writing the complete word instead of filling
in letters or selecting the correct spelling is that the child is encouraged to pay
close attention to the correct letter sequence of the complete word. Orthographic
choice implies that the child only needs to focus on the problem by writing the
difficult part, but the child does not need to pay attention to the connection with
the other letters of the word. Therefore, writing the complete word helps the child
to form a correct and complete mental image of the word that can be retrieved
more easily during other writing processes.
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It was suggested that writing the word from memory might be more helpful to
improve spelling than copying because Experiment 1 seemed to have more effect
than Experiment 2. However, copying the complete word also showed to be
effective, even a month after training. Taken together, the results indicate that
writing the complete word is probably most important, irrespective of the
visibility of the word. Therefore, not only active processing is essential to
improve spelling, but writing the complete word is also of great importance.
Writing the complete word appears to be effective to make a balanced connection
between all letters of the word, even for the more ambiguous letters (Holmes &
Ng, 1993). This conclusion seems to imply that attractive spelling exercises like
coloring words or encircling words commonly offered in workbooks for spelling,
are not effective to improve the spelling skills of poor spellers.
The exercises on paper appeared to have no final effect as compared to the
control words. An explanation of this lack of effect was that the children did not
pay enough attention to the spelling of the word during the exercise. In the
computer exercises children are more stimulated to pay close attention to the
spelling of the word because feedback is provided as well as the pronunciation of
the word. Furthermore, children could complete the exercises more quickly on
paper than on the computer, because on paper six exercises were provided on one
sheet whereas on the computer children had to press a button to proceed to the
next exercise. It is obvious that during normal spelling lessons it would be too
time consuming when teachers have to provide feedback directly after a child has
written a word or when they would need to assist in exercises where children
have to memorize the words. Thus, considering time and effort, it may be more
useful to practice the spelling exercises on the computer than with pencil and
paper.
In conclusion, the current findings demonstrate that some basic aspects like
processing the word actively and writing the complete word are probably the
most effective aspects to improve the spelling of poor spellers. Further research
will be needed to examine whether memorizing could have more effect than
copying and if other aspects of commonly used exercises, such as providing
strategies could be helpful to improve spelling.

5
Overpronunciation: a means to remedy
spelling problems?
The preceding chapters have focused on the effectiveness of several exercises on
poor spellers. The training consisted of various exercises, but no specific
strategies were provided. The current chapter will examine whether the offering
of a specific strategy could be helpful to improve the spelling of poor spellers.
Normal or good spellers seem to have no problems with the spelling of common
and frequently used words. However, problems arise when less frequent or
uncommon words, or words of foreign origin need to be spelled. For example, the
name of the statesman of Rumania who lived from 1918 till 1989, is pronounced
as /nekoli´/ /choushes´koo/, but for non-Rumanian people the spelling of his name
may be difficult to produce: Nicolae Ceauşescu. In order to remember the
irregular spelling of this name, one can use several strategies. Ormrod and
Jenkins (1989) have traced seven distinct approaches that most students use while
trying to remember the spelling of a difficult word: 1) pronunciation, 2)
overpronunciation, 3) visual imagery, 4) letter rehearsal, 5) word analysis, 6) pretest comparison, and 7) spelling rules. The result of their study showed that
overpronunciation of words was the most effective method to acquire a correct
spelling. The strategy of overpronunciation implies that the word is pronounced
incorrectly by using regular grapheme-phoneme correspondences in order to
remember the spelling more easily. For example, a word like tortilla /tortee'ya/
receives the overpronunciation: /tor/-/til/-/la/. The spelling of the example
‘Nicolae Ceauşescu’ may therefore be remembered more adequately if the
overpronunciation /Nicol/-/ae/ /Ce/-/auş/-/escu/ is used. The study of Ormrod and
Jenkins showed that especially older university students used the approach of
overpronunciation: younger primary school children made use of less effective
strategies like letter rehearsal. Because overpronunciation appeared to be quite
effective for older students, one might hypothesize that younger children or poor
spellers could also productively use this strategy to gain reliable knowledge about
a word’s spelling. Just as in the previous chapters this study will also focus on
poor spellers, because normal or good spellers seem to acquire a correct spelling
irrespective of the kind of method used, while poor spellers have to practice more
often. An effective strategy could help them to use their time more efficiently.
The strategy of overpronunciation may be especially helpful to poor spellers
because they tend to have problems in phonological awareness (Bruck &
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Treiman, 1990; Dryer, Beale & Lambert, 1999; Kamhi & Hinton, 2000; Lennox
& Siegel, 1998; Rack, 1985). Providing the special pronunciation of the word
may help the child to remember the spelling more efficiently. Several researchers
have emphasized the importance of explicit instruction in phoneme-grapheme
relations (Graham, 1999; Schlagal, 2001) because it helps poor spellers to see
how spelling patterns represent sound patterns and hence it improves spelling
achievement. Furthermore, Holmes and Ng (1993) mentioned that relatively weak
phonological skills may lead to difficulties in analyzing long words into their
component phonemes. Therefore, the strategy of overpronunciation may be
helpful to divide the word in more regular parts and to establish a firm phonemegrapheme relation, even in irregular spellings.
Overpronunciation may also be considered as a kind of mnemonics (Searleman
& Herrmann, 1994): the spelling of the word is linked to the regular
pronunciation of the characters, so the irregular characters of the word can be
memorized more easily. This kind of mnemonics might reduce the memory load,
because it is easier to remember the correct spelling of a word by using only one
phonetic chunk of the complete word than several chunks of separate letters
(Gobet et al., 2001; Miller, 1956). This reduce of memory load may be especially
helpful to poor spellers who tend to suffer from a poor working memory
(Nicolson & Fawcett, 1994). Because poor spellers are not likely to come up with
strategies themselves (Drake & Ehri, 1984), explicit instruction in how to use the
overpronunciation strategy is recommendable (Graham, Harris, & Chorzempa,
2002).
Combining the strategy of overpronunciation with the regular memorizing task
is probably more effective than using only the memorizing task, because words
are memorized more effectively when the visual representation is linked to the
phonological representation (Ormrod & Jenkins, 1989). Moreover, a combination
of strategies is probably more effective than providing only one kind of strategy
(Berninger et al., 1998; Kernaghan & Woloshyn, 1995). Poor spellers seem to
have a phonological deficit, which restrains the effect of practicing (De Jong &
Van der Leij, 2003). As poor spellers are getting older and they receive better
training in phonics, their phonological awareness seems to improve (Landerl &
Wimmer, 2000; Lennox & Siegel, 1996). Therefore, it is assumed that older
children may profit more from the strategy of overpronunciation than younger
children. Poor spellers may also tend to rely basically on visual memory skills
(Kamhi & Hinton, 2000; Lennox & Siegel, 1996, 1998; Rack, 1985), considering
the strategy of overpronunciation as unnecessary. Therefore, the effect of
providing poor spellers with phonological cues like overpronunciation may be
restrained.
In the current study the memorizing exercise (visual dictation) will be used,
because this exercise has shown to be quite effective (Chapter 3 and 4). Half of
the training words will be trained by memorizing only; the other half will be
practiced by a combination of memorizing and overpronunciation. It was
hypothesized that memorizing with overpronunciation would be more effective
than simply memorizing words because overpronunciation may help to reduce the
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memory load and may give clues about the proper spelling of the word.
Furthermore, control words (words that were not practiced) were used in order to
compare progress of practicing versus non-practicing. Since memorizing words
has shown to be a quite effective exercise, it was expected that words that were
practiced would be spelled better than words that were not practiced.
Method
Participants
Fifty-nine Dutch children from Grade 2 to 8 of five primary schools participated
in the study. The teachers used commonly spelling tests (Cito, 1993a, 1993b;
Geelhoed & Reitsma, 1999) to select children with a spelling delay of about two
years. The mean age of the children (26 boys and 33 girls) was 10 years and four
months (SD = 13.8 months). The participating schools were situated
approximately 70 miles south of Amsterdam.
Apparatus and software
An attractive multimedia program, especially developed for children, was used to
present the spelling exercises. The software was installed on the computers of the
participating schools. The words appeared in the middle of the screen in a font
similar to the fonts used in schoolbooks. Digitized speech stimuli were used to
present the words also auditorily. The instruction text appeared on top of the
screen. On the lower part of the screen, a button on the left could be clicked to
repeat the pronunciation of the word, and a button on the right to repeat the
instruction. A button on the right side of the middle of the screen was used to
proceed to the next trial during the exercises.
Materials
Two lists of words with two levels of difficulty were created in order to allow the
children to practice at an appropriate Level. Each Level consisted of 60 words
(see Appendix A), 36 of these words had to be practiced and 24 words were used
as control words. The control words were comparable to the words to be practiced
- consisting of words of the same length and the same spelling categories. In both
Levels, words were selected that could be pronounced by using
overpronunciation. Level 1 was constructed by using words that were normally
instructed to second-grade and third-grade children (7 to 9 years old), the words
in the more difficult Level 2 were normally taught at the end of fifth-grade or at
sixth-grade (11 to 12 years old). In both Levels, the words were selected from two
common Dutch spelling methods based on high frequency words (Geelhoed,
Leene & Reitsma, 1999; Van der Geest & Swüste, 1978) and were assigned to six
different categories. In Level 1 categories were chosen based on the Dutch
principle of analogy, in Level 2 four categories were based on the analogy
principle, the other two categories were derived from English and French words.
Only categories of analogous words that would unambiguously be useful for
overpronunciation were selected. Within Level 1 the following categories were
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used: 1) words ending with an i, sounding irregular as a Dutch /j/, as in haai
(shark), 2) words with eer, oor, eur in which the sound of the vowel has changed
because of the final r, like in beer (bear), 3) words with the schwa sound at the
end of the word, like in wortel (carrot), 4) words ending with uw, in which the
Dutch /u/ sound is silent, like leeuw (lion), 5) words ending on lijk, but sounding
irregular as the Dutch /lək/, like in moeilijk (difficult), and 6) words ending with
ig, but sounding as the Dutch /əg/ like gelukkig (happy). Within Level 2 the
following categories were used: 1) words ending with ge, but with the irregular
sound /zje/, like in the word etage (floor), 2) words ending on tie, sounding as
/tsie/, like in vakantie (holiday), 3) words ending on isch, sounding in Dutch as
/ies/, like in logisch (logical), 4) words starting with ch, but sounding in Dutch as
/sj/ instead of the more commen /x/, like in chinees (chinese), 5) Loan-words from
the English language in which the spelling deviates from the normal Dutch
spelling, like the word jeans, and 6) Loan-words from the French language in
which the spelling deviates from the normal Dutch spelling, like the word punaise
(thumbtack).
By forming two sub-lists, each containing a different combination of word and
training conditions every word was assigned to each of the two training
conditions.
Design and procedure
A within-subjects design was used: all 59 children participated in the training
program, so the control condition was created by using control words. The
children were assigned to a specific Level based on their scores of a recent
spelling test. Level 1 was practiced by 23 children; they had a didactic age of 26
months and a mean chronological age of 9;5 years. The other 36 children
practiced with Level 2, they had a didactic age of 46 months and a mean age of
10;11 years.
Prior to the training sessions each child was administered a pre-test that
included a dictation test with the 60 words of their own level. Within the dictation
test, the training and control words were randomized. The experimenter
pronounced sentences with the specific words, the words were repeated and the
children used pencil and paper to write down the words. When the pre-test was
completed, the experimenter explained how the children should practice with the
multimedia-training program. During the following three weeks, the children had
to complete seven sessions with the training program. In each session the same 36
words were practiced, 18 in each of the two exercises.
The training program consisted of two exercises (see also Appendix B):
1) Memorizing:
In the middle of the screen a word appeared and at the same time the
pronunciation of the word was given. At the left side of the screen a picture
appeared of a boy with a pondering expression and a thinking balloon just
above him. On top of the screen a text was presented with the instruction. The
child memorized the spelling of the word and pushed on the continue button
as soon as it knew how to spell the word correctly. The word disappeared and
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the child had to type the word by heart in a text box in the middle of the
screen. After pressing the continue button the program gave feedback: the
program showed if the response was correct and the proper spelling was
presented in a green color just above the typed word.
2) Memorizing with overpronunciation:
The general format and procedure of this exercise is similar to the one
described before. The difference was that at the beginning a word appeared
with a ‘+’ sign in front of the word (like +word). After the normal
pronunciation was given, the overpronunciation of the word followed. When
the child pushed on continue button, the word disappeared. Then the child first
had to type in the ‘+’-sign in a text box in the middle of the screen and had to
repeat the overpronunciation. After that the child had to type the word, so the
text box displayed: +word. When the continue button was pressed, the
program gave feedback: the program showed if the response was correct and
the proper spelling was presented in a green color just above the typed word.
If the ‘+’ sign was not typed, the feedback of the program also displayed that
an error was made.
Every child had to practice a set of words in each exercise. After allocating the
children to the list of their specific level, the children were randomly assigned to
one of the sub-lists. The order of words was randomized in every list and in each
session the words were presented in a different order. The two different exercises
were presented separately: a session started either with 18 words that only had to
be memorized, or with 18 words that had to be memorized by using
overpronunciation. Furthermore, the child could push the button to recall the
pronunciation of the word up to 10 times. If a child did not respond within two
minutes, the program paused until the teacher typed in a password. Children were
instructed to complete about three sessions a week and they were not permitted to
complete more than one session a day. Within two days after the children had
completed the seven training sessions, the children started the post-test that
consisted of the same dictation test as in the pre-test. A month after training the
same dictation test was administered again as a test of retention.
Measurements
The mistakes in both pre- and post-test were registered in order to determine the
effect of both training conditions. During training, the preparation time, total
practicing time and the number of mistakes were registered in order to see
whether some exercises would be more difficult than others and whether progress
was made during the training sessions.
Results
Effects of training: Dictation
The effect of training was determined by comparing within subjects and items the
number of errors before and directly after training for each of the three
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conditions. Table 5.1 shows that before training, mistakes were made in about
63% of the words. In the direct post-test the errors substantially declined for both
training conditions.
Table 5.1

Percentage of errors before, directly after and a month
after training across the Levels
Percentage of errors
Before
Directly after Month later

Memorizing with overpronunciation
Memorizing
Control condition

65
63
62

25
25
53

33
31
50

The children who practiced with Level 1 made less errors than the children who
practiced with Level 2, as is shown in Table 5.2. Obviously, the words in Level 2
were much more difficult than the words of Level 1. Since more errors were made
in the pre-test of Level 2 than in the pre-test of Level 1, the errors in the pre-test
needed to be corrected by using the proportional decrease of errors: the
percentage of errors after training was subtracted from the percentage of errors
before training and the result was divided by the percentage of errors before
training.
Table 5.2

Percentage of errors before, directly after and a month after training
for both Levels
Percentage of errors
Before
Directly after Month later

Level 1
Memorizing
Memorizing with overpronunciation
Control condition

43
43
36

18
20
31

24
26
30

Level 2
Memorizing
Memorizing with overpronunciation
Control condition

76
79
79

29
28
67

35
37
64

The left (darker) bars in Figure 5.1 show the proportional decrease in errors for
the four conditions (three training conditions and the control condition) directly
after training. Some conditions were more effective than others, as was shown by
a significant interaction-effect between time of test and the three conditions,
F1(2,116) = 73.34, p < .001, ηp2 = .56; F2(2,166) = 44.33, p < .001, ηp2 = .35. The
direct effect of both the two training conditions was larger than the control
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condition, F1(1,58) = 106.34, p < .001, d = 2.71; F2(1,83) = 87.80, p < .001, ηp2 =
.51, and the two training conditions did not differ in effect.

Proportional decrease of errors

Direct effect
Retention effect

80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
Memorizing with
overpronuncation

Figure 5.1

Memorizing

Control condition

The direct and retention effect of each condition shown by the proportional
decrease of errors, with N=59 for each condition

A month after training the same dictation test was provided again to find out
whether a retention effect would occur. The proportional decrease of errors in the
retention test as compared to the pre-test is also shown in Figure 1 (lighter bars).
The effect of training diminished over time (comparing the direct effect with the
retention effect), but even a month after training both exercises showed to be
effective. Both exercises had about the same effect: no significant difference
could be found between the two conditions. The training conditions showed to
have more effect than the control condition, F1(1,39) = 63.24, p < .001, ηp2 = .52;.
F2(1,83) = 41.71, p < .001, ηp2 = .33. Level, didactic age, and gender showed to
have no effect on the decrease of errors in the various conditions over time. A
small effect was found when only the eight words ending on ge (similar to the
French words) together with the 16 loan-words were analyzed: directly after
training the exercise with overpronunciation showed to have more effect than the
memorizing exercise, F(1,23) = 4.35, p < .05, ηp2 = .16. However, a month later
no difference in effect could be found. Moreover, the 24 words in which most
errors were made - before training more than 83% of the children had misspelled
these words - showed no differences in effect between the two exercises. An
indication about the use of overpronunciation was provided by some spontaneous
activities of the children: in the direct post-test, one child had spontaneously put
‘+’ marks in front of several words. Several children gave spontaneous responses
during the post-tests by naming the special pronunciation that was provided
during training; the children were then requested not to repeat the pronunciation
because the children had practiced different words in different conditions.
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Registrations during training
Each trial consisted of a preparation phase (reading instruction) and a producing
phase (typing or pronouncing followed by typing). The median was used to
calculate the preparation time as well as the production time so the effect of the
outliers (very slow or quick responses) was excluded. Initially, preparation took
about 4.5 seconds, but over the sessions the time decreased to about 1.5 seconds.
The preparation time of the exercises declined over the 7 sessions, F(6,348) =
47.49, p < .001, ηp2 = .45. The decline in preparation time was about the same for
both exercises, since no interaction effect was found between the exercises over
the sessions. Preparation took more time in the condition with overpronunciation
than in the simply memorizing condition, F(1,58) = 14.79, p < .001, ηp2 = .20.
In the first sessions the average production time took about 11 seconds in the
memorizing exercise and about 14 seconds in the overpronunciation exercise. The
production time declined to about respectively 8 and 10 seconds in the last
session and the difference in production time between the two exercises was
significant, F(6,348) = 5.66, p < .001, ηp2 = .09. Over the seven sessions, the
production time declined significantly, F(6,348) = 33.63, p < .001, ηp2 = .37, but
there was no interaction with type of exercise.
The number of errors declined from about 32% in the first session, to about 20%
in the last session, so the decline was significant, F(6, 348) = 10.88, p < .001, ηp2
= .16. No difference was found between the numbers of errors in both conditions,
or between the conditions over time. With regards to the number of mistakes no
difference was found between the two levels. About 24% of the mistakes were no
serious attempts to write the word correctly (typing only one letter instead of the
whole word) or the mistakes seemed to be made deliberately (typing a string of
the same consonants, like hhhhhhhh). In 19% of the errors within the exercise
with overpronunciation, the children had only forgotten to type a ‘+’ in front of
the word. Furthermore, the training results showed no differences between the
two Levels for the number of errors.
Discussion
The aim of this study was to examine whether overpronunciation has a positive
effect on the spelling performance of poor spellers. Overpronunciation had
previously shown to be an effective strategy for normal and good spellers
(Ormrod & Jenkins, 1989). But because poor spellers do not seem to invent
strategies themselves, it was expected that it might be useful to offer the strategies
explicitly. However, the results of this study showed that poor spellers do not gain
any extra profit from the overpronunciation strategy, if the strategy is combined
with the memorizing exercise, not even for the words of Level 2 in which more
irregular words were used than in Level 1. Both exercises, memorizing as well as
memorizing with overpronunciation, showed to be effective. Therefore the
hypothesis that memorizing in combination with overpronunciation would be
more effective than simply memorizing could not be confirmed. The phonological
facilitation of overpronunciation may have been less useful because poor spellers
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may have paid more attention to the visual cues (Kamhi & Hinton, 2000), because
they have difficulty in memorizing phonological cues.
The result of this study is in concordance with a study that was recently
conducted by Thaler, Landerl, Reitsma, and Wimmer (in preparation). This study
also showed that overpronunciation (or hypercorrect pronunciation) has no
surplus value over practicing with normal pronunciation. However, another study
found that emphasis on the pronunciation of the word does have an effect on
spelling. A Dutch study by Schiffelers, Bosman and Van Hell (2002) showed that
overpronunciation may be helpful to children from primary schools as well as to
children from special schools for children with learning difficulties. In their study
Dutch children had to practice 16 words, most of these words were loan-words
(either English or French). Practicing with this small number of words may have
caused the positive effect of overpronunciation: the memory load was more
reduced than in the current study in which 36 words were offered. Nevertheless,
the results of the study by Schiffelers et al. (2002) are a bit controversial: no
control condition was provided, and moreover, the participating children did not
complete a pre-test before training so the direct effect and retention effect were
based on the assumption that all words would have been spelled incorrectly
before training. The selected children with learning disabilities were about 3 years
older than the children that were used to select the most difficult words, so it is
possible that the children who practiced with the words already knew some of the
spellings.
Furthermore, the design of this study may have stimulated the children to use
the overpronunciation strategy in the exercises in which words only had to be
memorized. Therefore the difference in effect between both exercises could have
been diminished. The exercises were separated into blocks - within a session the
child either started to practice with overpronunciation or with memorizing - but
between the sessions the offering was randomized. So, all children started about
half of the sessions with overpronunciation and the other sessions with simply
memorizing. The sessions that started with overpronunciation could have
stimulated the children to also use the overpronunciation strategy in the simply
memorizing condition.
Practicing with loan-words (Schiffelers et al. 2002) could also have been a
cause of the special effect of overpronunciation: the spelling of these words
evidently deviates from the normal spelling in several ways, so reading is in any
case ineffective. The results of this study also revealed that the strategy of
overpronunciation is beneficial for loan-words. More regular words, like in the
study of Thaler, Landerl, Reitsma, and Wimmer (in preparation), do not seem to
profit from the strategy of overpronunciation.
Hulme and Bradley (1984) and Drake and Ehri (1984) have emphasized the
importance of pronouncing each letter. In this study, after the first session, it was
not verified whether the children indeed repeated the (over)pronunciation of the
words. Since the children were working independently, it was not clear whether
they really repeated the pronunciation actively or whether their overpronunciation
was correct. However, some results of the training and dictation task indicate that
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the children did actively process the overpronunciation. The (over)pronunciation
of the words was provided automatically, and actual overpronunciation was
stimulated by asking them to put a ‘+’ in the textbox as to indicate that they had
to repeat the pronunciation and to fill in the word afterwards. The analysis on the
data of training showed that the children spent about 2 to 3 seconds more when
producing the word in the exercise with overpronunciation than in the exercise of
only memorizing. Although children had to search for the ‘+’ button, it is not
likely that this would have taken that much time, as after several sessions, the
child would have known where to find the ‘+’ button. Furthermore, as the posttest was taken, children came up spontaneously with the overpronunciation of the
word - but due to the randomization of the lists with words, they were kindly
requested to pronounce the pronunciations in silence. These spontaneous
responses suggest that the children did remember the special pronunciations of
the word. Furthermore, Thaler et al. (in preparation) did verify whether the
children repeated the pronunciation of the words, but they did not find any effect
either.
Although the strategy of overpronunciation is effective for good spellers
(Ormrod & Jenkins, 1989), it seems that this strategy has less effect on poor
spellers. This lack of effect may have been caused by problems in recognizing the
facilitating aspect of the strategy and problems in using the strategy efficiently.
Some studies have shown that poor spellers may overestimate their spelling
performance, for example, they do not spend sufficient time focusing on the
spelling of words (Chapter 3). This could also be the case in overpronunciation,
especially in regular spellings: poor spellers may not pay enough attention to the
special pronunciation because they simply do not recognize why this
pronunciation would be necessary. In irregular words, poor spellers could become
more aware of the necessity of a specific strategy because the words look
unfamiliar at first sight. Poor spellers may consider overpronunciation to be a
practical strategy for irregular words, but still they might not have much profit
from the strategy.
In further research, the effect of overpronunciation should be studied more
closely. One improvement in a similar study would be to use less words to reduce
the memory load, so children might focus better on the spelling of words. Another
improvement could be to use loan-words only, because then the child may
recognize the importance of overpronunciation. Furthermore, in the dictation tests
after training, children could also be instructed to write a ‘+’ if they remembered
the special pronunciation of the word: this extra information would help to verify
whether the children did indeed pay attention to the special pronunciation of the
words. Also, half of the children should start practicing with memorizing in all
sessions while the other half of the children should start all sessions with
overpronunciation. By using an analysis between these two groups of subjects, it
would be possible to examine whether starting with overpronunciation would
help children to use overpronunciation also in the exercises where words only
need to be memorized. Finally, actively repeating the overpronunciation of words
may be necessary to find an effect of this strategy on spelling (Hulme & Bradley,
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1984). Therefore, children should be stimulated to repeat the overpronunciation
and it should be verified whether they really repeat the pronunciation - for
example by recording their speech or by observations during practicing sessions.
Although the possible effect of overpronunciation needs to be examined
further, this study demonstrated that providing specific strategies like
overpronunciation might not necessarily improve the spelling of poor spellers.
Active processing of words remains to be the most important aspect for spelling
improvement.

6
Providing spelling strategies to enhance
spelling performance
Every day we are confronted with a lot of new information: names, faces, things
we read, etc. Sometimes it is hard to remember all information, for example, if we
have to deal with rather abstract information like unusual names or if we are
confronted with an unfamiliar writing script. Using several strategies like
technical mnemonics (Searleman & Herrmann, 1994) can help us to remember
this new information efficiently. For example, if we try to remember the
unfamiliar Arabic number characters from one to nine - ١, ٢, ٣, ٤, ٥, ٦, ٧, ٨, ٩ we could apply rules and analogous numbers to facilitate the memorizing process.
The Arabic number four - ٤ - can be remembered by using the Western number 3
as analogy and then by applying the rule ‘the Arabic number four is the mirrored
number three’.
As was displayed in the former chapters, the spelling of poor spellers improves
by actively processing words. It is however not clear whether specific strategies
could also be helpful to improve their spelling. In the previous Chapter it was
demonstrated that the strategy of overpronunciation has no additive influence on
the spelling of poor spellers. The correct spelling of non-transparent words words in which phoneme-grapheme correspondences are irregular - may be hard
to acquire by simply memorizing because using simple phoneme-grapheme
translation (the phonetic strategy) is not sufficient for these kind of words.
Therefore, one may need to apply strategies to acquire and memorize the correct
spelling. Poor spellers, however, are not likely to come up with adequate spelling
strategies themselves (Anderson, 1985; Steffler, 2001; Radebaugh, 1985).
Therefore, it may be recommendable to explicitly offer them the suitable spelling
strategies (Graham, Harris, & Chorzempa, 2002; Steffler, 2001). In this chapter
the effectiveness of several commonly used spelling strategies will be examined.
Just as in the example some of the spelling strategies used in Dutch spelling
methods also emphasize the resemblances between words: the so-called ‘analogy
strategies’. In spelling exercises where this strategy is provided, the new word is
compared to a known and frequently used word. For example, if a child has to
learn the spelling of the word spouse, it could be helpful to provide the analogous
word mouse. Previous research has investigated the use and effect of the analogy
strategy on children. The results suggest that especially older children make use
of the analogy strategy, while younger children tend to rely more on phonetic
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strategies (Steffler, Varnhagen, Friesen & Treiman, 1998; Varnhagen, Boechler,
& Steffler, 1999). Yet, if younger children get more explicit instruction on how to
use the analogy strategy, they are also able to apply the analogy strategy
efficiently (Deavers & Brown, 1997; Goswami, 1991; Nation & Hulme, 1998;
Rittle-Johnson & Siegler, 1999).
Another strategy that is commonly used to improve spelling is the ‘rule-based
strategy’. This strategy has a ‘if… then’ construction. For example, because Dutch
words hardly ever end with a final j, the grapheme with the /j/ sound at the end of
the word needs to be replaced by the grapheme i. A corresponding rule would
then be ‘If you hear a /j/ at the end of a word, then you write an /i/’. In a study by
Darch, Kim, Johnson and James (2000) the rule based strategy seemed to be more
effective than the resource-based strategy (based on prior learning experiences)
and brute force (going on without using a specific strategy).
Butyniec-Thomas and Woloshyn (1997) showed that young children learn to
spell best if they are taught a repertoire of various spelling strategies in a
meaningful context. Therefore, combining several strategies like the analogy
strategy and rule-based strategy may be even more effective than providing only
one strategy (Berninger et al. 1998). Experienced Dutch remedial teachers also
suggest that a combination of strategies would be more effective than providing
only one specific strategy (Bos & Reitsma, 2003b).
The present study is focused on poor spellers and whether providing strategies
will help to improve spelling. Recent studies in which experienced remedial
teachers were asked to name the strategies they considered to be effective for
poor spellers (see Chapter 2), revealed a paradox with regards to the rule-based
strategy. The teachers’ rankings of spelling exercises showed that they preferred
exercises with a rule strategy to exercises with an analogy strategy and they also
explicitly stated that providing rules was important to improve spelling. But on
the other hand, they also remarked that poor spellers have difficulty in applying
these rules and often regard these rules as quite abstract, so the rule-based
strategy may not become truly effective. These remarks of the teachers may be
based on the difficulties poor spellers often have with working memory (Nicolson
& Fawcett, 1994): a poor working memory makes it hard to understand and
remember rather abstract rules.
The efficacy of strategies like the rule-based or the analogy strategy probably
also depends on the various Dutch spelling principles. Dutch orthography is based
on three principles: 1) spelling-to-sound, 2) analogy (with some exception rules),
3) etymology, and two rules for reduction of vowel and doubling of consonant
characters in open versus closed syllables (see Chapter 1). One might expect that
words based on etymology need to be memorized, words based on the analogy
principle are best remembered by using the analogy strategy, and rule-based
words need to be practiced by using rules. However, the remedial teachers
considered that for words of all these different spelling principles the rule-based
strategy would be more effective than the analogy or memorizing strategy.
In the current study the effects of different strategies on poor spellers for both
rule-based words and analogous words were compared. By using the memorizing
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exercise (visual dictation), which appeared to be effective for poor spellers
(Chapter 3 and 4), the surplus value of the various strategies was systematically
examined. It was hypothesized that words practiced in exercises supplemented
with a specific strategy would have more profit from training than words
practiced only in the memorizing exercise, because providing strategies may help
poor spellers to understand the structure of spellings (Graham, Harris, &
Chorzempa, 2002; Steffler, 2001). Furthermore, because a combination of
strategies was assumed to have more effect than only one strategy, it was
expected that exercises with a combination of analogy strategy and rule-based
strategy is more effective than exercises with only one kind of strategy (Berninger
et al. 1998). Providing specific strategies could also be helpful to write similar
untrained words correctly. Therefore, it was expected that words that are trained
by using specific strategies would have more effect on words of the control
condition than words that are trained by simply memorizing. Finally, because
remedial teachers recommended rules to be used in all kinds of spelling exercises
(Chapter 2), it is worthwhile to examine whether the effect of rule-based exercises
will be larger than the effect of exercises based on analogy and whether this
would be true for rule-based words as well as for words based on the analogy
principle.
Method
Participants
The participants were 105 Dutch children from Grade 3 to Grade 6 of 5 primary
schools in the Netherlands. The mean age of the children (73 boys and 32 girls)
was 10;9 years (SD = 15.5 months). The children had received formal instruction
in reading and spelling in school from their first grade onwards. The teachers
selected children who had a spelling deficit of almost two years by using the
scores on spelling tests that children had completed recently (Cito, 1993a, 1993b;
Geelhoed & Reitsma, 1999).
Materials
To provide the spelling exercises a multimedia program, specifically developed
and made attractive for children, was installed on the computers of the
participating schools. The words appeared in the middle of the screen in a font
similar to the fonts used in schoolbooks. Digitized speech stimuli were used to
present the spoken form of the words. On top of the screen instruction was written
in order to explain what the children had to do, along with the appropriate
strategies. A button on the lower left side of the screen could be clicked to repeat
the pronunciation of the word; a button on the lower right side could be clicked to
repeat the instruction. At the right side of the middle of the screen a large button
had to be pressed to proceed to the next trial.
The dictation test consisted of 80 words (see Appendix A), 48 of these words
had to be practiced and 32 of them were used as control words. The words were
normally taught between the start of Grade 2 until the end of Grade 4. The control
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words were comparable to the words to be practiced: they had the same length
and consisted of the same spelling categories. The dictation test was constructed
by selecting high frequency words from two common Dutch spelling methods
(Geelhoed, Leene & Reitsma, 1999; Van der Geest & Swüste, 1978). The spelling
of the words that were selected was based on the analogy principle and the rulebased principle (see introduction) and they could be taught by using the analogy
strategy as well as the rule-based strategy. The words that were selected belonged
to the following spelling categories: 1) words in which a vowel needs to be
deleted at the end of an open syllable like raam - ramen (window - windows), 2)
words in which a consonant between two vowels needs to be doubled if the first
vowel within a closed syllable is short, like bot - botten (bone - bones), 3) words
ending on a d but sounding as /t/, 4) words in which s changes to z in plural form,
like huis - huizen (house - houses), 5) words ending on isch, but sounding as /ees/,
like in fantastisch (fantastic), 6) words ending on lijk, but sounding as /lək/, like
in lelijk (ugly), 7) words ending on tie, but sounding as /tsee/ as in vakantie
(holiday), and 8) words with a sound like /hait/ on the end of a word, consistently
spelled as heid, as in snelheid (speed). The first two categories were based on the
main rules of Dutch spelling, the second two were based on exception rules
within the analogy principle, and the last four categories are based on the analogy
principle.
Design and procedure
A within-subjects design was used: all 105 children participated in the training
program. The control condition was formed by using control words. Prior to the
training sessions each child was administered a pre-test that included a dictation
test in which the 80 words - the 48 training words and the 32 control words - were
randomly presented. The experimenter read aloud sentences, each with one of the
80 words and the children used pencil and paper to write the designated words.
When the pre-test was completed, the experimenter gave instruction how to
practice with the multimedia-training program. During the following three weeks,
the children had to complete seven sessions with the training program. In each
session the same 48 words were practiced, 12 in each of the four training
conditions. Each time the words were presented in a different order.
The training program consisted of four different exercises in which the words
were practiced: 1) memorizing without any strategy instruction, 2) memorizing
with a focus on an analogy instruction, 3) memorizing with a focus on a rulebased instruction, and 4) memorizing with both an analogy and rule-based
instruction (see also Appendix B):
1. In the middle of the screen a word appeared and at the same time the
pronunciation of the word was given. At the left side of the screen a picture
appeared of a boy with a pondering expression and a thinking balloon just
above him. On top of the screen a text was presented with the instruction. The
child memorized the spelling of the word and pushed on the continue button
as soon as he or she knew how to spell the word correctly. The word
disappeared and the child typed the word by heart in a text box in the middle
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of the screen. After pressing the continue button, feedback was given by
indicating whether the response was correct, and presenting the proper
spelling in a green color just above the typed word
2. This condition was the same as the first condition, but an analogy instruction
was added on top of the screen, showing the phrase ‘Write the word like…
analogous word’
3. This condition was the same as the first condition, but a rule-based instruction
was added on top of the screen, showing an ‘If ….then’ construction.
4. This condition was again the same as the first condition, but now an analogy
as well as a rule-based instruction was added on top of the screen, showing an
‘If ….then’ construction and the phrase ‘Think about… analogous word’.
The instructions were derived from instructions commonly used in modern
spelling methods; the formulations that were expected to be most comprehensible
were selected (see Appendix A). In total 32 sub-lists were used to provide
sufficient combinations of words by training conditions: by assigning the children
to different sub-lists, every word was trained in different conditions. Assigning
the eight spelling categories to one of the four training conditions generated the
32 sub-lists. In each session the spelling categories were offered in blocks; each
block contained the six words of a specific spelling category. After completing
one block, a new block with the six words of another spelling category was
presented, until every block was completed.
The child could push the button to recall the pronunciation of the word up to
10 times. The program stopped the session automatically if a child was still
working after 30 minutes. If the child did not respond within two minutes, the
program was paused until the teacher typed in a password. Children were
instructed to complete about two to three sessions a week and they were not
permitted to complete more than one session a day. Within two days after the
children had completed the seven training sessions, the children started the direct
post-test, this was the same dictation test as in the pre-test. A month after training
the same dictation test was administered again as a test of retention.
The mistakes in the pre- and post-tests were registered to measure the effects
of the training exercises. The preparation time - time needed to read word and
instruction -, the production time - time needed to type the word -, and the
number of mistakes during training were registered in order to examine whether
some exercises were more difficult than others and to see whether the children
made progress during the training sessions.
Two months after training, the children were required to complete a multiplechoice evaluation test in which they had to indicate for each of the eight spelling
categories what kind of instruction or strategy was provided. This test was used to
verify whether the children had remembered the presented spelling instructions.
For each of the eight spelling categories they had to indicate what kind of strategy
was provided. They had to mark one of the five options, consisting of the four
possible instructions and the option ‘I don’t remember’.
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Results
Effects of training: dictation
The number of errors before and immediately after training for each of the four
conditions within subjects and items was compared in order to determine the
effect of training. As is shown in Table 6.1, mistakes were made in about 43% of
the words before training, while around 22% of the words were written
incorrectly in the immediate post-test.
Table 6.1

Percentage of errors before, directly after and a month after training
Percentage of errors
Before
Directly after Month later

Memorizing with analogy and rule strategy
Memorizing with rule strategy
Memorizing with analogy strategy
Memorizing
Control condition

44
42
43
44
37

22
21
23
22
30

26
25
28
27
30

In Figure 6.1 the left (darker) bars represent the proportional decrease in errors
for the four training conditions and the control condition directly after training. In
the direct post-test less errors were made as compared to the pre-test, as was
displayed by a significant interaction effect between time (pre-test versus posttest) and condition, F1(1,104) = 383.22, p < .001, ηp2 = .79; F2(1,63) = 122.65, p <
.001, ηp2 = .66. All four training conditions showed to have more effect than the
control condition, F1(1,104) = 148.96, p < .001, ηp2 = .59; F2(1,63) = 57.73, p <
.001, ηp2 = .4. But the training conditions did not differ among themselves, so no
difference was found between the simply memorizing exercise and the
memorizing exercises with strategy.
A month after training, the same test was administered again in order to find
out whether the effects would remain even after a month without practicing.
Table 1 shows that in the retention test about 27% of the words were written
incorrectly. The proportional decrease of errors in the retention test as compared
to the pre-test is also represented in Figure 6.1 (lighter bars). Overall, it is clear
that the effect of training slightly diminished over time. But even a month after
training, the words that were trained showed to have more effect than the control
condition, F1(1,104) = 92.08, p < .001, ηp2 = .48; F2(1,63) = 40.95, p < .001, ηp2 =
.39, without any differentiation for the different training conditions. Covariance
analyses indicated that gender, age and grade did not have any effect on the
decrease of errors in the various conditions over time.
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Proportional decrease of errors

Direct effect
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Retention effect

Mem. with
both strategies
Figure 6.1

Mem. with
rule strat.

Mem. with
analogy strat.

Memorizing

Control
condition

The direct and retention effect of each condition shown by the proportional
decrease of errors, with N=105 for each condition

The results of the evaluation test two months after training (see method) revealed
that the children made a correct indication out of the five options about the
provided instruction in 24% of the spelling categories. In about 35% of the
spelling categories, they chose the option ‘I don’t remember’.
Effects registered by using spelling principles
The percentage of errors in the words of the analogy principle was larger in the
pre-test (45%) than the percentage of errors in the rule-based principle (21%),
F(1,104) = 466.89, p < .001, ηp2 = .82. After correcting for the errors before
training, the direct and retention effect showed to be the same for the two spelling
principles, and no interaction was found between the spelling principles and the
different conditions. Gender, age and grade also had no influence on the gains for
the two spelling principles.
Registrations by the computer
The preparation phase (reading the instruction and the word) as well as the
producing phase (typing) were registered by the computer and the median of both
phases were calculated. The mean preparation time for all exercises was about the
same (2.2 sec). The preparation time declined significantly from about 3.4
seconds in the first session to about 1.6 seconds in the last session, F(6,624) =
58.78, p < .001, ηp2 = .36. The preparation time that was needed at the start of
each block (see method), when a new instruction was presented, did not display
any differences between the four conditions. The time needed to produce the
word declined significantly over the seven sessions: at the start it took about 13.1
seconds to write a word and in the last session producing the word took about 8.9
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seconds, F(6,624) = 35.20, p < .001, ηp2 = .25. No difference was found between
the exercises with respect to the average producing time.
The error rate was about the same in all four conditions. The proportion of
errors during training declined from about 28% at the start, to about 23% in the
last session, the decline of mistakes was significant, F(6,624) = 3.37, p < .01, ηp2
= .03. In about 36% of the mistakes, it seemed that children had made no serious
attempt to write the words correctly: strings of the same letter or strings of several
consonants were written down. Other errors were of various types: omissions,
additions, reversals, etc.
Finally, the training data showed no differences between gender, grade or age,
not for the number of errors, nor for the preparation time or the producing time.
Discussion
The aim of this study was to investigate whether providing information on
specific spelling strategies would have a beneficial effect the spelling
performance of poor spellers. The results demonstrated that the spelling of all
children improved substantially, irrespective whether a strategy was given or
what type of strategy was provided. These results were not in complete
concordance with the expectations: there was reason to predict that providing
strategies would have more effect than providing only a memorizing exercise.
The expectations about the spelling principles did show to be true: training had
the same effect on words of both principles.
The considerable effect of the memorizing exercise supports the results of
earlier studies (Chapter 3 and 4) that demonstrated that the active processing of
words is necessary to improve spelling. All memorizing exercises - with or
without a specific strategy - were quite effective: even a month after training the
reduction of errors was about 40% on average. Although the words of the control
condition belonged to the same spelling categories as the words of the training
conditions and the corresponding analogous words and rules were presented
explicitly, the words of the control condition did not seem to profit from the
different spelling strategies. Therefore, poor spellers did not seem to use the
provided strategies, possibly because they do not know how to use them, or
because they did not pay enough attention to the strategies in the first place.
It is quite likely that no effect of additional information strategies is obtained
because the children did not pay sufficient attention to the different strategies.
The data showed that the children spent about the same time preparing and
producing the words in the exercises with the analogy and / or rule-based strategy
as in the exercise without any specific strategy. Even comparing the preparation
times at the start of the appearance of each new spelling category displayed no
differences between the four conditions. Although indirectly, an evaluation test a
month after the retention test also supported the idea of a lack of attention to the
different strategies. The children were asked what kind of strategy was provided
during the different exercises. Since it was a multiple-choice test with four
possible instructions and an option to choose ‘I don’t know, they had at least 20%
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chance of choosing the correct instruction. Nevertheless, in only 24% of the
cases, they were able to give accurate answers. The children could have forgotten
the specific strategies as a result of spending not enough time focusing on the
specific strategy. One possible reason that poor spellers did not spend a lot of
time watching the specific rule and /or analogous strategies is that these strategies
are too difficult for them (Chapter 2). Alternatively, the children may simply have
considered the strategies as ‘useless’ to remember. Although their spelling
remained far from perfect (still about 22% errors directly after training), they
might have thought that their spelling could improve just as much by simply
memorizing than by using the provided strategies. The spelling processes of poor
spellers could therefore be similar to the spelling processes that were observed by
Kemp and Bryant (2003). In their study on normal and good spellers the limited
impact of rules was revealed: spelling decisions seem to be based on patterns of
frequency, even if simple reliable rules are available. It was suggested that an
early sensitivity to orthographic frequency patterns could be an important part of
learning about written language (Kemp & Bryant, 2003: Steffler, 2001). Although
poor spellers may lack this kind of orthographic sensitivity, they still may tend to
rely, just like good spellers, on frequency patterns.
In most of the current spelling methods it may also be doubtful whether poor
spellers make use of the suggested strategies while completing the exercises.
Most methods only provide specific rules or analogous words along with the
exercises, so the children may not pay any attention to these strategies.
Stimulating these children to actively remember the different kind of strategies
might have a more positive effect on their spelling performance (Bailet, 1990).
Further research should demonstrate whether stimulating the children to pay close
attention to the several strategies could have a positive influence on the spelling
performance of poor spellers. Providing the strategy auditorily could ascertain
that the children had at least perceived the presented strategy. A questionnaire
could be helpful to examine whether the children had processed the strategies
actively and whether they understood how to use the specific strategy correctly.
At the moment, it is concluded that the effectiveness of providing rule-based
and / or analogous strategies to poor spellers is rather doubtful. Poor spellers may
be able to remember a rule or an analogous word for a short time, but the
multiple-choice evaluation test indicates that they do not remember the
instruction after a longer period of time. Furthermore, it is doubtful whether they
will also be able to apply the strategy successfully during other language
activities, like writing letters or completing school assignments (Chapter 2).

7
General Discussion
The aim of this thesis was to examine what kind of spelling exercises could be
helpful to improve the spelling of poor spellers. Based on the results of the studies
described in Chapter 2 to 6, it was concluded that actively producing the complete
word is necessary to improve the spelling of children with spelling difficulties.
This thesis started by using the expertise of remedial teachers to get a general
idea about what kind of spelling exercises may be helpful. Providing rules in
spelling exercises in combination with the whole orthographic pattern of the word
was considered to be most effective, while repeatedly writing the word without
any strategy or orthographic presentation of the word was considered to be least
effective. Other aspects, like stimulation of experiences of success and
immediately giving feedback were also mentioned as being quite effective. The
judgments of experts may be valuable, but in order to verify whether their
preferences and priorities do actually make a difference, experimental training
studies are needed. Therefore, in a series of computer assisted training studies,
children with spelling difficulties were required to practice with different kinds of
exercises. The main goal of these experiments was to find the crucial elements or
conditions to promote progress in spelling skills.

7.1

Results and interpretations of the spelling exercises

The series of studies in which children with spelling problems had to practice
with different kind of exercises during several weeks revealed interesting results.
The first study demonstrated that reading does not improve the spelling of poor
spellers, only producing words actively is effective. Probably, the lack of effect in
reading has to do with the difficulties of poor spellers in achieving orthographic
knowledge (De Jong & Van der Leij, 2003; Mayringer & Wimmer, 2000;
Reitsma, 1983, 1989): reading does not seem to help them to pay close attention
to the orthographic pattern of the word. The results also demonstrated that
whether the word is visible or not during writing does not seem to have any
influence on the spelling performance: memorizing had the same effect on poor
spellers as copying or dictation. The memorizing was expected to be most
effective because in this exercise children need to process the word actively in
order to write the word correctly by heart. The limited effect of memorizing
might be due to the difficulty of the exercise. On the other hand poor spellers
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could also have overestimated their spelling performance, resulting in spending
insufficient time concentrating on the word. The results on the dictation test
demonstrated that practicing words the same way as they are tested had no extra
impact.
The study on variations of word production demonstrated that writing the
complete word from memory is most effective, while choosing the correct
spelling with the example on screen has no effect at all. These results were not in
complete concordance with Chapter 3: memorizing seemed to have slightly more
effect than simply copying words. A further study should be conducted in order to
be able to decide more firmly on the effects of copying versus memorizing.
Finally, in the last two chapters the effect of providing spelling strategies has
been examined. Although the remedial teachers had suggested that exercises with
rule-based strategies would be most effective for poor spellers, the results showed
that poor spellers did not seem to profit from rules, nor from any other kind of
strategy. These results could imply that children with spelling difficulties are not
capable of using the strategies properly, as was also mentioned by the remedial
teachers. These teachers had claimed on the one hand that rules are important to
give the poor spellers something to hold on to, but on the other hand they also
stated that poor spellers have difficulty in applying the rules properly. The results
of Chapter 5 indicate that some strategies that have shown to be effective for
normal spellers like the strategy of overpronunciation (Ormrod and Jenkins,
1989) are not effective to children with spelling difficulties. Perhaps poor spellers
do not realize what the beneficial effects of the provided strategies could be, and
therefore they do not pay enough attention to the presented rules. On the other
hand, poor spellers could also simply have difficulty in using these strategies and
instructions properly. Nevertheless, some caution must be exercised before
concluding that poor spellers do not profit from additional rules or strategies. The
results of Chapter 6 do not ascertain that the children spent enough time
inspecting the various instructions. So, a new research question is therefore
whether a transfer effect might have been found for words based on analogy or
rules if they had spent more time examining the instructions.
The differences in effect between using a computer or pencil and paper are also
reported: practicing on a computer had evidently more effect than using pencil
and paper. Working with the computer program took more time than working on
paper, probably because the children had to search for the letters on the keyboard,
and because feedback was provided as well as the pronunciation of words.
Elements like feedback and pronunciation might not only have taken more time,
but might also have contributed to the overall more positive effects.
Implementing feedback and the pronunciation of words in exercises with pencil
and paper would however be impossible or too time-consuming. Using a
computer instead of pencil and paper may also have had a compensating effect for
their possible motoric deficits, and therefore an extra positive motivational
influence on the spelling performance of poor spellers (Fawcett, Nicolson &
Morris, 1993).
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The rankings of the various types of exercises (Chapter 2) demonstrated that the
same kind of instruction was considered to be useful for different kind of spelling
categories. Also, the spelling categories that were used in the studies with the
training program (Chapter 3 to 6) showed to profit equally from training. Despite
the fact that more errors were made in for example, words based on the
etymology principle than in words of the analogy principle, no other differences
could be found. No transfer effects were found, not even if the analogy and /or
rule-based instructions presented explicitly (Chapter 6).
The results of the various chapters are to a large extent in concordance, and
they do reveal that actively producing the complete word is effective to poor
spellers. Nevertheless, several strategies that were assumed to have a positive
effect did not appear to have any extra effect on spelling performance. By
examining the characteristics of poor spellers, it might be revealed why these
aspects do not have any extra effect.

7.2

Individual differences

It is often assumed that remediation programs should take into account the
individual characteristics of the child (Boder, 1973), this was also emphasized by
some of the remedial teachers (Chapter 2). Nevertheless, the remedial teachers
also considered a rule-based strategy to be the most effective strategy,
irrespective of the child’s IQ, phonological skill, spelling skill, or level of
attention. This indicates that to their opinion even if differences in characteristics
do exist, these differences probably have no effect on the way spelling needs to be
taught, at least not for the aspects that were examined in Chapter 2. Because of
these results, in our experimental training studies the characteristics, like possible
visual or verbal deficits were not taken into account. In the various studies we did
however examine the possible effects of gender, age and Level, but these
variables did not show to have any effect on the results either. Therefore, no
specific evidence was found about possible sub-types within spelling disabled
children or about special treatment based on the sub-types.
The question remains however, what kind of characteristics poor spellers have
in common and whether these characteristics determine what kind of exercises are
useful. The current thesis did reveal some information about the characteristics of
poor spellers but these are mainly based on the ideas of remedial teachers or on
the interpretation of spelling exercises: problems in application of rules,
insufficient word knowledge, phonetic writing, weak memory, problems with
processing orthographic knowledge and applying different kind of strategies. This
thesis does not confirm the assumption that spelling disabled children have
different characteristics and that these characteristics have an influence on the
effectiveness of specific spelling exercises. The results do show some common
characteristics of poor spellers but additional and further research is needed to
discover more about the characteristics of poor spellers and in what way these
characteristics could have an influence on the effectiveness of spelling exercises.
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7.3

Neurological and psycholinguistic accounts on spelling

Neurological research has revealed some interesting results on the characteristics
of dyslexics. Different neurological studies have emphasized different patterns of
the brain in dyslexic children. Some research found that visual deficits (Facoetti
et al., 2003), especially deficits in the magnocellular pathway, might cause
problems in reading and spelling (Livingstone, Rosen, Drislane & Galaburda,
1991; Lovegrove, Martin & Slaghuis, 1986; Stein & Talcott 1999). Other studies
claim that dyslexia is essentially a disorder in phonemic processing: visual
problems are associated with this disorder, but they are not the direct cause of the
problem (Murphy, 2003). Several studies with fMRI show that activity in the
brain differs between dyslexic children and children without dyslexia (Habib,
2000; Murphy, 2003; Papanicolaou et al., 2003): children with dyslexia show a
reduced activation of the left hemisphere during reading (Paulesu et al., 2001),
which also implies possible problems in phonemic processing. Another cause of
phonological, visual and motor deficits could be found by using the temporal
processing deficit theory, which states that all impairments stem from a common
mechanism (Habib, 2000; Van Ingelghem, Van Wieringen, Wouters,
Vandenbussche, Onghena, & Ghesquière, 2001). Although neurological research
does not provide unambiguous results about the characteristics of poor spellers,
the findings do show a clear tendency of poor spellers having problems in
phonological awareness.
Research that has emphasized cognitive or linguistic models of the spelling
process seems also helpful to deduce the characteristics of poor spellers. In a
recent study by Houghton and Zorzi (2003) a dual-route architecture has been
presented to simulate the spelling process. The model represents the spelling
processes of both normal spellers and dyslexics by implementing two routes that
run in parallel, one is a direct route from sound to spelling (phoneme to
grapheme) and the other is a mediating route that is based on the frequency of
words. The effect of the mediating route is in concordance with the results of
Kemp and Bryant (2003) who demonstrated the importance of frequency by
showing that, children do acquire orthographic knowledge implicitly by reading
words frequently. The study by Steffler (2001) helps to explain the acquisition of
implicit as well as explicit knowledge of spelling. As explicit knowledge is
acquired through clear instructions, implicit knowledge about orthographic
regularities and about connections between sound and spelling is acquired
through frequencies and patterns of stimuli. The use of explicit or implicit
knowledge depends on flexibility as spelling develops. However, good spellers
are probably better to abstract rules and structure from language than poor
spellers and the latter group probably needs to receive explicit instruction in order
to remember the spelling correctly (Graham, 2000, Steffler, 2001). The dual route
model of Houghton and Zorzi (2003) confirms this hypothesis: reducing the effect
of the mediating route results in spelling errors that are similar to people with
surface dyslexia. Further inspection of the errors of poor spellers displayed that a
lot of errors of dyslexic children were phonologically plausible: sometimes with
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omission of letters or substitution with comparable letters. So poor spellers may
not always be aware of regularities in words. To improve the spelling of poor
spellers, it might be helpful to put emphasis on the mediating route. It is however
unclear in what way this should be accomplished. Moreover, the results of
Chapter 5 and 6 have shown that explicit instruction does not necessarily help to
improve the spelling of poor spellers, so it may be difficult to help them in
perceiving the regularities between words. Poor spellers also seem to make a lot
of phonological errors which implies that they also have difficulties with the
direct route. Therefore, instruction in phonemic awareness should also be
emphasized.
Neurological and cognitive researches have revealed some of the
characteristics of poor spellers. It seems that poor spellers have difficulty with
phonemic awareness as well as finding regularities between words. Although it is
not clear in what way these shortcomings could be treated, it may be helpful to
focus on their problems and new research may demonstrate what kind of other
instructions could be useful.

7.4

Further research on treatment of poor spellers

Some aspects that are mentioned or even studied in this thesis still need to be
examined more closely. For example, the effect of copying versus memorizing
should be examined more thoroughly: memorizing the complete word seems to be
effective in all cases, but it is not quite clear whether copying a word is always as
effective as memorizing.
Another aspect that should be examined further is the effect of feedback. The
studies in this thesis did not systematically compare the effect of feedback versus
no feedback. However, even without providing explicit feedback (Chapter 3, first
experiment) the exercises had an obvious effect. Also, in all studies after the pretest no feedback was provided, but still the number of errors decreased
significantly between pre-test and the first training session. A systematic study
should reveal whether exercises with feedback could have more effect on poor
spellers than exercises without feedback. In this thesis, the children could not
correct their mistakes after the provided feedback. Because the remedial teachers
had stated that correcting errors directly after feedback could have a positive
effect (Chapter 2), is recommendable to test this assumption in further research.
The effect of presenting different strategies also needs to be examined further.
Children may profit from different exercises more efficiently if the strategies are
presented auditorily, because then the children must pay some attention to the
different strategies. Nevertheless, strategies that are provided auditorily may not
necessarily be effective: the strategy of overpronunciation was provided
auditorily but did not display any effect either (Chapter 5). Therefore, it may be
more helpful to ask remedial teachers to present the strategies: they could help the
children to pay attention to the different strategies and to see whether the
strategies are really understood.
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Finally, the results demonstrate that most exercises were quite effective, the
spelling of poor spellers improved significantly and even a month after training
the effect of training was still apparent. Practicing on the computer was far more
effective than practicing with pencil and paper. Therefore, it would probably be
recommendable to use spelling programs on the computer that are comparable to
the one used in this thesis, as long as the program answers to the needs of
dyslexic children and the child is requested to write the complete word.

7.5

Conclusion

In this thesis it was examined what kind of spelling exercises are effective for
poor spellers. The expertise of remedial teachers as well as a training program
with spelling exercises for poor spellers was used. The results demonstrated that
actively processing the complete word is most effective to children with spelling
difficulties. Most exercises that were presented to the children helped to improve
their spelling performance. The results also imply that practicing on the computer
is more effective than working on paper. Some other aspects like the effect of
memorizing versus copying, the effect of feedback and several strategies are not
evident yet. In conclusion, the most effective way to improve the spelling of poor
spellers is by using a computer program in which children need to write the
complete word.
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Appendix A: Selected words
Chapter 3
Experiment 1
Level 1
bang
beeld
beer
bloemkool
blokfluit
door
dwerg
eng
feest
fiets
film
fles
fluit
fort
framboos

fris
fruit
geur
glans
half
hond
hoofd
huisdier
jong
kalf
kleur
klomp
kreeft
kreng
kring

kwast
meer
melkglas
mond
paard
plaats
plant
poort
ring
schaal
schaats
scheerkwast
schoen
school
schot

schrift
schuin
schuur
slok
slot
smaak
smal
snel
soep
speelhoek

Level 2
aardig
achter
apen
bocht
boeven
botten
boze
brave
brieven
buren
daklozen
dicht
dieven
dikke
dove

druiven
duw
eerlijk
eeuwig
eindelijk
ernstig
gevaarlijk
glazen
hazen
hiermee
hitte
hoge
huwelijk
idee
kiezen

leeuw
lippen
lucht
makkelijk
mannen
meeuw
moeilijk
molen
muren
nicht
nieuw
nodig
pennen
peren
poezen

prachtig
puree
recht
regen
reuzen
rustig
ruw
schroeven
slee
snee
sneeuw
snuiven
sommen
specht
tree

speer
staart

stuur
tand
tong
tulp
vriend
wang
warm
weer
wind
wipneus
wolf
zwart

stoel
stofdoek
storm

tussen
twee
twintig
uw
vacht
vader
vazen
verdrietig
vreselijk
vrolijk
waarmee
zwaluw

Appendix A
Chapter 3: Experiment 2 / Chapter 4: Experiment 1
Level 1
bang
bank
beer
breng
denk
deur
ding
dokter
drank
eng
feest
fel
fiets
fit
fles

fluit
fors
friet
fris
gang
geur
gieter
gulden
hoepel
hoor
jong
keer
kelder
klank
kleur

kring
kuiken
link
mank
mensen
pink
plank
ring
slak
slim
smaak
smeer
snel
soep
speer

spier
spook
spoor
stank
stof
stuur
tong
vaak
vals
vier
vlees
vlieg
vlug
vraag
vroeg

vuur
wanten
wortel
zaal
zak
zeep
ziek
zoon
zuur
zwaan
zweet
zwem

Level 2
aardig
behoorlijk
beide
bezig
blauw
blij
bouw
dierlijk
duw
eik
einde
flauw
gauw
geeuw
geit

gevaarlijk
gewoonlijk
gouden
grijp
heerlijk
hout
jarig
kieuw
klauw
klei
kous
krijg
kwalijk
kwijt
leeuw

lenig
lijf
lijm
makkelijk
meeuw
moedig
moeilijk
mouw
natuurlijk
nee
nieuw
nodig
ouder
paus
pauw

pijn
plein
prei
puree
rauw
ree
reis
rijst
rustig
ruw
saus
slee
sluw
snauw
snee

sneeuw
spijt
spoedig
stout
thee
touw
tree
trein
twee
twintig
waarmee
zout
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Chapter 4: Experiment 2 / Experiment 3
Level 1
bank
blank
blij
brand
breed
denk
deur
dijk
door
dorpen
draad
drank
fiets
fit
fles

flits
fluit
fornuis
friet
fris
fruit
geur
gieter
groente
grond
gulden
heer
helder
hoepel
hond

hoofd
keer
kijk
klank
kleed
kleur
krijg
kuiken
kwaad
lijm
lijst
mank
mantel
mijn
paard

pijn
pink
plank
rij
smeer
spoor
stank
teer
vals
vlag
vlees
vlieg
vloer
vlot
vorst

vraag
vuur
wortel
zaal
zeep
ziek
zoet
zoon
zuur
zwaar
zwart
zweet

Level 2
behoorlijk
beide
bijna
blauw
bocht
dicht
dozen
dreigen
drijf
duw
dweil
eerlijk
eeuw
feit
flauw

gauw
gebouw
geeuw
gevaarlijk
glazen
glijden
gouden
grijns
hazen
hout
huizen
kazen
kieuw
kiezen
klauw

klein
knecht
koude
kous
kracht
kwalijk
kwijt
lelijk
lucht
moeilijk
mouw
neuzen
nieuw
paleis
partij

paus
pauw
pijnlijk
poezen
prei
recht
reuzen
rijst
ruw
saus
sierlijk
slijm
sluw
snauw
sneeuwpop

specht
spijker
spreeuw
stout
tocht
trouw
vrolijk
wacht
weiland
wenkbrauw
zeil
zout
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Chapter 5
Level 1
behoorlijk
benieuwen
bezig
bloei
deftig
deur
door
dorpen
dorstig
driftig
eerlijk
eeuw

ernstig
fraai
geeuw
geur
gevaarlijk
groei
groente
gulden
haai
heer
helder
hoepel

keer
kieuw
kleur
kooi
koor
kraai
kuiken
kwalijk
leeuw
lelijk
mantel
masker

meer
moedig
moeilijk
natuurlijk
nieuws
pijnlijk
prachtig
prooi
roei
saai
schreeuw
sierlijk

sneeuwpop
spreeuw
stoor
strooi
teer
verdrietig
vochtig
vrolijk
wanten
wortel
zeemeeuw
zielig

Level 2
page
variatie
komisch
chinees
barbecue
detail
manege
fantastisch
advertentie
bungalow
douane
chef
ravage

jeans
elektrisch
arrestatie
jus
chauffeur
stage
weekend
operatie
historisch
premier
chocola
horloge
tissue

machine
demonstratie
milieu
romantisch
etalage
informatie
interview
niveau
logisch
recherche
bagage
organisatie
praktisch

diner
keeper
champignon
asperge
team
reparatie
ragout
brochure
technisch
etage
chirurg
punaise
handicap

alfabetisch
felicitatie
lekkage
jungle
notitie
gigantisch
parachute
pension
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Chapter 6
bosbrand
walvissen
opsporen
feestneuzen
verkoudheid
demonstratie
moeilijk
fantastisch
grasveld
huismussen
bergwegen
buurthuizen
gezelligheid
organisatie
behoorlijk
historisch

melktand
bruggen
sparen
koolmezen
aardigheid
advertentie
kwalijk
romantisch
grond
vlaggen
kleren
verfdozen
eenzaamheid
informatie
natuurlijk
arabisch

kwaad
sterren
groter
uitkiezen
dankbaarheid
arrestatie
gevaarlijk
komisch
breed
letters
vragen
lenzen
hoeveelheid
variatie
eerlijk
tragisch

vriend
wakker
dromen
glazen
vrijheid
operatie
pijnlijk
magisch
zand
binnen
gluren
laarzen
luiheid
felicitatie
lelijk
logisch

baard
jammer
hoge
poezen
waarheid
reparatie
sierlijk
praktisch
hoofd
rokken
buren
rozen
snelheid
traktatie
vrolijk
ritmisch
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Appendix B: Examples of materials of each study
Chapter 2
Experiment 1
Complete orthographic
information of the word

Partial orthographic
information of the word

No orthographic
information of the word

Write down the word under
each picture. The writings of
the words are also given.

Write down the word under
each picture. You have to use
the character c to start the
word.

Write down the word under
each picture.

……….. ……….. ……….

……….. ……….. ……….

clown

circus

……….. ……….. ……….

cowboy

Experiment 2
- Example of the Dutch doubling of consonants Copy the words five times
Look carefully, then cover the words and write down the whole word

"katten"

kattne

"bakker"

bakker

"emmer"

emmer

"koffer"

koffer

Feedback

pronunciation

"zakken

z-----n

"bakker"

b-----r

"f akkel

f-----l

"takken"

t-----n

Feedback

Write the words just like the example: p akke n
Look carefully, then cover the letters and write down the whole word

"katten"

------

"bakker"

------

"emmer"

------

"koffer"

------

Feedback

If you hear a short sound like a, e, i, o of u, then you write two consonants, puh!
Look en listen good and write the whole word
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Chapter 3
Experiment 1

Reading: preparation

Reading: production

Copying: preparation

Copying: production

Memorizing: preparation

Memorizing: production

Appendix B
Experiment 2

Dictation task: preparation

Dictation task: production

Dictation task: feedback

Copying: preparation

Copying: production

Copying: feedback

Memorizing: preparation

Memorizing: production

Memorizing: feedback

IX

X
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Chapter 4
Experiment 1

Writing complete word

Writing part of the word

Choosing correct spelling

Writing part of the word

Choosing correct spelling

Experiment 2

Writing complete word
Exercises with pencil and paper:
Welk woord is hetzelfde?

Schrijf het woord over:

neuzen

kr acht

neuzen

neusen

………….

Vul het woord aan:

Welk woord is hetzelfde?

r echt

glazen

r e…..t

glasen

glazen

Schrijf het woord over:

Vul het woord aan:

pijnlijk

stout

………….

st……t
.

Appendix B
Experiment 3

Writing complete word by memorizing

Choosing correct spelling by memorizing

Writing complete word by copying

Choosing correct spelling by copying

Chapter 5

Memorizing with overpronunciation

Memorizing

XI
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Chapter 6

Memorizing

Memorizing with rule-based strategy

Memorizing with analogy strategy

Memorizing with both strategies
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Summary
Spelling difficulties seem to be hard to overcome: although poor spellers spend
much more time practicing with spelling exercises than their peers, their spelling
achievement hardly improves. The aim of this thesis is to focus on the
effectiveness of various spelling exercises in order to find out what aspects in
spelling exercises could be helpful to improve the spelling of poor spellers.
Several studies were conducted in order to examine the effectiveness of various
spelling exercises.
The first two studies in Chapter 2 made use of the expertise of experienced
remedial teachers to evaluate the potential effectiveness of various spelling
exercises. The teachers had to complete a questionnaire and had to make rankings
of several sets of exercises on the basis of the expected effectiveness using their
own experiences. The results show that exercises with a combination of a rule
based strategy and the whole orthographic pattern of the word were considered to
be most effective. Memorizing the word without presenting the orthographic
pattern of the word was considered to be least effective. Stimulation of the
experiences of success and immediately giving feedback were also considered to
be quite important. Surprisingly, individual characteristics of the children did not
seem to have any influence on the ranking of the exercises. In the second study
the teachers made their responses by taking in mind a certain spelling disabled
child. Teachers on the one hand emphasized the importance of providing rules in
spelling exercises, but on the other hand also mentioned that poor spellers often
have serious difficulties in applying these rules. Exploiting the experience and
knowledge of remedial teachers was the first step in getting a better
understanding about the effectiveness of spelling exercises. In Chapter 3 to 6
further examinations were made by requesting poor spellers to practice with
several kinds of exercises.
The first experimental training study (Chapter 3) examined whether reading is
sufficient for poor spellers to attain knowledge of a word’s spelling, or whether it
is necessary to actively produce the spelling. Dutch poor spellers participated in
computer-assisted exercises. The children had to copy from screen, memorizing,
or read aloud from the screen. Copying and memorizing were effective, but
reading had no lasting effects. The second study consisted of the same procedure
but now a dictation task replaced the reading task. All three conditions had
substantial effects. Presenting the written word just before, during, or after the
spelling process made no difference. In order to positively affect the spelling
ability in poor spellers, reading is not helpful: words need to be processed
actively, for example, by typing words.
The positive result of active processing raised a new question, namely, what
part of the orthographic pattern of the word needs to be produced. In the first two
experiments of Chapter 4 the children practiced words based on three different
exercises: a) writing the whole word, b) writing only the ambiguous part of the
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word, and c) orthographic choice. In Experiment 1 the children had to complete
the exercise after memorizing the word while in Experiment 2 the words
remained on screen. Furthermore, in Experiment 2 half of the children practiced
with exercises on paper. In Experiment 3 the children practiced with words based
on four different exercises: a) writing the whole word after memorizing, b)
orthographic choice after memorizing, c) writing the whole word with the
example on screen, and d) orthographic choice with the example on screen.
Writing the whole word after memorizing was most effective, while choosing the
correct spelling with the example on screen did not have any effect. Practicing on
the computer was more effective than working with pencil and paper. It was
concluded that the whole word needs to be produced actively. Orthographic
choice may even have a negative impact on spelling performance, because these
exercises also offer the incorrect spelling of the word. Positive effects of
feedback, motivation, or pronunciation of the word may explain the advantages of
working on a computer versus working on paper.
Because it is often assumed that difficulties in spelling are of phonological
origin, the aim of the study described in Chapter 5 was to examine whether
emphasis on the pronunciation of individual graphemes - i.e. overpronunciation
during exercises in spelling - could have beneficial effects on the spelling skills of
poor spellers. Dutch children with a spelling deficit had to practice words in two
types of exercises: 1) full production after memorizing, and 2) overpronunciation
accompanied by full production after memorizing. In both exercises the progress
in spelling skills was found to be substantial, though overpronunciation showed to
have no additional effect on spelling. It was concluded that poor spellers are not
likely to use strategies like overpronunciation effectively.
The last empirical study reported in Chapter 6 focused on the effect of
strategies that are normally provided in general spelling exercises. It was
hypothesized that providing strategies would have a positive effect, but that the
effect would be related to the provided type of spelling category. Dutch children
with a spelling deficit of almost two years participated in the training, using
computer-assisted spelling exercises. The children practiced with four different
conditions: a) memorizing with no specific instruction, b) focusing on an analogy
strategy, c) focusing on a rule-based strategy, or d) instructions included both an
analogy and rule-based strategy. The results demonstrate that all exercises were
equally effective. Emphasizing instruction of the spelling strategies may need to
be refined in order to get a better understanding of the possible effect of these
specific spelling strategies.
In Chapter 7 the main results of the thesis are discussed. Some recent
neurological research findings and cognitive models are described that are
forwarded as an explanation of the characteristics of poor spellers. The final
conclusion is that the most effective way to improve the spelling of children with
spelling difficulties consists of the use of a computer program in which children
are required to write the complete word.
.
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Samenvatting
Spellingproblemen lijken moeilijk oplosbaar: zwakke spellers besteden meer tijd
aan spellingoefeningen dan hun leeftijdsgenoten, maar desondanks verbetert hun
spelling nauwelijks. Het doel van deze dissertatie is om aandacht te besteden aan
de effectiviteit van de verschillende spellingoefeningen om na te gaan welke
elementen de spelling van zwakke spellers helpen te verbeteren.
Hoofdstuk 2 start met twee experimenten waarin de expertise van specifieke
leerkrachten -remedial teachers- wordt gebruikt om de mogelijke effectiviteit van
de verschillende spellingoefeningen te bestuderen. De leerkrachten hebben op
basis van eigen ervaring een vragenlijst ingevuld en sets met oefeningen
gerangschikt op grond van de verwachte effectiviteit. De resultaten tonen aan dat
oefeningen met een combinatie van een regelstrategie en de orthografische
weergave van het gehele woord beschouwd werden als het meest effectief. Het
memoriseren van woorden zonder dat het woord orthografisch wordt
weergegeven werd als minst effectief gezien. Het stimuleren van
succeservaringen en het geven van directe feedback werden beschouwd als
bijzonder belangrijk. Verrassend genoeg bleken de individuele karakteristieken
van kinderen geen invloed te hebben op de rangorde van de oefeningen. In het
tweede experiment moesten de leerkrachten hun antwoorden geven terwijl ze een
specifiek spellingzwak kind in gedachten hadden. Leerkrachten bleken regels in
spellingoefeningen belangrijk te vinden, maar ze gaven ook weer dat zwakke
spellers vaak behoorlijke problemen hebben in het toepassen van de regels. Het
onderzoek naar de ervaring en kennis van remedial teachers was de eerste stap om
effectieve aspecten in spellingoefeningen te traceren. In Hoofdstuk 3 tot 6 werd
het onderzoek voortgezet door zwakke spellers te laten oefenen met verschillende
soorten computergestuurde oefeningen.
Het eerste experimentele trainingsonderzoek (Hoofdstuk 3) ging na of zwakke
spellers kennis over de spelling van een woord konden verkrijgen door te lezen,
of dat de spelling actief geproduceerd moest worden. Nederlandse zwakke
spellers moesten kopiëren, memoriseren of oplezen van het scherm. De resultaten
tonen aan dat kopiëren en memoriseren behoorlijk effectief zijn, maar dat lezen
geen blijvend effect heeft. Het tweede onderzoek was vergelijkbaar met het
eerste, maar de leestaak werd vervangen door een dictee. Alle oefeningen hadden
een duidelijk effect. Het aanbieden van het geschreven woord vlak voor, tijdens
of na het schrijven maakte geen verschil. Lezen heeft geen positief effect op de
spellingvaardigheid van zwakke spellers: woorden moeten actief worden
verwerkt, bijvoorbeeld door de woorden te typen.
Het gunstige effect van het actief verwerken van woorden wierp de vraag op in
hoeverre het woord orthografisch geproduceerd dient te worden. Hoofdstuk 4
bespreekt deze vraag met behulp van 3 experimenten. In de eerste twee
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experimenten kregen de kinderen drie verschillende oefeningen aangeboden: a)
het gehele woord schrijven, b) het ambigue gedeelte van het woord schrijven, en
c) orthografische keuze. In Experiment 1 moesten de kinderen de oefening maken
nadat het woord gememoriseerd was, terwijl het woord in Experiment 2 zichtbaar
bleef. De helft van de kinderen kreeg in Experiment 2 oefeningen op papier in
plaats van op de computer. In Experiment 3 kregen de kinderen de woorden op
basis van vier verschillende oefeningen aangeboden: a) het hele woord schrijven
na memoriseren, b) orthografische keuze na memoriseren, c) het gehele woord
schrijven met het voorbeeld zichtbaar, en d) orthografische keuze met het
voorbeeld zichtbaar. Het schrijven van het gehele woord na memoriseren bleek
het meest effectief en het kiezen van de correcte spelling met het voorbeeld
zichtbaar had geen effect. Het oefenen op de computer had meer effect dan het
werken met pen en papier. Er werd geconcludeerd dat het gehele orthografische
patroon van het woord actief geproduceerd moet worden en dat orthografische
keuze zelfs een negatieve invloed kan hebben op de spellingsprestaties. Positieve
invloeden van feedback, motivatie of uitspraak van het woord zouden het verschil
in effect tussen de computer versus pen en papier kunnen verklaren.
Aangezien vaak gesteld wordt dat problemen met spelling een fonologische
basis hebben, heeft Hoofdstuk 5 als doel te achterhalen of het benadrukken van de
uitspraak van de afzonderlijke grafemen een positief effect zou kunnen hebben op
de spellingvaardigheden van zwakke spellers. Nederlandse kinderen met een
spellingachterstand oefenden met twee verschillende oefeningen: 1) geheel
produceren na memoriseren, en 2) uitspreken-wat-er-staat gecombineerd met
geheel produceren na memoriseren. In beide oefeningen was de vooruitgang
aanzienlijk. Er kon geconcludeerd worden dat zwakke spellers strategieën als
uitspreken-wat-er-staat niet goed weten toe te passen. De laatste empirische studie
(Hoofdstuk 6) heeft zich gericht op het effect van strategieën die gewoonlijk
aangeboden worden in algemene spellingoefeningen. Er werd verondersteld dat
het aanbieden van strategieën een positief effect zou hebben en dat dit effect
gerelateerd zou zijn aan de aangeboden spellingcategorieën. Nederlandse
kinderen met ongeveer twee jaar spellingachterstand deden mee aan de training.
De kinderen kregen vier verschillende condities aangeboden: a) memoriseren
zonder specifieke instructie, b) memoriseren met een analogiestrategie, c)
memoriseren met een regelstrategie, of d) memoriseren met zowel een analogieals een regelstrategie. De resultaten tonen aan dat alle oefeningen evenveel effect
hadden. Er werd geconcludeerd dat het benadrukken van instructies van
spellingstrategieën verbeterd zou moeten worden om een beter beeld te krijgen
van de mogelijke effecten van deze specifieke spellingstrategieën.
In het laatste hoofdstuk worden de algemene resultaten van de dissertatie
besproken. De karakteristieken van zwakke spellers worden besproken aan de
hand van recent neurologisch onderzoek en nieuwe cognitieve modellen. De
eindconclusie meldt dat het oefenen door het opschrijven van het gehele woord
met behulp van een computerprogramma de meest effectieve manier is om de
spelling van spellingzwakke kinderen te verbeteren.
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